


tt Safety First" still lives as the basic creed

of American railroad men, but today it

takes expression in the broader form

~~Safety first - friendliness too!"

Make your next trip by train

and you will sample not

only the safest travel in the

world, but also the finest and

most reliable.

time -bettered their speed and service.

Freight travels 43% faster than it did a few

years ago. Passenger trains have had run

ning time notably cut. Comfort, as exem

plified by air-conditioning, has been pro

vided in steadily increasing measure.

ASSOCIATI:~~~
Transportation Building, Washington, D. C.

Every mile of main-line track is today pro
tected by safety practices as perfect as human
ingenuity can so far devise. Unseen but
constantly augmented improvements in
locomotives, cars, brakes, couplings sur
round those who ride by rail with a
degree of security unmatched elsewhere.

And probably the greatest tribute

to practical railroaders lies

in the fact that whil~ they

have bettered their safety

record they have at the same

This doesn't just happen.

The railroads are safe be

cause they pioneered and

have practiced Safety First for thirty years.
They are safe even at their present
stepped-up speeds, because they are
modern.

The American railroads have

been the safest form of trans

portation, public or private,

for many years; insurance

statistics prove that you are

actually far less likely to

suffer harm on a modern

railroad train than even in

your own home.

PERHAPS you saw in front

page headlines, last

year's record of railroad

safety. Yet this was only the

peak record of many years'

like achievement.
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IPANA
•
In

your dentist's ablest assistant
the home care of teeth and gums

I PANA is a modern tooth paste, a denti
frice that answers the demands of the

newest findings of dental science.
Today dentists everywhere stress the

fact that true oral hygiene entails a double
duty-regular daily care of the gums as well
as of the teeth. And, because it is an effec
tive aid to gum massage-because Ipana
and massage does help restore vigor, firm
ness and a healthy circulation to lazy
gum. tissues-Ipana has earned the title of
"the dentist's ablest assistant in the home
care of the mouth"!

Our modern menus are, in the main, re
sponsible for the modern plague of tender,
ailing gums. Our soft, well-cooked dishes
simply deny our gums the work they
need for vigorous health. And gum mas
sage, massage with lpana, is the sensible,
the practical substitute for· that needed
work and stimulation.

If your own tooth brush should ever

show "pink"-see your dentist! You may
be in for serious trouble. But usually it is
simply a warning of lazy gums, gums that
your dentist will tell you will respond to
a daily schedule of Ipana and massage.

Switch to lpana and Massage
Get a tube of Ipana from your druggist
today. The technique of the massage is
simple-and easily practiced. With the tip
of your finger or your tooth brush simply
rub a little· extra Ipana into your gums
every time you brush your teeth. You will
soon notice an improvement - a new
whiteness to your teeth-a new healthy
tingle in your gums. The gums feel
stronger, more resistant, as new circula
tion brings new firmness.

Even before you see that first warning
"tinge of pink~' switch to Ipana. Your
smile .. will be safer if you observe this
modern practice for true oral hygiene.

FOR CLEAN TEETH AND HEALTHY GUMS

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
i
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BEHIND THE TICKER-TAPE
You can follow the fluctuations of the; markets from
opening bell to closing 'by reading the ticker-tape', but

the whole story won't be th.ere-only the quotations;

It will be in the Financial Pages of The New York Sun.

On the street a few minutes after the exchanges close~

the Night Edition 0.£ The Sun br'ings you an accurate
interpretation and analysis' .of the ticke'r-tape"s sto·ry.
T'h~re Y9U will find reasons behind mo,vements of the
tape during a day 0'£ tr.ading; there you will find news
from the world of finance and business, with concise
and complete reports of trading o'n the Stock and Curb
Exchanges, Bond transactions, unlisted security deals.

There, too, Carleton A. Shively, Financial Editor of
The Sun, discusses d,evelopments in the ma,rket's daily
activity and frequently is first with news of importance
to investors. On Saturday there is a spe'cial page re
viewing the week's news in business.

NEW YORK
The Newspaper of Df,stinction in its Readers, its News and its Advertis!n{J

Why hunt through a
basket of ticker-tape
when The Sttn is at
hand t A check or
money-order for five
dollars brings the news
of markets to your doo,"
for the next six months.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

DEAR MR. ROOSEVELT: On the morning of
next November 3 I shall leave my home in the
lower flat at about the same hour as usual, but
I won't turn directly east toward the streetcar.
Instead I shall walk a block west· and .half a
block south to the fire station where I shall
cast my one vote for Alfred M. Landon of Kansas
for the presidency of the United States. I'm
afraid, Mr. Roosevelt, that this action can be
attributed directly to you.

There was a time when I should not have
thought this . contemplated procedure ·possible.
Now it is inevitable, and it is all very confus
ing and annoying. It is annoying especially
because, after you have thought you were mak
ing intellectual progress over a period of years,
you don't like to find yourself precisely where
you began. Frankly, Mr. Roosevelt, it is down
right discouraging to have considered yourself
the owner of a strictly twentieth-century -men
tal outlook, to have progressed far beyond
Grandpa, and then be brought up short by the
realization that you have merely detoured un
necessarily. That is what; has happened to me.

There is quite a story in connection with this
decision about November third, but I scarcely
know where it starts. Maybe it begins way back
when I was a kid in a small Far Western town.
My family had come West with the covered
wagons years before, and settled on the desert
to compete with the jackrabbits for a meager
living. My great-grandparents helped dig the
first irrigation ditches and put up the first log
cabins. We kids used to have wonderful times
winter evenings when we could snare Grandpa
for a session of pioneer day stories. These were
swell stories, about Indians and privation and
blood and gore and the building of the first
railroad. Recently I have come to realize that
we got more than entertainment from them. We
sopped up a lot of incidental philosophy-you
know, horse-and-buggy stuff.

My people were the kind who had come West
because they thought any change might be an
improvement. After they got here. they staked
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out farms and went up in the hills for water
and logs. They didn't seem to mind doing
without things, and always managed to' put
something by. In time, some of them became
rich by the standards that prevailed in our town.
They looked at the community they had built
and seemed pleased. They had worked uncom
monly hard to accumulate some property and
they respected that property. So did other people
and I daresay the yardstick of success was
tinged slightly with materialism. But after you
have turned the desert into a farm, or hauled logs
from the mountains with oxen, you have a right
to feel a little huffy. I like to remember my fore
bears that way, Mr. Roosevelt, even though in
your crowd you might think of them as being
Economic Royalists.

But be that as it may, they had a highly de
veloped sense of social responsibility as well as a
respect for property. They had built a fine com
munity in a desert, and they looked after it, and it
was a boast that no one should knowingly want
for necessities. Jobs were found and people's needs
were cared for. My grandparents believed they
could do no less than share their good fortune
with others. And the funny thing is, Mr. Roose
velt, that in those naive days people didn't seem
to mind work. My forebears thought of hard
work as a virtue. They told us kids that we were·
getting it soft because others had been willing
to go· the hard way and that our duty was to
repay society and especially our community for
what it had given us. They were that kind of
people. Perhaps, with such a background, it is
little wonder that I have reached the decision I
mentioned at the beginning of this letter.

But, on the other hand, it may be that the
story doesn't start back there at all. Maybe it
starts when I left our town to go to college.
I entered college in 1925, right smack in the
middle of the Roaring 'Twenties. Uncle Calvin
sat in the White House and, aside frOITl the
high price of bath-tub gin in a college town,
things were pretty good. I fitted into the estab
lished pattern of college life, but I nurtured a
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secret yen for the higher things as well. I gobbled
up twentieth-century education with complete
abandon, though with little discrimination and
less application. I could still grant that Grand
father's ideas had been all right in their day, but
it was perfectly evident that times had changed.
We could not be expected to hew to a line just
because it had served in what was called civiliza
tion· in frontier days. New problems demanded
new solutions. They demanded, in fact, a funda
mentally new premise. I called myself a Liberal
or an advocate of the Ne\V Thought. Some pub
lications called people like me parlor pinks. But
my parents took an entirely different view: they
simply called me a smart-alec.

And so recognizing myself as a member of
the cognoscenti, I started out to get a job in
1929, prepared to beat the world into a bloody
and quivering pulp. I got the job, but met the
stock market crash head on before I had learned
the way to my desk. By 1931 I was on the street
looking for another job. I was, as they say, a
sadder and wiser boy, but I still had a long way
to go. I kept whistling in the dark, but I don't
mind admitting now that I was dazed and hurt.

About this time the 1932 Presidential cam
paign opened, and I kept my ear close to the
radio. My own immediate problem was solved,
but that didn't change the essential fact that
things were in a hell of a shape. A lot of my
friends were on their uppers. We had been pre
pared to re-make the world along infinitely
better lines, and now a lot of us couldn't even
get a job. And, Mr. Roosevelt, we certainly went
for your radio voice. (For a time I decided that
my crass Western accent was a fright and a
disgrace, and I practiced a few of your well
modulated Harvard tones.) But if I liked your
accent, I was wild about your promises. Here,
I thought, is a man who really understands our
problems and is honestly anxious to solve them.
Whether it had been Wall Street or Mr. Hoover
or something else that had created this frightful
mess, you were the man to do something about
it. With your thrilling Inauguration speech,
those of my friends who still· had doubts came
over to. you with whoops. You spoke with the
fervor of youth as you called upon us to join you
in an attack against Evil. I wept about the For
gotten Man - (incidentally, what ever has hap
pened to him?): I felt again. the enthusiasm of
my college days as I prepared to ride forth against
the Enemy. I was Galahad Junior.

(Continued in back advertising section, p. x)
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FRANKLIN C. PALM
('('The Middle Classes

Then and Now"

An account, chronological
and political of the part
played by the middle
classes in development of
Western civilization. Com
prehensive, objective and
with broad background of
general history. $3.00

PAUL I.WELLMAN
"BroncTJo Apache"
A thrilling Western of a new

type: fiction based on fact,
by an author who is an out
standing authority on the
period and peoples con

cerned in the story.

Everyone who enjoys a tale
of consummate courage will
'revel in the story of the fight,

of Masai, the Apache, against
a nation. $2.00

COM P'A~N y

HGone With The Wind"

\'\'A complete escape from the cares and worries

of everyday existence.••.. Incredibly rich in

background, unflagging in action and plot move

ment."-Newark Star-Eagle. $3.00

'The novel which became The National Best

Seller on the day of publication! Nearly a
quarter of a million copies printed in first

month.

JACOB S. MINKIN
('('Herod:

A Biography"

A swift-moving narrative
based on exhaustive read
ing and research, rich in
color and of absorbing in
terest. Herod's life, the
essence of drama, here has
the glow and vitality of
great romance. $2.50

mARIiARET mlTIHELL

[or, "The Menace to The Union")

The last work of one of
America's greatest authori

ties on the Constitution.

At'Mr. Beck's death last
Spring, the work was com

pleted by the noted editor of
The Nation's Business. $3.00

JAMES M. BECK and

MERLE THORPE

"Neither Purse
Nor Sword"

M A" C M I 'L LaN

The author of that monumenial

work, The History of Human
Marriage, turns his attention to

marriage today and in prospect.,

$2.50

EDWARD WESTERMARCK

"The Future of Marria~e
In Western Civilization"

liTRE

~w ~ligious,

1300ks

PAUL "HANLY FURFEY
"Fire on Earth"

A keen, penetrating challenge
to materialism. $2.00

CHAS. S. MACFARLAND

"Across the Years"
The autobiography of an out
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BURNETT H. STREETER
"The God·Who Speaks"
An inspiring affirmation of
man's Divinity. $1.75

J. EDGAR PARK

"The Miracle of Pre.aching"
Inv~uablepractic~ infurm~ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tion for the minister. $1.75
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E. J. SALISBURY
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Here is a novel rich in wit and
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story of adventure. $2.50
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NAOMI R.SMITH
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An extraordinary novel in' a
new form: a .complete play

within a novel. From the
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a participant in a thrilling
drama.

The author, wife of a well
known actor, has written a

number of successful plays

and novels. $2.50

DORIS LESLIE
"Fair Company"

Remember Full Flavour? The author of that
significant novel which immediately became a
best seller, has more than duplicated her strik
ing success with this new novel, powerful in
theme, dynamic in handling.

The story re-creates the spirit of England through
the intimate lives of four women, covering one
hundred years. $2.50

H. WICKHAM STEED
f'I'Vital Peace"

A renowned observer of
international affairs brings

to a head his life-long

study and absorbing inter

est in War-its nature, its
'place in national rela

tions, its meaning to civil

ization. $2.75

Selected poems or'
VACHEL LINDSAY

$1.50

TRAVEL

EVA T. McADOO
"How DoYou Like NewYork?" ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A new practica~up~o-date
guide. $1.50
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Successes

THEY WALK
in THE CITY
His finest novel since The Good
Companions-the love story of
a boy and girl from the provinces
involved in the maelstrom ofcity tife. In the infinite
diversity of life, the variety of the characters, the
grim impersonality of the city itself, this novel
conveys the· full richness an4 flavor of the genius
and story-telling ability that have made J. B.
Priestley one of the outstanding writers of our
time. $2.50

EYELESS
IN GAZA
The most brilliant sceptic of our
times has discovered what makes
life worth living, and round this
discovery he has written "one of
the finest novels of this generation."-N. Y.
Times. "Magnificently readable, acutely intelli
gent."-Saturday Review of Literature. "His
deepest, most serious, most complete novel."
The Nation. "A relentlessly honest novel."
N. Y Herald Tribune $2.50
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PARADISE IMAGINED

The Truth About Soviet Russia

BY WILLIAM HENRY CHAMBERLIN

NUMBER 153

N o COUNTRY in the world has been
the object of so much violent writ
ing,· pro and con, as the Soviet

Union. The Russian Revolution has stirred
up more passionate enthusiasm and hostil
ity than any event since its French predeces
sor. And commentators, both friendly and
hostile, have not infrequently let wishes
and prejudices, rather than objective facts,
shape their writing.

The heyday of the cons was· during the
period of upheaval and civil war, from 1917

until 1921. This was when Russian women
were "nationalized" in sensational head
lines, when correspondents in Riga and
Helsingfors cabled imaginary tales of
Petrograd being captured and burned by
the Whites, when the ferocities of civil
war, bad enough in all reality, were mag
nified tenfold in the relaying of exagger
at,ed rumors from Baltic capitals.

Now the pendulum of public opinion
about Russia has swung to the other ex
treme. The most sugary fairy tales of hap.;.
piness and progress have replaced the atroc
ity tales of the earlier period. The Soviet

Union is the object of a constant stream of
unqualified and undiscriminating eulogy
emanating not only from communists, but
from liberals and radicals who do not pro
fess the communist faith. These enthusiasts
are determined to have their Utopia in the
present and in the flesh. They invest the
Soviet Union with all the attributes of an
earthly Paradise. Special societies exist in
the United States and in many other coun
tries for the purpose of interpreting Soviet
culture and describing Soviet· political and
economic developments in the most favor
able light.

What is the credo of the typical admirer
of the Soviet Union? He envisages a land
where the living conditions of the masses
have improved· immeasurably since prewar
days and in many ways constitute a favor
able challenge to those of America and
Western Europe; a land where the panacea
of State planning has solved all perplex
ing problems, where everyone works for
the sheer joy of creation, where there is
no unemployment, where art, literature,
and science have unlimited creative pos-
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~ibilities. An American Left-wing weekly
reflects a widespread sentiment among rad
icals and liberals when it, credits the Soviet
Union with belief in the following four
things: "The brotherhood and inherent
value of man, equality, objective reason
and science, material welfare."

"Facts," Lenin was fond of saying, "are
stubborn things." How, then, do the de
monstrable, ascertainable facts of life in the
Soviet Union fit in with the glowing word
pictures that have captured the imagination
of foreign admirers?

The first jarring note in the conception
of a collectivist Paradise, where, to quote
the advertisement of a recent enthusiastic
book, "One hundred and seventy million
people share a common ambition, strive
toward a common goal", is the extraordi
nary, in some cases the unprecedented se
verity of the laws which the Soviet Govern
ment has found it necessary to enact. One
doesn't envisage Paradise as a place policed
with death sentences, haunted with spies
and snoopers, and surrounded with barbed
wire, armed guards, police dogs, and other
devices to prevent the inmates from escap
ing. Yet this is the situation that admittedly
prevails inthe Soviet Union today.

Consider, for example, the implications
of the 'law of August 7, 1932, which has
been repeatedly praised by high Soviet of
ficials as a model piece of jurisprudence.
Under this law any theft of State or collec
tive farm property (in present-day Russia
most property would come under this defi
nition) is punishable with death. This de
cree has repeatedly been applied in thefts
which would incur brief sentences of im
prisonment in other countries. To minds
not firmly rooted in the higher metaphysics
of communist dogma, it may seem some
what incongruous that, fifteen years after
the Revolution, hailed as a great forward
step in human progress, the Soviet Govern~

ment should see fit to revive a penalty that
had been discarded generations ago in all
civilized countries as disproportionately
cruel and as unserviceable in realizing the
objective of eliminating theft.

Another Draconian law, promulgated in
June, 1934, makes it a capital offense for
any Soviet citizen to cross the frontier with
out permission. It goes still farther and
gives public sanction to a familiar Soviet
administrative practice: the treatment of
wives and children as hostages for the.
good behavior of husbands and fathers.
The law specifies that dependent relatives
of the fugitive are to be banished "to re
mote parts of Siberia", even though they
had no knowledge of the flight. (It is an
impressive fact that there is not a single
trick of, administrative ruthlessness, from
executing political prisoners without trial
to penalizing innocent people for the of
fenses of their relatives, that the fascist
regimes have not learned or could not have
learned from the Soviet political ,police.)

A law which was enacted in the spring
of 1935 makes it mandatory to inflict the
severest penalties, including the death pen
alty in some cases on adolescent offenders.
This scarcely fits in with the pleasant fancy
of the Soviet Union as a land where the dis
appearance of unemployment has reduced
crime to negligible proportions and where
enlightened penology is the rule. And
working-class friends of the Soviet Union
might seriously consider how they would
like to live in a Utopia where, according to
a decree of November, 1932, even one day's
unexcused absence from work exposes the
worker to summary dismissal and loss of
his quarters, if he lives on the company
premises; and where the familiar sequel
to a railroad wreck is the shooting of a
few railway officials and workers for al
leged sabotage and carelessness.

Admirers of the Soviet Union are vigor..
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ous critics of the chain-gang system main
tained in G-eorgia and other Southern
states. It seems surprising that they are not
more concerned over the widespread prev
alence of the chain-gang methods em
ployed in rounding up unskilled labor for
Soviet construction enterprises. All the in
mates of Hitler's and Mussolini's concen
tration camps would have scarcely supplied
one working shift when the Baltic-White
Sea Canal was being driven through to
completion entirely by forced labor under
the supervision of the OGPU, or Political
Police. There is the authority of an official
Soviet communique for stating that 71,000

prisoners employed on this canal received
commutation of sentence or amnesty when
the work was completed. This would seem
to be not inconsistent with a general im
pression in Russia that at the height of the
work, about 200,000 people were herded
into this· concentration camp and set to
work under OGPU taskmasters.

A book has been published in the Soviet
Union and translated into English under
the title Belolnor, which represents the con
struction of this canal as a noble school
for "remaking men". The accounts which
I heard in Russia from persons who had
survived the experience of working on this
project were markedly different from the
sob stories of criminals transformed into
upright Soviet citizens which adorn the
pages of Belomor. These survivors, whose
names, for obvious considerations of their
personal safety, cannot be mentioned, told
of merciless overwork and underfeeding,
of the continual heavy toll of death and
injury from disregard for elementary safety
rules, both in the ordinary course of work
and in the blasting operations frequently
undertaken. It is significant that no foreign
journalist was permitted to inspect this
combined task of building a canal through
the forests and swamps of Karelia and "re-

making men" while it was in progress.
The same chain-gang methods are being

used in recruiting labor for a larger canal,
now under construction, between the Volga
and Moscow Rivers, for new railways in
the Far East, and for mining and timber
cutting in the remote North. It is only on
such a basis of peonage that people can be
kept in desolate, unhealthy localities, such
as Karaganda, center of a new coal-mining
region in Kazakstan, or in the copper
smelting works on Lake Balkhash. The
conditions that prevail in forced-labor en
terprises in the Soviet Union are inevitably
those which characterize oppressed labor in
all countries and at all· times: coarse and
insufficient food, shacks and dugouts for
houses, almost complete absence of any
thing that could be called sanitation, and,
naturally, a high death rate. The Soviet
Government, so prolific of statistics on
other subjects; has never made public any
comprehensive figures about the number
of persons assigned to forced labor. But by
piecing together official admissions and
estimates of released prisoners, it seems
evident that the numbers of people who
have been banished to labor concentration
camps since 1929, when the system began
to assume large-scale proportions, run into
the millions. Orators who like to point with
pride to the Soviet Union as the country
that has abolished unemployment find it
convenient to overlook these wretched pris
oners, whose plight is certainly worse in
every way than that of the most des
titute unemployed in Western Europe or
America.

The majority of these unfortunate people
are not ordinary criminals. Great numbers
of them are classified as kulaks (a generic
term for any peasant who is too articulate
in expressing his dislike for collective farm
ing and requisitions of his produce) or
counter-revolutionaries, a term that is also
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the monthly average wage of all .workers
and employees for 1935 as 190 rubles. What
does this imply in terms of staple food~

stuffs, and how does it bear up in com~

parison with American wage scales? The
following· table reveals the comparative
buying power of the Russian worker versus
the American, the latter's income being
computed at an average of $70 per month,
according to the United States Bureau of
Labor statistics for 1933.

very loose and broad in its application.
During a visit to Chelyabinsk in the sum~

mer of 1932, I found that many of the
kulaks, counter~revolutionaries, or class
enemies, to use the stock phrases of abuse
for these helots of the Soviet State, were
ordinary peasants and workers. Conversa
tion with some of the men who were held
as prisoners and employed on digging
work at the Chelyabinsk tractor factory
revealed such typical cases as a peasant who
had been sent there "because he shouted
that there wasn't enough food" at a col~

lective farm meeting, and a worker who
had been sentenced to forced labor because
he had accidentally broken a machine.

Russian
Commodity scale
Butter, pounds 19
Sausag~ pounds 30
Suga~ pounds 90
Second-grade beef, pounds 63
First-grade beef,. pounds 40

American
scale
24°
176

II 20

280
200

II

Soviet apologists are quick to excuse any
act of administrative ruthlessness as part of
a price that must be paid for the immense
improvement, moral and· material, that is
assumed to have taken place in the condi~

tion of the Russian masses. But how sound
is this assumption? How genuine is the
improvement that is considered a justifica~

tion for such disasters as the famine of
I932~1933, the "liquidation of the kulaks
as a class", the wholesale executions of po~

litical suspects, and universal espionage?
Take first the bread-and-butter things

of life - food, clothing, shelter, and. public
services. Now that rationing has been abol
ished and a one-price system has been es
tablished for all classes of the population, it
is possible to get a cle:arer idea of the Soviet
household budget than was possible in the
years when the purchasing power of rubles
in the hands of Soviet citizens.varied tre
mendously, depending on the availability
of food products and manufactured goods,
and the amounts which could be bought on
ration cards.

A recent Soviet statistical estimate gives

In other words, the American worker's
wage, in terms of real values in one of the
worst years· of Depression, was from five
to twelve times higher than the Soviet
worker-employee's wage in 1935, when
there had been some improvement in con~

ditions over the bleak starvation and semi..
starvation levels of 1932 and 1933. Of course,
neither the American nor the Russian
worker could afford to spend a month's
wages on a single f?odstuff. But the dis..
crepancy between what an individualist
system, at its worst, was able to supply
American workers, and what a collectivist
system, up to date, has been able to supply
to Russians, would not be diminished if
one undertook a broad survey of compar
ative household budgets, instead.of restrict~

ing. the comparison to a few commodities.
A long list of everyday articles of use in
America, from bananas to toilet paper and
from nails to chocolate, would have to be
cla~sified in Russia as either unobtainable
or obtainable only with difficulty and at
fabulous prices.

If it were not for 'the tall tales of some
returned tourists and stay-at-home enthu~

siasts for the Soviet Union, it would scarcely
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Here one has in a nutshell the explana...
tion of the abnormally high food prices,
and the proof that Russians, by and large,
are eating less than before the Revolution.
There has certainly been no importation
of foreign foodstuffs to compensate for the
heavy loss of meat, milk, and fats. Indi
vidual groups of. the population may have

be necessary to labor the point that the
American standard of living, even during
the most severe crisis of half a century, is
vastly superior to the Russian. What is
more important is that the Russian people
today, if one may accept the plain evi
dence of Soviet statistics, are worse fed
than under Czarism. While. the grain crop
of 1935 was well above those of 1931 and
1932, which were an immediate prelude
to famine, the per capita grain yield of
1913 has not yet been attained. The Mos
cow correspondent of the Christian Science
Monitor, citing Stalin's authority for the
1935 figure, writes as follows on this point:

The Russian grain yield in 1935 was about
91,600,000 metnc tons, as compared with
76,000,000 metric tons in 1913. But the
population of Soviet Russia in 1935, ac
.cording to Soviet official estimates, was
171,000,000 as compared with 138,000,000

for this same territory in 1913.

So, although 1935 gave the best harvest
since the Revolution, it still fell a little short
of the 1913 per capita yield of prewar Rus
sia, which communist sympathizers like to
depict as incredibly backward, if not down
right barbarous. Much greater has been the
impoverishment of Russian agriculture in
livestock. A prominent communist agri
cultural expert, Y. A. Yakovlev, published
the following comparative livestock figures
in Izvestia of February 21, 1936:

1916
Horses 35,100,000

Large horned cattle 58,9°0,000

Sheep and goats II5,200,000

Pigs 20,300,000

1935
15,900 ,000

49,200,000

61,000,000

22,500,000

gained at the expense of others; but the
national food balance is clearly less. favor
able than prior to the W orld War.

As for clothing, Russia has more manu
factured goods of domestic production than
was the case before the Revolution. The
supply of imported foreign goods has been
largely shut off, however, because of the
policy of diverting limited stocks of foreign
currency to the purchase of essential raw
materials, machinery, and equipment.
Moreover, the products of the handicraft
artisans have considerably diminished. The
decline in livestock has affected the supply
of wool and hides. A month's salary is a
customary price for a pair of tolerably good
shoes or boots, and there is a marked short
age of woolen goods.

Any sartorial comparisons between Rus
sia and Western Europe or America would
be fantastically to the disadvantage of the
former. No foreign resident of Russia buys
any clothing there. He, or she, waits· to
stock up during a trip to Berlin or London.
Pictures of unemployed demonstrations in
other countries lose some of their propa...
ganda value in the Soviet because the un...
employed always look much better dressed
than the wealthiest Russians.

The terrific overcrowding in Soviet cities
and towns is proverbial. The new housing
built since the Revolution does not keep
pace with the growth of the population.
Broadly speaking, the Russian worker is
usually housed in one of the following
ways: If he is unusually skilled or if he has
acquired merit as an udarnik, or shock
worker, he may get a two- or three-room
apartment in one of the large new struc..
tures which are usually built in the vicinity
of factories. These apartment houses are
erected hastily and with insufficient mate
rials. With few exceptions they are shoddy
and unattractive in appearance, and their
domestic fixtures have a way of breaking
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down with discouraging frequency. This,
however, represents the best housing to
which the Russian worker can aspire.

In many more cases he must live, with
his family, in a single room in a dilapidated
nationalized· house that is as overcrowded
as a rabbit...warren. Most of Moscow's pre
war dwellings would come under this head
ing. A five-room apartment that formerly
housed a single family comfortably now
accommodates four or five families; infec
tious diseases spread rapidly in the cramped
quarters; there are endless quarrels over
the use of the necessarily communal
kitchen. Still worse is the housing of the
unskilled laborers at new construction
plants. It consists of barracks, overcrowded
and verminous, with the most sketchy
sanitary facilities. Running hot and cold
water, vacuum cleaners, and other labor
saving devices, refrigerators and many
other simple conveniences of an American
home are conspicuously absent in Moscow.

. III

Judged by East European or Oriental stand
ards, the Russian worker, in whose name
the Revolution was made, possesses some
privileges and advantages, with his annual
two-weeks' vacation.with pay, his free med
ical service, improved sport and recreation
facilities, and better educational opportu
nities for his children. His working hours
are shorter than before the War, but the
intensity of labor· is greater, especially since
the recent inauguration, all over Russia, of
the so-called Stakhanov movement, which
is designed to increase individual produc
tivity of labor and is essentially similar to
the speed-up devices which have often ex
cited the bitter opposition of organized
labor in other countries.

There has been bitter opposition to this
drive for higher productivity in Russia

also, and for the same reason: the workers
fear that they will be compelled to turn out
more work without corresponding increases
in pay. But this opposition has not, cannot,
in Russia assume the organized form that
it would take in democratic countries
where trade-union organization is permis
sible. There are so-called trade-unions in
Russia; but these are mere cogs in the huge
bureaucratic machine of the Soviet State.
They are primarily responsible not to the
workers whom they nominally represent
but to the ruling Communist Party. When
the former head of the Soviet trade-unions,
Tomsky, displayed a te~dency to defend
the direct interests of the workers, he was
summarily dismissed by Stalin, not re
moved by vote of the membership of the
trade-unions, and his place was taken by
Shvernik, an obedient tool of the dictator.
The same fate, of course, awaits any lesser
trade-union functionary who tries to take
the side of the 'Yorker against the .all
powerful employing State.

So the struggle against Stakhanovism
proceeds not through strikes, which are out
lawed as counter-revolutionary in the Sov
iet Union, just as in Germany and Italy,
but through individual acts of terrorism
and sabotage, which are committed despite
the fact that the perpetrators are likely to
be shot or sent to labor camps. One may
cite several illuminating notes from the
Soviet press, illustrating this new form of
class struggle under communist dictator
ship. Pravda of November 3, 1935, reports
that in Tambov, four Stakhanovite workers
"arriving at work found their tool boxes
shattered and their tools stolen". The
same paper of November 17 tells how in
Smolensk, "the backward workers began
to persecute the lathe-worker Likhor,a
doy. . . . Things reached a point where a
certain Sviridov broke a gear wheel and
tore off Likhoradov's power-belt". Cases
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of murders of active pace-makers, the lock..
smith Shmirev in the Factory Trud, and
the miner Tsekhnov in the Ivan pit, are
also reported.

Much is made of the socialized features
of the workers' life in the Soviet Union, of
the State medical aid, the rest homes, the
number of workers at the opera and
theater, etc. A good deal of valuable social
work has been done in Russia, as in other
countries, since the War; but when the
benefits of the Russian workers are closely
examined· a good deal of the glamor tends
to disappear. Take, for instance, the quality
of socialized medicine. Here W\:; have the
interesting recent testimony of Mr.Ed
mund Wilson, whose writings characterize
him as a definitely sympathetic observer
of the Soviet Union. During a trip to Rus
sia, Mr. Wilson contracted scarlet fever
and spent six weeks in a hospital in Odessa.
It is not likely that Mr. Wilson, as a foreign
visitor, was assigned to the worst hospital
in the city, which is the third largest city in
the Ukraine. His report on the sanitary
conditions which he witnessed is, to put it
mildly, unfavorable. The bathrooms were
garbage piles. The hospital was infested
with flies. The wash basin with running
water was used for face-washing, dish
washing, gargling, and bedside purposes.

Mr. Wilson's faith, however, was proof
against this test. He adopted a method of
interpretation which is sufficiently common
to call for some analysis. From the deplor
able condition of a Soviet hospital in 1935,
he deduced how frightful Czarist Russia
must have been before 1917. Somehow this
suggests the explanation of the patriotic
Hungarian hotelkeeper who, in response
to a guest's complaint about unpleasant
nocturnal insects in 1930, replied : "Well,
you know those dirty Roumanians occu-
pied Budapest in 1919." ,

Czarist Russia certainly had plenty of

sins to answer for. But the chances are that
a detailed investigation of the Odessa hos
pital in question would reveal that its short
comings today are attributable to such
specifically Soviet causes as bureaucratic
neglect and red tape, cold-shouldering of
the trained medical personnel by self-as
sured Party members, and failure of the
all-powerful State planners to allow ade
quately -for medicines and sanitary ap
pliances.

Several personal experiences have led
me to believe that, whatever may be said
for the theory of socialized medicine, its
practice in the Soviet Union leaves a good
deal to be desired. Once when my wife was
in Sochi, a Black Sea resort where malaria
is rife, she asked in a drugstore for quinine.
She was told that the supply was so limited
that it could only be sold to persons who
had already contracted the disease....
The servant of a friend broke her arm. She
went to the clinic where she was entitled
to free treatment and was sent away by a
physician with the assurance that it was
nothing serious. Only when her employer
engaged a private physician did she receive
proper treatment. It is noteworthy that any
one who can afford to patronize the ex
perienced doctors and dentists who still
maintain private practice almost invariably
prefers to do so, instead of exercising his
legal right to free treatment.

The rest homes to which rank and file
workers may go for vacations would not
compare favorably, as regards food and
comfort, with the most inexpensive board
ing houses at summer or winter resorts in
America or Western Europe. The more
luxurious rest homes are reserved for the
Soviet aristocracy, for high Party and Sov
iet functionaries, and for officers of the Red
Army and the OGPU. The American tour
ist camp or the British or German hostel,
where the worker or employee on a hiking
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vacation may have a bed and meals for a
modest fee, is far cleaner, better organized,
and better provided with necessities than
most of the Russian tourist bases which
proletarian vacationists visit on their walk
ing tr'ips. An automobile vacation would
be out of the question for a Russian, partly
because of the bad condition of the
roads and partly because no peasants and
extremely few workers own automobiles.

The "abolition of prostitution" and the
new freedom in sex relations have been
strong talking points with Soviet sym
pathizers. In regard to the first, it may
be said immediately that the amateurs killed
the profession. The Revolution brought no
access of puritanical virtue to Russia. For
eign residents of the Soviet Union have
never experienced any lack of Soviet
women who were quite willing to be kept.
Soviet heads of trusts and managers of fac
tories are no more ascetic than New York
business and professional men. But the col
lapse of the former social taboos and in
hibitions on extra~marital relations has
been naturally associated with a decline
in the number of professional prostitutes.

As for the emancipation of women under
the Soviets, the Revolution has given them
equal opportunity with men in engineer
ing and aviation - and also in digging
subways, laying railway tracks, and cut
ting timber in forced-labor camps. Up to
the present, freedom in sex relations was
one of the few liberties which. the Soviet
citizen possessed. Marriage was terminable
at the will of either party; and there was
no legal restriction on remarriage. Now,
however, one detects symptoms of an im
pending backward swing of the pendulum.
The Soviet.Government, like other dicta
torships, wants plenty of cannon fodder
and has set population increase as a goal of
policy. There are suggestions for imitating
fascist practice in the matter of taxing

bachelors and childless families, arid re
warding prolific families. It is proposed
to limit woman's freedom to refrain from
having children by forbidding abortions
which, because of the shortage of contra
ceptives, represent for many Russian
women the sole means of birth control. A
veteran communist moralist, Aaron Soltz,
writes about "woman's great and honorable
duty of child-bearing" - about "marriage
being, to a great degree, a public matter",
again in the familiar styIe of fascist coun
tries. It may well be that in family life, as
in the restoration of discipline in the
schools and of resounding titles in the
Army, the Soviet Union is swinging back
to what would have been denounced a few
years ago as preposterous bourgeois ideals
and practices.

IV

"The abolition of unemployment", like
"the abolition of prostitution", can only be
'accurately referred to in quotation marks.
If by abolition of unemployment one
means that everyone has work at regular
wages and of his own choice, that most de
sirable ideal has certainly not been ·realized
in Russia. It has already been pointed out
that millions of people have been sent to
forced labor during the last few years. If
anyone were given the unpleasant alter
native of being on the dole in England or
on relief in America, or of being. shipped
of! to forced labor on the Moscow-Volga
canal or in the Karaganda coal mines or in
the timber camps of North Russia, and if
all the hardships of both conditions were
fairly stated, I do not think there is the
slightest doubt that unemployment would
seem vastly the lesser evil. Moreover, the
Russian manual or white-collar worker
who, through no fault of his own, is dis
missed as a result of a reduction in staff,
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has no right to relief until he can again
find employment. He must take any work
that is offered; and, as most labor vacan
cies in Russia are of an undesirable kind,
especially to city men and women, such as
peat digging, timber cutting, or coal min
ing, a curious situation arises when people
who are unemployed try to conceal the
fact in order to avoid compulsory assign
ment to uncongenial work.

It is distinctly indicative of the good sense
of the unemployed in America and West
ern Europe that very few of them through
out the. Depression were tempted to seek
their fortunes in Russia. And of the Rus
sian-Americans who pulled up stakes in
America and returned to their native coun
try, some found cause to regret their de
cision bitterly and have been besieging the
American Consulate in Moscow in efforts
to get out of the Soviet Union, a process
that is apt to be harder than getting in,
especially for a man whose nationality is
debatable. As a former British consul has
testified:

In most ports the consul is kept busy look
ing after sailors who jump their ships and
then are stranded. But I have no problem
of that kind here. I know of only one Brit
ish sailor who ever left his ship in Lenin
grad; and that poor fellow subsequently
proved to 'be crazy.

In short, when it comes to the practical
test of living in Russia as a worker, not as
a tourist or a member of a feted delegation,
the Soviet Union has no appeal for the
unemployed, much less to the employed.
This is in striking contrast to the expe
rience of the United States, which, before
the War, attracted hundreds of thousands
of immigrants from Eastern and Southern
Europe every year. If the Soviet Union
offered, along with unlimited opportunities
for work, a standard of living better than
that of the unemployed in America and

Western Europe, the chances are that there
would have been a substantial inflow of
immigrants into Russia.

Not only ordinary immigrants, but also
communists sometimes find it difficult to
leave Russia after it has changed in their
eyes from Paradise Imagined to Paradise
Lost. A recent case of this kind was that
of three Jugoslav communists, Ciliga, Ded
ich, and Draguich, who were sent to un
pleasant places of exile in Siberia when it
was discovered that their communism was
of the heretical T rotzkyist, not of the ortho
dox Stalinite, brand. Jugoslavia does not
enjoy the reputation of dealing gently with
political dissenters. But the treatment to
which these communists were subjected
apparently made them yearn for the com
forts of a good homelike Jugoslav jail. At
any rate, to quote the words of a resolution
of protest signed by other exiled T rotzky
ists, "they demanded to be sent to Jugo
slavia and announced that they would
struggle to obtain this right by every means,
without eschewing the most extreme
methods, such as the hunger strike and
suicide". Ciliga actually did \vound himself
severely before the coveted permission to
leave Russia was granted.

Since the peasants, who comprise about
three-fourths of the Soviet population, far
outnumber the city workers, conditions in
the rural districts afford a fairer barometer
of Soviet achievenlent than conditions in
the towns. The ordeal through which the
peasants passed from 1929 until 1933 could
not be remotely paralleled by the worst
effects of the agricultural crisis in other
countries. Millions perished of outright
hunger and related diseases during the
great famine of 1932-1933, which was
brought on by ruthless requisitions and
colossal blunders in the administration of
the collective farming system. Millions
more, the so-called kulaks, were driven
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from their homes and, in many cases, were
sent to concentration camps where labor
was hard, food scanty, and mortality rates,
especially among the weak and old, fright
fully high.

Since 1933 there has been an unmistak
able improvement in Soviet agricultural
conditions. The peasants have resigned
themselves to the State landlordism of col
lective farming, just as their ancestors, after
futile revolts, resigned themselves to serf
dom. I have seen no convincing evidence
{)f famine since 1933. The harvest of 1935
was said to be the best since the Revolu
tion. At the same time, recovery from the
famine level of 1933 can proceed a consid
erable distance without approaching pros
perity, as that term is understood in Amer
ica and Western Europe. With the best of
climatic luck and the smoothest discipline,
it would be impossible for peasants who in
1933 were down to the ultimate low point
of poverty, represent~d by not having
enough to eat, to reach a high level of mate
rial well-being in 1936. Heavy taxes in kind
must be paid to the State, a circumstance
that limits the peasant's capacity for earn
ing and accumulation.

The peasants who had risen a little above
general poverty have been liquidated as
kulaks, and the Soviet village today pre
sents a picture of unrelieved drab and
dingy poverty. If there is a peasant in Rus
sia who possesses an automobile, a tele
phone in his house, or a bathroom with
modern sanitary facilities, I failed to meet
him during many years of extensive travel
in Russia. The world's prize for cynicism
might well go to the Soviet star publicist,
Karl Radek, for suggesting to the French
political leader, M. Herriot,during his trip
in Russia in the famine year, 1933, that the
future of Russia's collective farmers was
far brighter than that of America's Middle
Western farmers. If the standard of living

of the Russian worker is much closer to
that of the unemployed than to that of the
employed in America and Western Europe,
the status of the peasant, as regards food,
housing, and clothing, is comparable with
that of the sharecropper. Indeed, the eco
nomic position of the entire Russian peas
antry is that of sharecroppers, with an all
powerful State as landlord, telling them
what and how much they must plant, how
much they must deliver to the cities, and
how much they may keep.

v
What of the pOSItiOn of the professional
classes under the Soviet regime ? To some
extent, of course, it· is determined by such
general factors as the shortage and high
prices of many kinds of food and manu
factured goods, and the dismal housing
situation. Some classes of brain-workers
are relatively better off than others. The
Soviet Government recognizes the desir
ability of enlisting journalists and writers
as propagandists and the necessity of hav
ing trained engineers to operate its indus
trial plants. So engineers and authors and
newspapermen are well paid. by Soviet
standards. Physicians and teachers, on the
other hand, are underpaid, in relation to
the remuneration of other professionals.
That teachers do not always receive their
scanty pay on time is evident from the
following excerpt from a leading article
in Izv'estia for December 16, 1935:

In a number of country districts o~ West
ern Siberia, teachers have not received their
salaries for four or five months. In the
Glubokov and Eisk districts of the North
Caucasus, the. pay of teachers is held back,
being limited to little advances on account.
In the Kazalinsk district of Southern Ka~

zakstan and in some districts of the North
ern Territory, salaries are systematically
held back.
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Of course, man does not live by salary
alone. Especially to the intellectual, such
considerations as freedom from censorship
and official interference, and ability to fol
low his individual bent are of primary im
portance. There is a certain irony in the
fact that the ranks of the literal or spiritual
pilgrims to Moscow include so many rep
resentatives of the critically minded intel
ligentsia of Europe and America. For it
is just this class that has been most effec
tively and firmly suppressed under the So
viet regime. There is no country in the
world where the penalties for indulging
in the nonconformist critical faculty are so
swift, so certain, and so ruthless; there is
no country in the world that has such a
high percentage of its intellectuals in emi
gration, in prison, or in exile.

I recently read in an American maga
zine an article by a British radical intel
lectual who brighfened up an unrelievedly
gloomy picture of the state of the legal pro
fession under capitalism with an outburst
of enthusiasm over the unrivaled opportu
nities for creative research and public
service which, he believed, were enjoyed
by bench and bar in the Soviet Union.
With the critical part of this article I am
not here concerned. But no sketch of the
position of the Soviet lawyer is remotely
adequate if it fails to show that he is defi
nitely inhibited from performing one of
his most useful and honorable functions:
the protection of the individual against the
injustice of the State. In democratic coun
tries, even in Czarist Russia, lawyers have
always been able to undertake this duty.
Beilis in Russia was acquitted; Dreyfus in
France was ultimately vindicated, despite
the powerful forces of official pressure and
race prejudice that were invoked in both
of these famous trials. Even when attempts
to defend victims of prejudice-tainted trials
failed, as in the cases of Sacco and Van-

zetti, and of Mooney up to the present
time, it is safe to say that the effort was
not in vain. Many other instances of in
justice were in all probability forestalled.

It would be impossible to point to a
single case in recent years in the Soviet
Union where a lawyer has offered an out
spoken, vigorous defense of a political pris
oner. Yet this is not because evidence of
grotesque injustice has been lacking. One
need only recall the Ramzin sabotage trial
of 1930, when two men, Ryabushinsky and
Vishnegradsky, were solemnly indicted for
conspiring to set up a counter-revolution
ary government in Russia years after they
had been dead and buried. l<he outside
world roared with laughter when it
learned of this illuminating slip. But nei
ther the attorneys for the defense in the
farcical trial nor anyone else in the Soviet
courtroom saw fit to mention it.

Professor Vladimir Tchernavin, who es
caped with his wife and child from a Sov
iet concentration camp, has given from
personal knowledge a detailed, concrete
account of a typical sabotage frame-up in
the fishing industry, where the luckless
non-communist specialists were made
scapegoats for the inevitable failure of ex
aggerated plans. But it would be simply
unthinkable for a Soviet lawyer, assigned
to "defend" a political prisoner, to em
phasize damaging weaknesses in the pros
ecution's case or to publish in a legal
journal a vigorous denunciation of the fre
quent practice of arbitrary arrest and exile
without trial. The immense force for in
dividual security and common decency,
the vast bulwark against personal spite
and bureaucratic tyranny represented by
an independent judiciary and by lawyers
who can put forth their best efforts on be
half of political defendants without fear
of being sent to concentration camps,
simply do not exist in the Soviet Union.
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Take another type of intellectual, the
historian. The vast majority of prewar his
torians were driven from their university
chairs because they were considered in
capable of giving the dogmatic Marxian
interpretation of history. More than that,
a considerable number of eminent histor
ical scholars, including four members of
the Academy of Science - Platonov, Lu
bavsky, Tarle, and Likhachev - were ar
rested on charges that have never been
published, held for long periods in close
confinement, and finally banished with
out ever being brought to public trial.
Platonov died in exile; the others suffered
permanent physical and psychological in
jury as a result of their treatment.

Even the communist historian is far
from safe, if he does not tread a very
straight and narrow path of orthodoxy.
Several years ago a young communist his
torian named Slutzky produced documen
tary evidence to show that Lenin's prewar
views on the question of international rev
olution were not very different from
T rotzky's. The· article was published in a
Soviet historical magazine, whereupon a
formidable critic arose in the person of
Stalin. Denouncing the article and its pub
lication with the emphatic phrases, "Coun
ter-revolutionary Trotzkyism and rotten
liberalism towards it", he made the entire
corps of Soviet young professors figura
tively snap to attention. Soon every news
paper and magazine in the country was
dutifully resounding with imitative thun
derings against "counter-revolutionary
T rotzkyism and rotten liberalism".

Stalin's own accuracy and reliability in
the historical field may be judged by
comparing two passages in the English
translation of his book, The October Revo
lution, referring to T rotzky's role in the
upheaval. On page 30 he declares that "all
practical work in connection with the or-

ganization of the uprising was done under
the immediate direction of Comrade
Trotzky, the President of the Petrograd
Soviet". On page 71 he tells us that "Com
rade Trotzky did not play and could not
have played any special role in the October
uprising".

Music might seem to have fewer con
troversial political propositions than his
tory, but woe to the Soviet composer
whose melodies fail to soothe the Dictator's
breast. Only recently the works of Dmitri
Shostakovitch, generally recognized in
Russia and abroad as the outstanding post
war Russian composer, were summarily
withdrawn from presentation in Moscow,
following a curt expression of Stalin's dis
approval. Of course, artists in every land
have a proverbially hard row to hoe. Un
due conservatism of critics and academies,
the time-lag in popular appreciation of
new modes of expression, are justifiable
causes of complaint. But the American or
British young composer need have no fear
that his works will be blacklisted merely
because President Roosevelt or Premier
Baldwin doesn't happen to like them.

Every printed word in the Soviet Union,
whether it be in book or play, in magazine
or newspaper, is subjected to preliminary
censorship. Anyone who knows what ab
surdities censors can commit even in dem
ocratic countries, where their powers are
much more limited, can imagine what a
devastating effect this institution has on
creative thought and free artistic expres
sion. The achievements of the Sovietcen
sorship are numerous. They range from
the silencing of Russia's most brilliant post
war satirical writer and playwright, Mik
hail Bulgakov, to the deletion from or
chestra programs of Brahm's 'Variations
on a Haydn Theme, because an unusually
literate censor discovered that the theme
was based on an old religious choral.
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The stubborn facts of the situation do
not bear out the pleasing theory, cited
earlier in the article, that the Soviet Union
stands for "a belief in the brotherhood and
inherent value of man, a belief in equality,
a belief in objective reason and science, a
belief in material welfare".

Check these supposed beliefs in the light
of the visible record. Mass executions with
out trial and wholesale deportations to
forced-labor camps are scarcely a convinc
ing testimonial to faith in "the brother
hood and inherent value of man". Any
communist who today would advocate
equality in wages and salaries would be
quickly expelled from the Party and prob
ably put in prison as well. "A belief in
objective reason and science" does not har
monize with Fahrer Stalin's forceful in
trusions into music and philosophy, to say
nothing of history and economics, or with
a system of universal censorship. "A be
lief in material welfare" has little practical
value when the meager Czarist standards
in this field in many cases have not been
attained with the second decade after the
Revolution nearly at an end.

VI

One reason for the many prevalent mis
conceptions about the Soviet Union is the
amazing publicity and attention which
have been bestowed on the writings and
speeches of tourists and short-time visitors
to the country. Publishers who would not
think of bringing out a book on France or
England or Germany unless the author
showed genuine evidence of familiarity
with the country, its language, its history
and institutions, jump at the chance of
publishing works by fledgling authors
whose qualifications as Russian experts are
limited to participation in a brief organ
ized tour, a scanty knowledge of perhaps

six words of Russian, and a soulful convic
tion that Hope and a Plan are written on
the faces of every "vorker and muzhik
whom they saw from the train windows.

Scores of tourist parties to the Soviet
Union are advertised for the present year.
As one who has watched a good many of
these parties come and go in Moscow, I
may venture to offer a few reflections on
travel in Russia and on its inevitable lim~

itations for the great majority of foreign
visitors who do not know the Russian
language. One may put aside the exag
gerated tales of the foreign traveler being
dogged with spies at every step and being
allowed to visit only certain prepared
places, and still retain the conviction that
there is an inevitable hothouse quality
about the impressions which the tourist
gathers. What are a few of the items that
are calculated to send away the visitor
with a conviction that all is, in the main,
for the best in the Soviet world? First of
all, his guides and interpreters are regis
tered State employees who have been put
through a regular course of training as to
what to tell the traveler and who know
that any straying from instructions is
likely to bring unpleasant consequences.
Second, critically minded Russians avoid
foreigners as they would the bubonic
plague. There have been· too many cases
when Russians have been exiled on the
mere suspicion of having conveyed un
favorable impressions. Third, if, as is often
the case, the tourist goes with an organized
party, the leader is bound, by the nature of
the job, not to search for the dark sides of
Soviet life. A recent notice of a tour under
the leadership of Princess Irin~ Skariatina
refers to. her as "a pre-revolutionary Rus
sian who has accepted the new regime".
The question naturally arises: what if she
had not accepted it? Obviously she would
not be leading tours in the Soviet Union.
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Finally, if the average American tourist
should break away from organized parties,
leaders, and State interpreters, and take a
side-trip on his own,he would get ex
tremely little out of it because of the lan
guage barrier.

Two personal experiences may help to
illustrate the sort of thing the tourist,
under present conditions, is almost certain
to miss. In the summer of 1932 my wife,
who is Russian by birth, and I visited the
Chelyabinsk tractor factory, then in course
of construction. My wife got into conversa
tion with some of the forced-labor pris
oners at the plant. This was not at all on
the official schedule for foreign visitors
and a communist foreman came up to her
and inquired: "Are you a Soviet citizen?"
When she assured him that she was not,
he withdrew and did not try to interfere.
But it is easy to imagine how much a for
eigner with an interpreter who was a
Soviet citizen would have learned about
forced labor in Chelyabinsk.

On· another occasion we were stopping
for a few days in an Ukranian village. We
attended a little entertainment at the vil
lage school, where· the children, under the
schoolmaster's direction, sang the Inter
nationale and gave other signs of being
brought up as proper Soviet citizens. It
was only later, when we got into private
conversation with the schoolmaster and
when he realized that we were not com
munists, that he revealed himself as an
ardent Ukranian nationalist, who hated
the Soviet dictatorship from the bottom
of his heart.

Protestant ministers constitute a fair pro
portion of the annual contingent of vis
itors to the Soviet Union. Their broad
mindedness in being willing to hope and
look for the best in a State th~t is based
on dogmatic atheism is perhaps com
mendable. But not one of these clerical

pilgrims to Moscow, perhaps because of
the limitations which, as I suggested, in
evitably affect the observations of tourists,
seems to have realized the full extent of
the persecution of religion under the Sov
iet regime.

The reality of persecution is often in in
verse proportion to the publicity which it
receives. So at the present time the press
prints much more about' persecution of
religion in Germany than in Russia. There
can be· no doubt that some of the measures
of the German central and local authorities
have been distasteful both to Protestant
and Catholic church bodies. But so long as
opposition Protestant churchmen are able
to hold meetings, to pass resolutions of
protest, and to communicate them to the
foreign press, persecution in the absolute
sense of the word can scarcely be said to
have· begun. There will be genuine reason
for concern when and if a complete and
ominous silence prevails ,in the sphere of
German church affairs.

This is the situation which now prevails
in Russia. No contact is possible between
journalists and representatives of the Or
thodox Church or of the Russian evan
gelical sects, because the immediate con
sequence of any such contact would be the
arrest and exile of the Russian clerics in
volved. The speedy and farcical termina
tion of the one interview which the Soviet
Foreign Office, contrary to its usual prac
tice, arranged between the acting head of
the Orthodox Church, Metropolitan Sergei,
and a group of foreign newspapersmen
was the best possible indication of the ter..
rorized status of the Church. Sergei liter
ally bolted from the room as soon as ques
~ions were put to him about the numbers
of priests and bishops in prison and exile,
and the number of churches which had
been closed.

The main features of the Soviet drive
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to eradicate all forms of religious faith
may be briefly summarized as follows:
Strenuous inculcation of atheism in the
schools. Any teacher who is not willing
to give anti-religious instruction is liable
to dismi~sal. A complete ban on the print
ing of religious books and on their impor
tation from abroad. On the other hand
every facility is given for the mass publica
tion of atheistic literature. The original
constitutional guaranty of freedom of re
ligious and anti-religious propaganda has
been withdrawn; and religious propaganda
is now regarded as criminal. Anti-religious
propaganda is encouraged in every way.
Every kind of social and political disability
is imposed on believers. They are, of
course, excluded from membership in the
ruling Communist Party, which means
that they are automatically disbarred from
many posts of authority and responsibility.
The student who is known to be religious
is likely to be expelled from the univer
sity; the State employee who is caught
going to church regularly is marked for
dismissal. Finally, large numbers of priests
and of ministers of the Protestant sects are
to be found in concentration camps; they
have usually been deported there without
any trial.

In view of these circumstances it is not
surprising that only the most strongly
convinced believers still dare to profess
their faith in Russia, or that the younger
generation is growing up largely atheistic.
A certain type of foreign visitor sees amaz
ing precocity in the cocksure declaration
of the eight-year-old communist schoolboy
that there is no God. Actually, this is no
more an indication of developed thought
capacity than the corresponding assurance
of an urchin of Dayton, Tennessee, that
he was not descended from a monkey. The
sequel to the Revolution in Russia has not
been arty kind of rationa list scepticism

(this would soon turn against the domi
nant cult of Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism),
but an inverted fundamentalist atheism.

VII

The gross discrepancies between Soviet
realities and the rhapsodies of foreign dis
coverers of an earthly Paradise in Russia
should not, of course, obscure the positive
achievements of the Soviet regime. Dur
ing the last few years, Russia's military
power and political weight in European
councils have visibly increased. The in
dustrialization of the country has been
driven forward at a rapid pace. There have
been notable feats of exploration, of scien
tific experimentation, and discovery. Gen
eral elementary education has been in
troduced. Recreation and entertainment
facilities for the masses have greatly im
proved by comparison with prewar times.
The process of social upheaval unloosed
considerable reserves of energy and ability
among the classes which were most op
pressed under the Czarist political and
social system. This, to be sure, was offset
by a cruel, wasteful, and, in many cases,
quite unnecessary destruction of opportu
nity for gifted individuals who belonged
to the classes \vhich were smashed by the
Revolution.

But neither the sum of these achieve
ments nor anyone of them, taken singly,
would necessarily imply the working of a
superior political, economic, and social sys
tem. Everyone of them can be duplicated
by other countries under different regimes.
To take two illustrations: Russia under
Alexander I played as great a role in Eu
rope in the settlement after the Napoleonic
Wars as Russia under Stalin plays today.
Various countries (America after the Civil
War, Germany after the Franco-Prussian
War, Japan in recent years) have regis-
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tered spectacular gains in industrial build
ing and output. On the other hand it
would .be difficult to name any govern
ment that has inflicted deliberately so much
loss of life and human suffering in peace
time as the Soviet dictatorship inflicted
between 1929 and 1933.

The development of the Bolshevik Rev
olution need cause no surprise to any
thoughtful student of Russian history. Rus
sia's past is so impregnated with the prin
ciple of despotism, with the conception
that the individual has no rights which
the State is bound to respect, that the
many' acts of communist Schrecklichkeit
flow from obvious historic sources. Ivan
the Terrible furnished more than one
model for Stalin. Peter the Great fumbled
at industrialization more than two cen
turies before the first Five-Year Plan was
fornlulated. Nicholas I, head of a regi
mented police-state, might well be the pa-
tron saint of the OGPU.

What is surprising is not the hard-boiled
terrorist character of the Soviet State, but
the obstinate refusal of foreign liberals
and radicals to recognize this character,
even in the face of the most overwhelming
evidence. It is disconcerting to see persons
who profess the utmost love for civil lib
erty, prison reform, rights of unpopular
minorities, and similar worthy principles,

. in America, simultaneously indulge in un-

qualified eulogies of the Soviet Union,
the country of mass employment of forced
labor, all-pervading censorship and espio
nage, administrative exile, and complete
suppression of any ideas that deviate from
Stalin's conception of orthodox commu
nism. It is almost as if a vegetarian society
should send a message of congratulation to
a cannibal tribe, or as if a group of paci
fists should nominate. Mussolini for the
Nobel Peace Prize.

The Biblical reference to straining at a
gnat and swallowing a camel would seem
to apply to the editors of magazines which
devote pages to insignificant labor disputes
in America, involving small numbers of
persons, and print not a line of comment on
the mass strike of Russia's peasants against
collectivization, and the suppression of the
strikers by mass starvation. It would also
hold good for the individuals who are so
indignant over Tom Mooney and the Scotts-
boro boys, and so indifferent to the incom
parably more numerous violations of every
principle of fair play for the accused in
the Soviet Union. These upholders of a
curious double standard of governmental
morality, a very soft standard for the Sov
iet Union and a very hard standard for
the rest of the world, have let themselves
in for one of the most inflated Mississippi
Bubbles of sentimental infatuation ever
recorded.
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THE BANK INSURANCE MYTH

BY U. V. WILCOX

O
N JANUARY I, ~ 1934, there wheeled

~.. into action the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, the heavi

est siege gun adopted up to that date by
the New Deal Storm Troopers. It was
aimed at the money-changers in the Roose..
velt temple of purity; and at its breech-end,
Ianyard in hand, stood a staff of the most
noisy and magnificent generals of the
More Abundant Life. What they pro
posed to do appeared gallant in the ex
treme. The first salva was to notify the
American wage-earner that henceforth
and forever, his bank money was insured
by the federal government against loss,
spoilage, or sudden death; that his sav
ings book was therefore safe and inviolate;
that there would never again occur vast
losses through mass-closure of banks; and
that the financial future of the Republic
was to be everlastingly rosy. In other
words, the bankers - those "creatures of
entrenched greed" - were to be soundly
shelled in their dugouts.

What issued from· that frowning muz
zle, however, was not a barrage of shrap
nel and high explosive - but a dud. For,
sad to relate, the theory of federal bank
deposit guarantees has proved itself to be
economically unsound and impossible of
large-scale application. The promised
guarantee is only partial, and is paid for
in the main by banks which do not profit
from its provisions. The whole scheme has
substituted reliance on federal mecha
nisms· for individual brains and corporate

responsibility; its only tangible substance
is the. hold it exercises on the management
of banking. In brief, its development has
resulted in a financial dictatorship which
use,s political tools and the mandatory
voice of a Fuhrer to harass bankers and
embarrass depositors. The conclusion to
be drawn is extremely obvious - the new
rules and regulations are not guarantees
of financial security; rather, they are being
used as a means by which the Roosevelt
bureaucracy hopes to seize absolute con
trol of the banks as one .further and im
portant step toward the creation of the
New Deal totalitarian state.

But why then, it is only valid to ask,
has the citizenry so eagerly accepted this
spurious theory of deposit insurance? Why
have some bankers given lip service to the
FDIC? Why have others failed to dis
close the structural faults which lie be
neath the outer coat of gaudy paint? The
simplest answer is that Freud's wish-ful
fillment principle is still operating. The
bankers pine for public confidence; the
depositors yearn for safety; and the New
Dealers grab a grandiose chance to pose
as benefactors of the poor and guardians
of security while at the same time gain
ing collectivist control over yet another
national sinew.

The somewhat startling fact that bank
insurance has proved a dismal failure in
a dozen states within the past 100 years,
has quietly been hushed. The announce
ment that the ultimate guarantor of safety

17
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is the federal Treasury, is considered suffi
cient .to stifle all doubts. The public is mes
merized into believing that all banks are
sound - or that federal fiat will quickly
make them so. Ergo, the New Era of
Planned Economy is here.

But let us examine the facts.

II

On March 4, 1933 - the birthday of mod
ern civilization - the country was gravely
concerned over its closed banks, its re
stricted banks, and even those banks which
remained open; and Dr. Roosevelt and
his Tugwells were suddenly confronted
with a magnificent opportunity for seiz
ing control of all banking. Two courses
were open to secure this desideratum:
first, direct action - a decree of outright
federal management; second, indirect ac
tion~ legislation to bring about control
through regulation. The New Deal, run
ning true to form, chose the second as the
more adroit expedient.

Now it must be remembered that all
banking in this country is chartered cbank
ing. National banks obtain their charters
from Washington; state banks from the
state capitals. The charter is a grant of
authority to perform a certain function; in
return, the institution must provide cer
tain services. The widespread crisis of 1933
presented the opportunity of extending
these chartering powers. A charter of
safety was offered to and, in effect, re
quired of the banks. National, Federal
Reserve, and state members were virtually
ordered to subscribe; they had no choice.
All were told that if they conformed to
the standards set up under the law, they
could stamp the federal insignia of in
surance on their deposits.

It is not necessary to relate the complete
history of the passage of the Federal De-

posit Insurance Act. BrieRy, there was first
offered a temporary plan and, later, a
permanent one. Revisions followed, the
result of hearings in the House and the
Senate. A few bankers subscribed to the
theory as a palliative measure. Many others

. opposed it. But the law was passed and is
now on the statute books. It provides that
insured banks (which include all but 1000

of the nation's total) shall advertise that
the FDIC underwrites all accounts up to
$5000. A brass plate was designed by the
New Deal Cellinis and its display made
mandatory; it must be placed over every
paying and receiving window; not to dis
play it carries a cash penalty of $100 a
day. Hence at the present, there are ap
proximately 14,200 banks bearing the glit
tering federal imprint of supposed safety.

It is asserted by high officials of the Cor
poration' in their speeches and their litera
ture, that ninety-eight per cent of the ac
counts in these banks are fully insured.
To the casual observer this figure is im
pressive~ because it seems to imply that
ninety-eight per cent of the money on de
posit is insured. Such an implication is
at sharp variance with the truth. For,
actually, less than one half the total de
posits display the holy imprimatur.

A little figuring revealed to the New
Dealers that the majority of all bank ac
counts are below $5000. This is because
there are so many small accounts varying
from one to one hundred dollars. They
make up the huge total of ninety-eight
per cent, yet they do not reveal the actual
scope of the Deposit Insurance Corpora
tion. Neither does the corporation disclose
to the public the fact that banks have
never been especially concerned over ac...
counts of less than $5000. On the contrary,
it .is the sudden demand for payment of
accounts above that figure which the bank
must be prepared to meet, no matter what
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economic circumstances prevail at the mo
ment.

The deposit liabilities of the 14,200 banks
total approximately $41,5°0,000,000. This
entire sum, however, is not insured, even
though FDIC officials are forever declar
ing that ninety-eight per cent of all ac
counts are safe. As the maximum of fed
eral liability to pay immediately is but
$5000, these banks contain only about $18,
000,000,000 of insured funds. Under the
New Deal guarantee, this sum will be
paid on demand - calamity, war, disease,
or the sudden growth of hair on Jim Far
ley's head to the contrary notwithstanding.

But what of· the remaining $23,5°0,000,
000, also on deposit? No federal fiat in
sures this, although it is part of the whole.
Hence, in case of a bank failure, the ordi
nary liquidation procedure must be em
ployed with payments made as the bank's
assets are sold. This $23,5°0,000,000 repre
sents the deposits above $5000 and com
prises the bulk of money that meets
America's payrolls, buys commodities, and
provides capital through the purchase of
securities. It is thus evident that the busi
ness of the country .represented in bank
deposits is not insured at all.

This $23,5°0,000,000, however, is levied
upon to pay for the federal charter of
safety to the banks which carry the small
accounts. The law specifies that all Na
tional and Reserve member banks and
accepted state banks must pay one-twelfth
of one per cent of their total deposits.
But in actual operation, approximately
13,000 banks pay less than this premium,
while 800 of the larger institutions pay
more than one-fourth of one per cent. The
800, then, are taxed to provide the
safety required for the small banks which
cannot afford to pay and yet remain in
existence. In the entire country, there are
only about 200 banks which pay for their

own protection. Thus, we discover an
other extension of the New Deal's Utopian
principle of penalizing the wealthy for
the benefit of the masses. Big business,
through heavy contributions, makes the
fiat of safety plausible - but the federal
government takes the credit.

At the time this is written, thirty-four
insured banks have failed. With the ex
ception of one institution, which closed as
a result of alleged embezzlements, all are
small banks. The bulk of their deposits
are below the maximum insured line. The
prompt repayment of these losses has pro
vided a vast amount of ballyhoo as to the
success of the insurance program. In the
case of one Pennsylvania institution, with
nearly $5,000,000 in deposits (the only
large failure), the liquidation process has
been no more rapid than usual. After six
months, a statement reveals $254,000 in
fully-insured accounts unpaid, and $2,
326,000 out of the $5,000,000 paid. But the
bank carried 168 accounts which totaled
$1,557,000. The sign in the window of
the bank, placed there at the order of the
Federal Corporation, is now providing no
surcease to these 168 individuals and busi
ness corporations. They must await the
red tape of the liquidators of the FDIC
and share with the receivers the ultimate
losses.

It can thus be seen that the program of
deposit safety is not in actuality any such
thing. It is not insurance at all. No one
in Washington possesses any statistics, or
has completed any studies, to obtain actu
arial facts upon which to calculate bank
deposit insurance. The premiums charged
bear no relation to the degree of risk as
sumed or the value of the protection
offered. There exists no information which
n1akes it possible for the Federal Corpora
tion to predict the interval of bank failures.
This fact was admitted by one of its high
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officers, Mortimer Fox, Jr., chief of the
Division of Statistics and Research, and
a nephew of Secretary of the Treasury
Morgenthau. Speaking to a statistical group,
he said:

The catastrophe hazard in the case of bank
deposits is so great as practically to preclude
the possibility of genuine insurance....
It is unreasonable to suppose that the ex~

perience of the past gives any indication of
what the losses to depositors may be in the
future.

And yet there is delivered to the nation
an insurance corporation! As such, it as~

sumes risks which are concentrated in a
comparatively small number of large units
without any actual compensate cost, since
the premium charged is uniform. It takes
no especial skill to appreciate that to in~

sure· all banks for the same price is as dif
ferent from sound insurance procedure as
insuring all buildings against fire loss at
the same price, regardless of risk. How
many fireproof buildings would be con
structed if surety costs in non-fireproof
buildings were the same?

Why then, it will be asked, is the FDIC
attempting the impossible? Mr. Fox him
self gives us the answer:

The equity of the United States Govern
ment, and the tweIve Federal Reserve
banks, in the Corporation, makes available
to it the credit of the government without
which deposit insurance would probably
not be possible.

That frank admission ought to label, for
once and for all, as outright quackery this
fond New Deal scheme for a bank insur
ance which does not fully insure, does not
distribute its risks according to any tested
plan, requires payments from some banks
to support others, and provides an unpre
dictable tax on e'Yery citizen of the United
States in event of a nation-wide economic
catastrophe.

III

As I have indicated, there is far more
to this program of federal insurance than
the popular belief that bank runs are
ended forevermore. In the contract be
tween bank and corporation - the charter
of "guaranteed" safety extended by the
FDIC - the careful reader will find con
siderable fine print. It is the type of con~

tract that holds many a joker. When
closely examined it reveals the collectivists'
move to bring under control all banks and
make them pay tribute to a politically
appointed board in Washington.

Who are these controllers of the in~

sured banks of the nation? How are they
appointed and what can they do under
the guise of extending bank safety? The
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
functions through a three-man board of
directors. These directors are appointed by
the President of the United States. The
Act does not require that bankers, statis
ticians, financiers, or actuaries be selected.
It merely specifies that the jobholders be
"citizens". What sort of citizen is left to
party advisers and the President's happy~

go-lucky nature. Reward for party effort
and service can thus be repaid - and has
been repaid.

This board of three is supreme. It can
swiftly draft a grandiose scheme of sociali~

zation of banking processes, or it canac
complish the same end through manipula
tions over a long period. Its authority is
absolute. It has ample opportunity to re
organize the banking directory, to shift
and to mould, and to issue countless regu
lations. Can anyone believe that such a
triumvirate will eschew politics? Will a
politically-appointed board bite the hand
that placed it in control? Will a leopard
change its spots?

The FDIC board is empowered under
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law to delve into the affairs of any bank
which has accepted its protection. Accord
ing to its own legal department, the board
has the right to consider "the financial
history and condition of the banks, the
adequacy of their capital structure, their
future earning prospects, the general char
acter of their management, the conveni
ences and needs of the communities served
by the banks, and whether their corporate
powers are consistent with the purposes
of the Federal Deposit Insurance law".
After determining "earning capacity", and
"policy", and "history", and "character of
management", and "needs of the com
munity", and polishing the crystal to "esti
mate its future", the board is permitted a
criticism of corporate powers, regardless
of whether these have been vouchsafed
through national or state banking super
visors. In addition, the law provides that
these politically-appointed czars of bank
ing can order mergers and eliminations.
True, the bank may object to these orders,
and its officers may complain, but they
must do so to the same board which is
sued the decrees. There is no higher au
thority.

The collectivists assert that the board
must be given these broad powers in order
that the insurance fund may be protected.
Yet on the other hand, the banks have no
protection as to the size of the Corpora
tion's payroll, which is supported out of
their premiums. Neither do they share
in the naming of the board or its staff.
It may' well be asked, then, if a merger
or an elimination is proposed, can the
stockholders or the depositors of the insti-
tution in question do anything about it?
'"fhe answer is nothing at all - but wail.
What are the prospects of proving that
the board in Washington was actuated
by any but the most exalted motives?
None. The FDIC has the power to transfer

your account to some other bank whose
officers are acceptable to the New Dealers. It
then follows that your new overseers may
not be kindly disposed to your business.
In fact, it is entirely possible, and not
illogical, that the forces in control may
not like you, your morals, your religion,
your family, or your reasoning on political
questions of the day. If that is the case,
it will be just too bad.

The law provides that the Corporation
can issue binding regulations - which it
is doing at present - stipulating what in
terest banks may pay and to whom. The
banks also are being told what constitutes
demand and other deposits, and who may
have such deposits. The law even provides
that an institution must advertise the
safety slogans of the Corporation in cer
tain ways and under certain conditions.
According to L. E. Birdzell, general coun
sel, the Corporation's board has the "power
to approve or disapprove of any consoli
dation or merger with a non-insured bank.
Similarly, it is given authority to approve
or disapprove proposals to reduce capital,
or to establish or operate new branches,
or to move a branch from one location to
another. It may also require banks to
secure reasonable insurance protection
against burglary, defalcation, and other in
surable losses". Hence, it is not illogical
to envisage the insured bank of the future
as similar to the individual unit of a chain
grocery, distinguished from others only
through the affability of its personnel or
the adroitness of its clerks in swatting
flies.

The banker who pays his premium can
do very little about all this. His institu
tion is examined and criticized by the Cor
poration's officials. The reports are ana
lyzed and filed in Washington. The banker
knows he can be held to account for any
policy designated as "undesirable" -
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which can include financial support of a
political party and its candidates. In other
words, your banker must please Washing~

ton or lose his insured status. The power
of the three master minds is the power
of life and death, since the board, in deny~

ing insurance, in effect advertises that
such institutions are unsafe. Leo T. Crow~
ley, chairman of the board, has declared:

I can visualize the day when dismissal from
the insurance fund will be tantamount to
a bank's liquidation.

Said the esteemed Mr. Fox:

Congress has given the Corporation the
authority, after due notice has been served
upon the bank and upon supervisory au
thority, to expel from insurance benefits a
recalcitrant institution. The threat of ex
pulsion has been the most potent means at
the disposal of the Corporation for enforc
ing its recommendations.

Hence it is patent why the 14,200 in
sured banks will hesitate before refusing
to follow the recommendations from
Washington. It is also plain why bank
deposit insurance is advertised as a boon
to all mankind.

The right to change the banking set-up
in any city or town is defended as a valu
able check against the establishment of
too many banks, of unsound banks, of
banks without prospects of permanence.
But the danger lies in the basis upon which
the board predicates its action, for no one
can expect it to ignore political factors.
Mergers and eliminations are even now
being effected. An announcement from
vVashington in n1id-January revealed that

three Michigan banks were merged into
one. The State banking commissioner
found it to his advantage to accept the
presidency of the merged institution. In
Pennsylvania, two banks were merged.
And the chairman of the board has revealed
to a Senate committee that a number of
other consolidations are under study, which
will result in consolidations or liquidations
for more than 100 banks, and possibly more.
In each case, the officers of the merged banks
must be sanctified by Washington.

Now to believe that such powers and
programs will ignore party patronage is to
subscribe to the infallibility of the New
Deal. The collectivists' ideal is control, and
the end justifies the means. A half-dozen
examples could be cited as indicative of
the unwillingness of officialdom to with
stand criticism, and the nation has wit
nessed the punishment of critics whenever
they could be reached. Can it be held with
any validity that bankers will escape while
there exists machinery available to require
obedience? The Banking Act of 1936
grants a greater measure of control over
the mechanics of finance than has ever be
fore been given to any American govern
mental body.

It Can't Happen Here? If this isn't
fascism, Mussolini is an Athenian demo
crat. And every day in every way the
Roosevelt dictatorship tightens its hold
over the life and property of every citizen.
Encouraged by the support of all crack
pots and radicals, the New Deal col~

lectivist state swells to ever greater power
as the liberal-minded American looks on
supinely.



THE END OF DEMOCRACY

BY RALPH ADAMS ·CRAM

T HE title of this essay leaves some
thing to be desired. The end of a

democracy is certainly now in process
of accomplishment, and so far as this par
ticular democracy is concerned, as it has
come to be today, both in politics and in
society, the words do well enough. Of
this phenon1enon it is true to say that it
is at an end, at least so far as its ener
gizing force is concerned. In a few coun
tries its forms remain, voided of the
original dynamic content, and these desic-

. cations, mere shells or simulacra, give the
illusion of reality and continuity.

Now the thesis I am prepared to de
fend is that there was once a High De
mocracy, not only in theory but in prac
tice, and that this has now given place to
a Low Democracy which is its antithesis.
High Democracy was actually realized for
a few centuries during the Middle Ages.
It is known in contemporary histories as
Monarchical Feudalism. In theory it was
held by the Framers of the Constitution
of the United States, though they thought
of it as an Aristocratic Republic. After
such fashion do what Jeremy Bentham
called "imposter terms" and Roosevelt the
First denominated "weasel words" seduce
the fluid mind of a receptive public into
grave error.

I apologize to the revered memory of
Washington, Adams, Madison, Gerry, and
all their fellows for attributing to them
any intellectual commerce with democ
racy, for if they feared anything it was

precisely this, whereby their prevision was
highly justified. As Mr. Albert Jay Nock
says: "One sometimes wonders how our
Revolutionary forefathers would take it if
they could hear some flatulent political
thimble-rigger charge them with having
founded 'the great and glorious democracy
of the West'." Of course, as we know now,
they never intended to do anything of the
sort, but in spite of their elaborate precau
tions against the possibility of such a thing
coming to pass through the malice of time
and the propensity to evil of a reprobate
human nature, their hopes were vain.
Within a generation, decomposition of the
body of their ,visdom set in, to continue
by process of mathematical progression
until life had departed and a new and, so
to speak, fungoid growth had insensibly
taken its place.

This, the current type of democrac.y,
founded on certain recently promulgated
dogmas, none of them much more than a
century and a half old, has little, if any,
relationship to that ideal estate which in
the past served as inspiration to the pro
tagonists of the democracy of realization.
It was based on a variety of doctrines that
cannot be authenticated biologically, his
torically, or philosophically. Amongst these
was that particularly disastrous dogma of
"progressive" evolution whereby man was
assumed to be engaged in an automatic
and irresistible advance towards some "far
off, divine event," based on inherent per
fectibility, with free, secular, universal, and
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compulsory education as the assured guar
anty of this desirable result, and as its ef
fective power. Bracketed with this was the
amiable and humanitarian theory that all
men are created free and equal.

Deriving from these pious aspirations,
as of necessity, came the plausible scheme
of representative, parliamentary govern
ment, founded on universal suffrage, with,
as its own original contribution and es
sential quality, the Reconstruction Era
principle that the electoral franchise is not
a privilege (as it was prior to that Witches'
Sabbath of corruption, infamy, and dis
grace) but an inalienable right, inherent in
man as man, and of equal validity with
the incontestable right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. Finally, and in
a way, the most curious (but imperative)
of all, the dogma that the majority was
practically sure to be more nearly right
on all possible subjects than any minority,
and that, anyway, the decision of the ma
jority, right or wrong, wise or otherwise,
must implicitly be· accepted and obeyed.

This is the bastard form of an origi
nally sane and fine idea. It has had to be
abolished as a public nuisance in most of
the countries of Europe. It still lingers in
the fullness of its futility in France, with
a number of inopportune devices added
for full measure, while, under sufferance,
it precariously exists in the Iberian penin
sula. In Great Britain and the admirable
Scandinavian kingdoms it still manages
fairly well, partly because these countries
are monarchical in form, partly because
some of the worst features of modern de
mocracy have never found lodgment there,
partly because the subjects of the several
sovereigns have been blessed by God with
an unusual amount of good sense. Here in
the United States we had, to start with, a
great and preservative Fundamental Law
that worked well until it became progres-

sively vitiated by ill-considered Amend
ments, while some of the silliest features
of the later parliamentary systems of the
Continent were never taken over, though
the suggestion has been made from time
to time that we might well indulge in this
wild adventure. It is true we have troubles
enough of our own, but what remains in
tact of the Constitution of 1787 has saved
us thus far from the particular disasters
that have brought the European demo.
cratic-parliamentary house of cards to de
struction and established in its place
communistic, military, or political dicta
torships.

There are none too many citizens of
these despotisms who would have the old
system back. Whether they like the new
autocracies or not, and probably the ma
jority are not any too well pleased with
what they have, they have had enough of
parliamentary democracy and are vocifer
ous in their denunciation of this, which
has now· become a sort of second and
equally distasteful Ancien Regime. And
the pathos, even the tragedy of it all, is
that they themselves, these denouncers of
democracy, are the very ones (or their im
mediate forebears) who made the old de
mocracy what it is today - or was yester
day. To quote G. K. Chesterton: "They
will first take a natural thing, then daub
it and disguise it and deface it with arti
ficial things and then complain that it is
an unnatural thing, and throw it away. At
the beginning each alteration must be ac
cepted as an improvement. By· the end
each improvement is used to show that
the thing should be not so much altered
as abolished." In the greater part of Eu
rope the daubed, disguised, defaced thing
has already been thrown away. The same
may happen here unless alteration is put
in process. The wisdom of this course leaps
to the mind.
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The really vital and insistent question
today is just such drastic alteration, in
what it is to consist, and how it is to be
accomplished. If we are to avoid that vain
repetition of history which has been the
way of the world since time out of mind
(there are, admittedly, few historical prec
edents that would indicate such a possi-

. bility) and escape the Nemesis of their
foolish ways that has at last caught up
with the several states of Europe (not to
mention the ersatz republics of South and
Central America and China), these ques
tions will have to be solved in short order.
These are the vanishing volurnes of the
Sibylline Books. Only three are left, those
earmarked for England, France, and
America, and the price is steadily rising.

We have had no lack of warning dur
ing the last ten years. Indeed it is aston
ishing how many and how significant are
the books that recently have appeared, all
showing in varying words and from dif
ferent points of view just where we are
and how we got there. A century ago
William Cobbett warned of what would
happen if society kept on the way it had
begun, and he did not nor could not have
known the half of it; or the tenth. Others
followed after him down to the time of Car
lyle, Ruskin, and Morris, but the ethos of
the nineteenth century was in full con
trol, and no one for a moment believed
a word of these discredited Cassandras.
Now that all has happened that they pre
dicted - and more - diagnosis has taken
the place of prognosis. Spengler began it,
I suppose, and following him have come
Hilaire Belloc, G. K. Chesterton, R. H.
Tawney, Ortega y Gasset, Nikolai Berd
yaev, William Aylott Orton, W. G. Peck,
Herbert Agar, Albert Jay Nock, Alexis
Carrel, Christopher Dawson, and a score
of others all following along the same
line. And the two great Papal Encyclicals,

Rerum Novarum and Quadragest'ma
Anno, have their part here as well.

So far as the diagnostical works are con
cerned, most of them might not unjustly
be called defeatist. For them it is "Under
which king, Bezonian, speak or die I"
since for them there seem but the two
alternatives, communism or dictatorship,
once contemporary democracy is liqui
dated; a consummation they confidently
and unanimously look on both as de
voutly to be wished and as inescapable.
For their convictions there is, it must be
admitted, ample justification in conditions
as they are and as they hurriedly progress,
but to accept such disaster without at least
a struggle, is, as I say, a defeatism that
borders on Moslem fatalism. As Ortega y
Gasset says, "A hurricane of farcicality,
everywhere and in every form, is at pres
ent raging over the lands of Europe," and
it may be the nations that have not as yet
had to make the terrible choice, may ulti
mately join the general debac1e,with the
second Dark Ages that the great Spanish
philosopher envisages following after. It
is neither easy nor pleasant to anticipate
the same fate for the United States. With
the great model of our original Constitu
tion before us, and with the mental inge
nuity of our inventors and discoverers
turned to more really creative concerns
than have been their prepossession dur
ing the past fifty years, we surely ought,
by taking thought, to find a third alterna
tive to communism and dictatorship.

II

The Great War was fought, we were told,
to make the world safe for democracy, but
we are beginning now to realize that it
Was the wrong sort of democracy. It was a
thing not worth the saving. It was only a
hundred years old anyway, but it had lived
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long enough to reveal its fallaciousness.
Behind it stood another democracy of very
different temper and it would seem to be
the part of wisdom, first of all to go back
to that and see if it might not serve as a
basis to build upon.

The use of the word democracy is a lit
tle ambiguous. If what. we have is that,
then what we had before was not. A dic
tionary definition means nothing. The
People never have governed and by their
nature they never will. From town meet
ing to Congress, government - legisla
tive, executive, and judicial- is deter
mined, directed, and administered by small
oligarchies of statesmen, professional pol
iticians, money barons, industrialists, spell
binders, shysters, and gangsters - to cover
the field from one end to the other - and
its quality depends on the combination of
these varied elements a1)d the preponder
ance of one or the other. The people have
very little to do with it, especially along
constructive lines. They do not vote for a
policy or candidate but against a candi
date or policy. When mob psychology is
aroused, they have a certain veto power
that is effective through its very mass, and
this, like all veto power, whether of a chief
executive or a court, is as often used un
wisely as wisely.

This is very far from being democracy,
either in theory or practice, and if there
were nothing more to it than the right to
vote, representative, parliamentary gov
ernment, rotation in office, free, secular,
public education and social egalitarianism,
and no standards of value, culture, or con
duct'determined and imposed from supe
rior sources either human or divine, then
the word could not be used in the sense
in which I propose to use it. As a matter of
fact, this is all no more than a pseudo
democracy, a sort of changeling foisted on
a naive and unsuspecting public. Rightly

it has no claim to the title. Is there, then, or
has there been, a true democracy f If so,
what are its distinguishing marks?

In the first place there are certain things
true democracy definitely is not. It is not
universal suffrage, the parliamentary sys
tem of government, direct legislation or
those pet panaceas of democratic corrup
tion and inefficiency recommended to a
very sick body politic in the time of Roose
velt the First, the initiative and referendum.
The forms of the governmental machines
are not implied by democratic ideology nor
are they determined by its principles. There
have been and are "democracies" that are
tyrannical, oppressive, and destructive of
legitimate human liberty; there have been
and are "monarchies" that stand for and
enforce the basic principles of the higher
democracy.

Democracy is not the abolition of status,
the elimination of grades or rank in the
social organism, the establishing of one
dead level of uniformity by pulling down
from above and pushing up from below.
Aristocracy and monarchy are not incon
sistent with its ethos - but they must be
of the right type. The contemporary aris
tocracy of wealth and the monarchies that
followed the end of the Middle Ages and
held pretty well down to the time of the
Great War, are inconsistent with high
democratic principle.

What is this "Higher Democracy" of
which the current and dissolving type is
little more than a caricature? As there
has never been any authoritative and dog
matic revelation on this point,· each indi
vidual must, I suppose, construct his own
definition. What follows can only be the
statement of a personal conviction, but I
think it has some justification in history
and in philosophy.

Democracy is that form of social or
ganization which endeavors to assure to
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mankind Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of
Happiness.

This sounds axiomatic, indeed platitu
dinous, but it is worth repeating here
simply because it has so completely been
forgotten, that all democratic or pseudo
democratic communities have either com
pletely lost, or are by way of losing, power
on the part of the individual so to live
his life as to make possible the achieve
ment of these ends. In this respect the
United States stands on a level with Italy,
Germany, Mexico, and the U. S. S. R. As
a matter of fact, our social, economic, and
political estate is now, and has been for
seventy years, the antithesis of a true dem
ocratic polity and state. Not only does it
negate all the principles of the Higher
Democracy, it has lost even the reality of
its modern degenerate form. Let us see
wherein some of these antitheses exist.

In a very suggestive book called The
Crisis of the Middle Classes, Mr. Lewis
Corey says, in estimating democracy, that
"its form of expression and substantial
reality was the liberty and equality of men
owning their independent means of live
lihood." This is pretty fundamental. What
price money-capitalism, big business, mass
production, and trustification? The anony
mous author of Our Lords and Masters
has' put into very concise form what we
already subconsciously knew but were
laggard to realize - the actual nature, the
cosmic s\veep, the inclusive and dominat
ing power of the controlling factors in
current society. Exercising, as they do now,
complete control of the life of the civilized
portions of the planet, they made this first
qualification of democracy impracticable.
A century ago seventy per cent of the
American people lived in accordance with
this first pdnciple; they were free, inde
pendent, self-supporting, self-respecting
citizens, o\vning their own land, practicing

their own craft Of trade; in a word, free
men. Today seventy per cent of the pop
ulace are proletarians, whether they. wear
white collars or blue overalls. They have
no means of support except the sale of
their mental and manual services in a mar
ket daily becoming more and more con
gested and now close to the saturation
point. They are unfree men. This is not
democracy of any sort.

A stable democratic society must be based
upon a populace, sixty per cent of whom
live on land which they own, or make their
livelihoods from subsidiary craft and shop
work, also individually or communally
owned. Incidentally, such a social order
offers the only visible cure for current un
employment. As William Green of the
American Federation of Labor says, "While
technological improvements in industry are
steadily reducing the number of workers
necessary to provide all the goods and serv
ices industry can market, the number of
men and women who want work is steadily
increasing." At one time it looked as though
this very obvious solution of a critical social
problem had suggested itself in Washing
ton, but as soon as subsistence homesteads
were tentatively put in process, the vested
interests that so largely energize judicial
opinion took alarm, and the Comptroller
General found the scheme as unconstitu
tional as the Blue Eagle.

Very soon it will be necessary to decide
whether we shall restore a truly demo
cratic state of the original sort, or go on
(there is no other alternative) to the cor·
porative, totalitarian state or to that state
socialism which is the negation of all
democracy, whether original or derivative.

III

The original democratic idea has been
transformed, distorted, and finally nega-
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tived by the measures adopted to imple
ment it. The process was dual and recip
rocal. The zeitgeist has for a century or
more been busily at work inculcating what
is known (and widely observed) as "dem
ocratic doctrine". This had a determining
influence on the progressive changes neces
sarily taking place in the fundamental law
and in the instruments and mechanism
of the governmental organization, while
each new modification of technical and
operative methods intensified and exag
gerated the "spirit of the age", whose
workings were mysterious but actual and
possibly irresistible. An example of this is
the progressive amendment of the Amer
ican Constitution where every change
made since the promulgation of the Bill
of Rights has been in answer to this
again so-called - democratic impulse. The
original Constitution was conservative,
constructive, anti-revolutionary, and anti
democratic, in the sense later manifested
in the French Revolution. Once this epic
event had occurred, the repercussions were
universally widespread, and almost uncon
scious!y it affected the whole course of
later political development.

In the beginning, i.e., 1787, there was
no clear conception of, or provision for,
party government, partly because at that
time political parties did not properly ex
ist. Short!y thereafter they were in full
swing, dividing the electorate on what
became the standard bi-partisan, Conserv
ative-Liberal lines. It was a foolish sys
tem, since it resulted in permanent war
fare for office between the factions, a
generally regular oscillation between two
powers (except when war and the suppres
sion of a conquered people and the party
of their allegiance left the other party in
power for a long period, incidentally with
worse results than had follo"'Ned the older
system of rotation) which meant a com-

plete lack of continuity in policy, domes
tic and foreign, and an· unwholesome
state of feverishness and uncertainty in
society. The reductio ad absurdum of this
plan, which finds its parallel only in Alice
in Wonderland, is the parliamentary. sys
tem of the Continent, where there were
no plausible political parties, not even of
the ins and outs, as in recent years in
America, but anywhere from six to twelve
personal and feudal followings. The result
in point of conspiracy, corruption, and
impotence through the shuffling of blocs
in order that a government might achieve
a brief lease of life, was on a par with Of
Thee I Sing and would have been equally
farcical and amusing if it had not had
such tragic consequences. The spectacle
of once reputable countries such as France,
writhing under three or four ministries
in a. year (Portugal was even more phre
netic) , was one to make the high gods
grin acridly, and philosophical evolution
ists cry peccavi! This three-ringed circus
of Continental parliamentary government
was in itself enough to explain, if not to
justify, the advent of Mussolini, Hitler,
Pilsudski, and the daily dozen of other
dictators from King Zag to Mustapha
Kemal.

Now the parliamentary system based on
political, partisan divisions is no essential
part of sound democratic doctrine..It was
a plausible device to in1plement a demo
cratic doctrine that was rotting as it rip
ened. And it was a bad one. Si quiere
monumentum, circumspice. Fascism, Bol
shevism, Nazi-ism, have produced substi
tutes, but day by day and in every way it
begins to look as though the last state
would be worse than the first, though such
a result rather staggers the imagination.
If this Republic had ever taken over the
Continental idea of governing ministries
responsible to the legislative bodies, and
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bound to fall on an adverse vote, finis
would have been written long ago. Back
to the parliamentary system, either Con..
tinental .or American, we cannot go, for
we now have seen what it means· and why
and what are its results. Onward (or back..
ward or sideways, whatever it is) we
cannot go to state socialism or the totalita..
rian state. The discovery of a saving alter..
native is the precise issue before us today.

Social equality, i.e., a leveling of all
human life and its component parts to the
basic grade of those that are least distin..
guished in point of intelligence, character,
and capacity for creative work, together
with a similar leveling off of stand..
ards of value, is equally no part of sound
democratic doctrine. Three things are es
sential: abolition of privilege; equality of
opportunity; utilization of ability. What is
the application of these principles to the
Modern Age?

To quote from Dr. Carrel, who of late
has added to his high position of scien
tist that of a constructive philosopher:

Another error, due to the confusion of
the concepts of human being and individ
ual, is democratic equality. This dogma is
now breaking down under the blows of the
experience of the nations. It is, therefore,
unnecessary to insist on its falseness, but
its success has been astonishingly long.
How could humanity accept such faith for
so many years? ... Indeed human beings
are equal, but individuals are not. The
equality of their rights is an illusion. The
feeble minded and the man of genius
should not be equal before the law.* The
stupid, the unintelligent, those who are
depressed, incapable of invention, or effort,
have no right to a higher education. It is
absurd to give them the same electoral
power as the fully developed individuals.
. . . The democratic principle has con
tributed to the collapse of civilization in

"" I assume that Dr. Carrel means under statutory
law, not before courts of law. The difference is
radical.

opposing the development of an elite. . . .
The standardization of men by the demo
cratic ideal has already determined, the pre
dominance of the weak.... The myth of
equality, the love of the symbol, the con
tempt for the concrete fact are, in a large
measure, guilty of the collapse of indi
viduality. As it was impossible to raise the
inferior types, the only means of producing
democratic equality among men was to
bring all to the lowest level.

The first law in the Book of Man is
inequality. Individuals vary in intelligence,
character, capacity for doing one thing or
another, and well or ill, far more than
they do in their physical characteristics.
From the Australian blackfellow, the
writer of popular songs, or the publisher
of a tabloid newspaper, to Akhnaton,
Leonardo da Vinci, or Pope Leo XIII is
a space that almost needs to be measured
in astronomical terms. Any society that
does not recognize this and attempts to
liquidate this disparity can last but a short
time and is doomed to quick dissolution
after a sad and unsavory record. As a mat
terof fact, none has seriously made the
attempt. The destruction of. an aristoc
racy of Praetorian Guards of blood and
breeding, of knighthood nobility, of great
land-holders, of scholars and artists and
poets, simply means that its place is imme
diately taken by something worse: party
politicians and their subsidizers, multi
millionaires, great industrialists, or the
manipulators of securities on the stock ex
change, and international money lenders.
Where status is eliminated, caste takes its
place and democracy is no longer attain..
able. There is only one equality that de
mocracy demands, and that is equality be
fore the courts of law.

Abolition of privilege, equality of oppor
tunity, utilization of ability, are thus the
three foundations of the democratic state.
"Privilege" in this sense means power
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bought by money, control of natural re
sources or the means of production, or any
other monopoly that is gained by force of
any kind, not by merit of any kind. The
present degenerate democratic society is
shot through and through with this sort of
privilege, just as the social system is dom
inated by an aristocracy of money lenders,
tycoons of big business, cinema stars, and
the publishers of amoral (and immoral)
newspapers.

Democracy demands equality of oppor
tunity. This means that the definite (but
limited) potential inherent in every man
must be given opportunity to develop to
the full. Here is where the fact of funda
mental human inequality comes into play.
Free, secular, compulsory public school
education may be the best way to ascer
tain just what this potential may be, as be
tween one and another (the point is de
batable), but beyond the beginnings it is
worse than useless.

From one-half to two-thirds of the stu
dents now pushed through high schools,
preparatory schools, technical schools, and
colleges are not gifted with a potential that
can be developed beyond a certain fairly
low point, say that of the junior high school.
fempting them further is unfair:> even cruel,
to them and to those who can do better.
The schools today are yearly turnig.g out
thousands of graduates who have been
spoiled for doing the sort of thing they
were by nature fitted to do. Either they
crowd out those of real ability, working for
lower pay and doing their job indifferently
well, or else they join the cohorts of the
white-collar unemployed. This is the bank
ruptcy of the idea of equality of oppor
tunity.

Utilization of ability is closely tied up
with this. Democracy should mean that
every man would find and hold that place
where his inherent and developed capacity

can find its clearest field and where all
that he is can best be used for the good of
society, the community, and the larger
synthesis of the race itself; incidentally,
that he may participate, through self-ex
pression and self-fulfillment, in that pur
suit of happiness avowed by the Declara
tion of Independence as one of the rights
of man. Under deformed and vitiated
democracy, this desideratum becomes in
creasingly unattainable. The transvalua
tion of values and the progressive lower
ing of standards of value (not to say those
of right and wrong) minimize these op
portunities because the people (or those
who control opportunity) are not inter
ested.

Under our contemporary democratic
government, employment, like kissing,
goes by favor. The doctrine that to the
victors belong the spoils, initiated by Gen
eral Jackson, that veritable Nemesis of
true democracy, still obtains in full force,
in fact if not by avowal, and in spite of
civil service reform and similar well-meant
but ineffectual panaceas. Today professors
and teachers fight for their scholastic lives
against bigotry and political tyranny in
high places; potential statesmen must be
come party politicians or must hire them
selves out to money to get a hearing;
Hollywood seduces the actor, the writer,
the artist into selling his soul if he would
gain recognition, fame, and a competence;
the Hearstified press reduces to the lower
depths the literary and moral standards of
men who would follow the high profes
sion of letters; the radio and broadcasting
lay their heavy, deleterious hand on all
forms of the creative instinct. Religion is
becoming ballyhoo, and philosophy the
pragmatic doctrine of whatever will work
and whatever the People are willing to
take. This is not democracy in any ra
tional sense.
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IV

The new democracy is cancelling the
freedom that was to have been guaran
teed us by the old. We may perhaps be
able to recover some of this through the
material means of new laws, revision of
the implements of government, or other
technical action. Whatever we might ac
complish would in the end prove both hol
low and ephemeral, unless it were ener
gized by a corresponding reorientation of
the individtial parts of the community.
Says Dr. Carrel:

The day has conle to begin the work of our
'renovation. We will not establish a pro
gram. For a program would stifle living
reality in rigid armor. It would prevent the
bursting forth of the unpredictable, and
imprison the future within the limits of our
mind. We must arise and move on. We
must liberate ourselves from blind tech
nology and grasp the complexity and the
wealth of our own nature. The sciences of
life have shown to humanity its goal and
placed at its disposal the means of reaching
it. But we are still immersed in the world
created by inert matter without any respect
for the laws of our development. In a
world that is not made for us, because it is
born from an error of our reason and from
the ignorance of our true self. . . . For
the first time in the history of humanity,
a crumbling civilization is capable of dis
cerning the causes of its decay.... Our
destiny is now in our own hands. On the
new road we must now go forward.

From Berdyaev's latest book, Freedom
and the Spirit, I will add this:

Self-determination is precisely that which
proceeds from the inmost depths of the
spirit when spiritual forces are at work,
and not from some exterior natural im
pulse, nor from man's own nature. In a
state of freedom, man is not determined
from without under the compulsion of a
nature alien to himself, but he is self
determined in the depths of his spiritual

life and out of his own spiritual energies;
he finds himself in his own spiritual world.

As a result of the rushing and cumula-
tive events that have driven him onward
for the last three hundred years, man,
searching avidly for freedom both of body
and spirit, has lost the reality of both. Los
ing this he has paid too high a price for
bodily comfort, money values, and techno
logical triumphs. Without spiritual liberty
he becomes enslaved to the plausible sub
terfuges of the low, but materially success
ful, grades of the mass-man, accepting his
reversed standards of value and so in time
becoming not only a participant in his de
generative actions, but unconscious even
of his own enslavement.

My memory goes clearly back to that
Presidential campaign when Tilden, the
Democratic candidate, was counted out,
and Hayes, who had lost the election, was
made President by the Republican cabal.
I think it safe to say that since that time
public opinion, standards of value, and
overt activities have scarcely ever reached
a lower level than now. 1 offer as substan
tial evidence three of the many recent ex
amples that force themselves on our atten
tion. The Hauptmann case, Huey Long's
Louisiana, and the Veterans' Bonus.

If these instances of public intelligence,
mob-psychology, and mass action, with
their other unnumbered panaceas, are in
deed indicative, as they appear to be, of
the downfall of the American Idea as this
was envisaged by the Founders of the Re
public, then are we justified in expecting
any wide support for material changes in
the social framework or that of the politi
cal organism? I answer yes, but only if our
people can regain their spiritual liberty.
If this is accomplished, anything is pos
sible; if "ve fail of this, then we must take
our place with the disintegrating states of
Europe.



CONFESSIONS OF A POETRY TEACHER

BY C. M. WEBSTER

IF. YOU ever start teaching English in an
American college you'll find yourself
directing one of those "survey courses"

where the class goes from Beowulf to
Wordsworth the first semester and from
Wordsworth to Hardy the second. In
American literature -you'll teach even more
efficient!y, and progress from Michael
Wigglesworth to Robert Frost in one
semester. In this way you give your fresh
men or sophomores their required amount
of literary inspiration, and a hard job you'll
find it to be.

The first year or two you are confident,
even arrogant, and believe you are teach
ing supremely well. Probably you believe
the Educator who told you: "Any class
will respond gratifyingly to any poem if
it is properly taught." But gradually you
begin to realize that something is wrong;
you are either using poor methods or your
classes are unnaturally stupid. At this
period in your mental development you
do not suspect the worth of the poetry
itself; that would be blasphemy, for you
were taught the same gems in the same
way when you were in college. So you
begin to read articles about how poetry
can be taught by projects, dramatizations,
appeals, visualizations, graphic analyses,
maps of the voyage of the Ancient Mar
iner, and postcards of the English Lake
Country. Your mind aches trying to co
ordinate all the methods into one which
will enable you to teach Spenser and keep
the class awake. You also have in mind,
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however, a snappy little paper describing
your way of getting results which you can
give before the National English Teachers'
Association. Early in your career you were
an Apostle; now you, too, are an Educator.

But after you have been teaching ten
years, you begin to doubt students, edu
cators, poetry, and even yourself. You
know now that you are not teaching
poetry as it should be taught; at least you
are not getting results that satisfy you.
Yet you remember days when the class
stayed awake and seemed to understand
and enjoy the poetry they read. Then you
realize that you've never come across a
plain, honest account of 'what kinds of
poetry students respond to in a way that
justifies your teaching them any poetry at
all; that for ten years you've been study
ing theory and not human beings. So you
look back over your years of teaching and
try to see how the Average Class reacted
to the poetry you gave it.

You are old enough now to know that
students will lie most awfully about their
literary loves, and you discount any en
thusiasm shown for the message of Cra
shaw. Dull and brilliant individuals merge
into the mass, and you know the normal
reaction. The Average Class is composed
of twenty boys and fifteen girls. Three
are Hebraic; two are Italian; there is one
Polish football player - the others are a
composite of Irish, German, Scotch, Scan,;.
dinavian, and English blood. Five boys
and one girl have low 1. Q.'s; one boy
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and one girl have very high ratings. Eight
of the boys are working' their way through
college, and two are miserably poor. Three
girls are so pretty that a susceptible in
structor must watch himself or he'll be
giving them A's. About one-fourth of the
class is from the country, and one-half
from small towns or cities. One girl has
been abroad, and eight boys and three
gids have been more than five hundred
miles from home. Eight students are
Catholic; most of the others are evangel
ical in their church preferences. Only two
intend to specialize in English. The class
is a typical cross-section of American col
lege life. You like the students in it; in
the words of Artemus Ward, they are
"anlusin' little cusses", and one of their most
interesting mental traits is their attitude
toward poetry.

II

You begin the semester's work with a lec
ture on "How to Get the Most Out of
Poetry." The head of the department
demands it, and you keep on hoping it
will do some good. It 'never does. Then
you start the class on selections from
Beowulf. They laugh when you speak the
original Old English, and the "majestic
descriptions" leave them cold. The stu
dents read the poem carefully, and some
have an intelligent grasp of its historical
significance, but they sho,v no emotional
or intellectual responses, although at least
one boy will argue that it's all a lie about
Beowulf's swimming so far. This is a type
of reaction you will encounter often.

You will waste your time if you do not
skip from Beowulf to Chaucer. A few me
dievalists assure you that Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight and even Piers Plow
man and gems from Go,ver can be made
thrilling; but you remember the year you

tried to do it and wasted a week. The
Prologue to The Canterbury Tales inter
ests the class, but you must work carefully
over every line. The Head will probably
insist that you drill the class in reading
Chaucer aloud in the original pronuncia-,
tion. You waste two days on this before
you begin to understand why all English
teachers are a little mad. The second year
you limit your phonetic experiments to
reciting in a nasal tone: "Whanne that
April with his shoures sate", and hope
the Head won't hear of your treason. Such
a tale as The Pardoner's is also appreciated
in direct: proportion to the time and in
telligence spent in teaching it. If you are
wise you hint that some Tales are not for
the pure-minded but are in the library.
A surprising number of the students will
thereupon go in for Outside Readings....

The old ballads are interesting, and so
are a few of the pre-Shakespearean lyrics,
with Back and Side Go Bare the favorite;
and the songs from the Elizabethan plays
go over big. The class apparently loves
music, but it doesn't appreciate the flow
ery love songs, and such a lyric as South
well's The Burning Babe leaves it bewil
dered. And then, just as you fancy yourself
as a teacher, you strike Donne, Crashaw,
Vaughan, and Herbert, and you spend a
week trying to keep the students awake.
With a sigh of relief you turn to Her
rick, who is considered effeminate but
whose music always pleases.

Your teaching schedule gives you one
day for "Lyric Poetry from Spenser to
Milton", but experience has told you that
a lot can be done in that one hour if you
choose a fe,v of Shakespeare's songs; one
sonnet, perhaps the fifty-fifth; Corinna's
Going a-Maying; and To Celia. Conclude
with the Fool's song at the end of Twelfth
Night, and if you can read it aloud half
vvay decently the class will never forget the
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days of Elizabeth. This one hour pleases
you and the class a damn sight more than
the week you gave to the metaphysical
poets.

Of course you spent a week on Spenser,
but you like to forget it, along with the
one you're going to waste on another
equally great "master of verse". The aver
age student is bored by all of Spenser and
all of Milton except a few. short descrip
tions and one or two speeches in Book
Two of Paradise Lost, and you have to
expound them in the light of modern
political speeches. Although it is rather
fun to fit Belial and Mammon to present
day statesmen, you know very well that
you'd much better be discussing politics
via Dryden. It took you ten years to forget
your old shame at any neglect of Spenser
and the blind poet, but now you steal every
moment you can from the hours assigned
them.

Dryden's satirical portraits and Pope's
attack on Addison interest the students,
but their other works ·are dull teaching.
Gray's Elegy is a traditionally accepted
poem; the class expects it and is dully ac
quiescent and admiring. Collins and Cow
per are just poets, and so too is Blake,
whose strange interest in tigers is dis
missed with a shrug. (Remember that the
average of the class's response is being
given.) The violent partisanship of Mr.
"Bernstein for Blake is offset by the in-
difference of Fullback Doe to anything but
The Miller's Tale.

Just as the semester closes and you are
despairing of ever getting across the mes
sage of poetry and becoming more cynical
than ever, the class comes to Robert Burns
and wakes up and reads poetry. Every year
this miracle happens, and it is ever fresh
and welcome. If the Educators some day
compile one of those scientific anthologie~

and leave Robbie out, there will be a lot

of new faces in the English departments
of every college. You can stand just so
much without some sort of relief. Jew and
Gentile, Methodist and Catholic, debu
tante and hill-billy, they all react in some
way to everything you can give them of
Burns' poetry. At least a dozen follow
your suggestion (although you have made
it about every "poet) and go over. to the
library and read more of him. Of course
some good souls wince at Holy Willie,
but they are thrilled by the more conven
tional poems. In your delight at any re
sponse you can forgive the inevitable
choice of The Cotter's Saturday Night as
the best poem.

When you were younger you regretted
and fought against this adoration of
Burns; but now, as a plain, humble
teacher, you cut down on the time as
signed to lesser men such as Spenser,
Donne, and Milton so you can have an
extra hour for a man the class will read
and like.

III

The second semester opens with a futile
struggle to define romanticism,· but then
comes Wordsworth, and the class surprises
you by rejecting the Lucy Poems, Michael,
The Ode to Duty, and The Prelude, and
liking the sonnets. And it actually responds
to parts of Tintern Abbey and Intimations
of Immortality. Probably the most perfect
silence a class can give you will come after
a good reading of that passage beginning:
"and I have felt a presence", or the other:
"Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting."

The class thinks Coleridge's Odes are
hopeless, and it has had the Mariner,
Kubla, and Cristabel in high school, so he
is taken as assigned and enjoyed mildly for
the old familiar poems. No one works up
any enthusiasm about his dejection or what
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he thought of France, although the inev
itable mention that he "took drugs" helps
convince the class that all poets except
Shakespeare and Burns are strange crea
tures indeed.

Byron thrills the class far more than
Shelley does, but certain parts of Adonais,
e.g., from stanza 38: "Nor let us weep that
our delight is fled" to stanza 43: "He is a
portion of the loveliness -" hold them as
well as anything in English literature. But
The Cloud, To a Skylark, and the Hymn
to Intellectual Beauty fall on deaf ears; the
class prefers The Destruction of Senna
cherib and The Prisoner of Chillon. Keats
is liked for his Lines on the Mermaid
Tavern, but Hyperion, Endymion, Lamia,
and any ode or sonnet are ranked with
that funny poem about beautiful intellec
tuals.

l
1

hen the great Alfred Lord Tennyson.
Without any trouble the class picks out
as its favorites the lushest and most re
splendent poems. It is easy, however, to
make it appreciate the two Northern
Farmer poems, T he Lotus-Eaters, and
Ulysses, and see that 11he Revenge is bet
ter than The Charge of the Light Brigade.
Of course In Memoriam and the other
philosophical poetus are rejected utterly.

Browning is a hard· poet to teach, but
you can get results if you try hard enough.
As in .the case of Chaucer, results follow
intelligent and careful reading of a few
poems with the class. If :you tell them
what to look for, the students will respond
to Andrea del Sarto, My Last Duchess,
Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister, and one
good speech from The Ring and the Book;
in other words, the best of Browning's
character analyses. T he Statue .and the
Bust stirs up some comment, but the re
ligious, sentimental, and musical poems
are best left alone; you need all your time
for the ones you can. teach. Then you try

a little of Arnold and fail to get much
response, and you are through with Eng
lish poetry. for the year.

But while you are teaching the second
semester of English literature you are also
running through American prose and
poetry. After a day on Trumbull, Dwight,
Barlow, and Freneau - none of whom in
terests the class - you start Bryant. Than,
atopsis and To A Waterfowl are familiar,
so you try to work up some enthusiasm
for A Forest Hymn and Inscription for
the Entrance to a Wood, but it's a hopeless
task. Nature isn't grand. Remember that
while the class is having Bryant it is also
studying Wordsworth, and it is capable
of comparing the two and deciding that
the First of the Bearded American Poets
is a third-rater.

Poe comes next and the class rejoices. Of
all American poets he is the one who is at
once accepted as an authentic genius. Stu
dents will read him without being told
to, and they will even go to the library and
take out a biography of him. Emerson
bores' them, and those poets grouped as
Minor Transcendentalists are anathema.
Of course you can stir up an argument
about some of their ideas if you try hard
enough, but the class's real enjoyment of
poetry is another matter.

Longfellow has a reputation you cannot
hope to ruin, but the class doubts whether
the Psalm of Life and a few other poems
are really college material; therefore it ac
cepts T he Birds of Killingworth and
Sanda/phon as more sophisticated. The son..
nets are not half as popular as Victor Gal
braith, and Giotto's Tower less moving
than The Warden of the Cinque Ports.
And yet these same students were awed
by the best of Wordsworth. Why are they
so wise one day and childish the next?
Probably because they have been taught
Longfellow ever since they were young.
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Lowell's poems are accepted as part of a
tradition, but you rejoice when the class
sees no humor in the Bigelow Papers and
brands the famous Harvard Ode as old and
dry stuff. It laughs at Holmes' light verse
and likes The Chambered Nautilus as it
likes Edgar Guest. A few of Whittier's
ballads get response, but for some reason
the class thinks of him as a minor poet.

Then the battle of the semester occurs
over Whitman. If you are strong in the
faith you try to teach more than When
Lilacs - and 0 Captain! My Captain!, and
you have at least two students who seem
to understand Song of Myself and Pioneers!
o Pioneers! This is the class average over
the years: two out of thirty-five have adored
Whitman; the others think him no poet.
Of course there is likely to be some strange
fanatic about almost any poet,. but he or
she occurs so seldom that the class's average
reaction is not disturbed. Whitman, how~

ever, splits it up into a bored majority and
a very articulate Left-wing minority.

Lanier is a neglected poet who stirs the
students in a way that makes you wonder
if he has not been neglected by the critics.
But the class is disappointed in Emily
Dickinson and Stephen Crane. Carmen and
Hovey are romantically thrilling and Miller
less so, while Moody arouses more com
ment than you might expect. Of course
The Man With the Hoe is another land
mark that must be respected.

The last two weeks of the semester are
devoted to Robinson, Frost, Amy Lowell,
Edgar Lee Masters, Lindsay, and Sand
burg - an hour to each. Lindsay catches
the students' fancy; they snicker at Spoon
River; are bewildered by Amy Lowell; see
little in Sandburg; and like the narrative
quality of Robinson and Frost, but do
not think of their poems as legitimate ex
amples of the art of Tennyson, Burns,
and Poe.

IV

At the end of the year you have earned
your money by teaching the class "the mas
terpieces of English and American poetry".
You have worked hard; pounded your
notes into compact form; learned to read
the poems fairly well aloud, and studied
the recent Lives and books of interpreta
tion. The anthology has sensible and ac
curate notes. On the whole you h':\ve been
objective and conscientious in your presen
tation of the poetry in such a way that the
students can form a just estimate of it; yet
you feel that you have failed in your task,
and it troubles you.

The problem worries you all summer,
and you can't seem to find any logic in the
whole situation. Then one day the second
bottle of ale soothes and mellows you, and
you realize the simple truth - that students
react best to the most obvious and trivial
and to the most superb poetry. They liked
the Lady of Shallot and The Chambered
Nautilus, but the great lyric outbursts, the
best character sketches, the wittiest verse,
the hardest hitting satire - these also
meant a lot to the class. You didn't need
to turn clown and actor in order to put
them over -'you simply read and inter
preted them.

You have found the truth - the starkly
simple fact that only a little of the very
best poetry can be taught the Average Class
in a way that will interest it and at the same
time satisfy your own intellectual integrity.
You know now that no amount of teaching
will produce anything but hypocritical ac
ceptance of the poetry which the aesthetes,
the scholars, and the educators insist is
necessary. You open another bottle and
drink to the damnation of anyone who
makes you teach your class Rabbi Ben Ezra
when what it really wants is The Jolly
Beggars~



CANADA WON'T GO YANKEE

BY STEPHEN LEACOCK

EVERY no,v and then - and again
quite recently - English newspa
pers break out into a discussion of

what is called the "Americanization of
Canada". The basis of the discussion is
always a sort of underlying fear that Can
ada is getting a little too close to the
United States. It is the same sort of ap~

prehension as is felt on a respectable farm
when the daughter of the family is going
out too much with the hired man. The
idea is that you can't tell what may
happen.

In the case of Canada, the danger symp
toms of what may happen are supposed
to be that Canada is "flooded" with Amer~

ican newspapers and magazines; that Can
ada is "deluged" \vith American broad
casts, "saturated" with American tourists,
and "permeated" with American ideas;
that American tourists cross the border in
an unending stream, and Canadian tour
ists go bac~ with them like a receding
tide;· that conventions and reunions as
semble indifferently on either side of the
line; that education is almost indistin
guishable as carried on at Harvard or at
Toronto. All these things, and a hundred
more, are produced as a terrible warning
of what may follow next - the handwrit
ing on the wall that signifies that our
Belshazzar's Feast of Friendship is nearly
at an end. In other words, a relationship
which should stand as a bright and con
spicuous example for less fortunate nations,
as an ideal and hope for distracted Eu-

rope, is turned against us as a mark of
under-patriotism and lack of national
spirit.

1~o my mind, the situation is exactly the
other way. If Canada is being American~

ized, then what England needs is to be
Frenchified, and what France needs is to
be Anglicized - and both of them to be
Germanized. If then one might take the
resulting amalgamation and Italianize it
a little, and even give it a touch of Czecho
slovak shellac rubbed on with a piece of
old Russian Soviet, the world would be on
the way to peace on earth. That is to say,
the best hope for the European countries
is to get into the kind of mutual relation
ship now fortunately held between the
United States and Canada.

That this relationship is likely to end in,
or even move towards, a political union,
is just a forgotten dream. For those of us
who best know this North American con
tinent, on both sides of the line, know
also that there is not on the present hori
zon, nor in the furthest vision possible,
any prospect of a political amalgamation
of the two countries. Long ago, of course,
things were different. When the Loyalists
from the United States came to British
North America in 1784-179°, the French
Canadians were only a handful (about
75,000 in 1784). It 'was naturally the pious
expectation that they would follow the
path of other little handfuls - fade out,
or go away, or talk English, or something.
Hence the future union of English-speak-
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ing North America was a natural idea.
Even in the War of 1812 some of the
settlers of Upper Canada were only half
minded about the British flag. And natu
rally the idea of annexation grew during
the free-trade period of the great peace.
It looked like part of Cobden's universal
brotherhood. Many British statesmen, so
called, thought of the dissolution of the
Empire as its manifest destiny. The rela
tive poverty and stagnation of Canada in
the days of Lord Durham and Lord Elgin
contrasted with the on-rush of civilization
in the United States - the hip-hurrah of
the roaring 'Forties with canals building,
cities rising, forests falling, banks break
ing - a vociferous age, shouting with
conscious potentiality. No wonder that
many merchants of Montreal signed a pe
tition for annexation in 1849, or that many
farmers of Upper Canada - of Massachu
setts and of Virginia stock - would have
taken annexation gladly if it came with
peace and honor. The Maritime Provinces,
too, were close to the United States in
those days, both in thought and in intent.
They sold their fish in Boston and bought
their education at Harvard, though they
kept their souls in Scotland.

But history has left all that behind. The
French refused to disappear. Confedera
tion opened for Canada a new horizon 
leadership in a Canadian Commonwealth
in place of absorption in an American.
The curtain that had concealed the vast
resources of the Canadian Northwest was
drawn aside. There rose the vision of a
Commonwealth as wide as a continent.
The Red River settlement appeared as the
keystone of an arch. The whistle of the lo
comotive in the Rockies - heard first in a
wild flight of rhetoric by Joseph Howe
echoed in the mountain passes. Beyond that
was a ,vision of the Pacific, and of the sun
set over Japan. People with all that before

them do not amalgamate with anything.
Confederation opened new ambitions, and
Canada - in the old sense of the word 
planned to take a lead~ not to follow. It
began to fill the West with the Ontario
emigrants of the Manitoba boom. It
reached out to pluck the Maritimes from
the commercial embrace of the United
States. It saw a new idea in the Union
Jack; not subservience to England, but
single sovereignty across a continent.

With all that, the prospect, even the
idea, of annexation drifted away. It was
an actual possibility in 1850. In 1891 when
Sir John Macdonald said he would die a
British subject, and did, it was still a fac
tor, convulsing the country in a Reci
procity election. In the next Reciprocity
election, 1911, it was still at least a ghost,
which those of us in politics against Reci
procity made to walk for all it was worth.
But in retrospect it is doubtful how much
of that was reality, and how much just
political humbug - that genial side of
politics which gives it, ever since the Pick
wickian days of the Eatanswill election,
its great attraction. But now it is' not even
a ghost - or only of the dignified ances
tral kind which gives honor to an old
mansion. Anyone starting an annexation
discussion in connection with the present
reciprocity deal will merely start a laugh.

II

Now I do not meaJl by anything I have
said that the people of Canada are less
friendly to the United States than they
were in 1891. They are probably far more
so. In 1891 there were still outstanding
recollections of evil times, still smoldering
ashes of bygone quarrels. There are none
now. But each country in its own way has
firmly embraced its political ideal and
means to keep it. It is inconceivable that
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the United States should cease to be a
republic: its worst detractors only picture
it as a republican dictatorship. Equally out
of the question is it that Canada would
abandon its monarchical government. We
don't want to blow about it or make other
nations feel mean or small, but we look
on the peculiar development of British
monarchy as one of the happiest and most
beneficent factors in the history of man
kind. For ourselves, without it we'd be
not one Empire but at least seven.

But just because the political destinies
of America and Canada lie apart - till
they join perhaps in a world union - so
our social and cultural relations can be all
the closer. This follows as a matter of
geography and history. We buy and read
a flood of American newspapers, because
to us an American newspaper is taday's,
and an English paper belongs to the week
before last. Our cities lie side by side. We
read the news over one another's shoul
ders. English news, in this rapid world, is
too old. What is the use of reading that
Mr. Anthony Eden may become Foreign
Secretary when we know he's Foreign
Secretary already, or has been for ever so
long - for ten days - as far back as any
one can remember politics? Why read
about the proposals of the Prime Minister
of France when there have been two more
Prime Ministers since the paper went to
press? In other words, English ne\vs
papers are history: American papers from
straight across the line are news.

More than that, a lot of our news is
common property. We share the weather.,
If the barometer falls to a new low in
Montana, we have to watch out. If a
farmer is reported frozen in Kansas,. we
may lose a couple up near Sudbury. If
the Ohio floods the lower section of Cin
cinnati, it is likely that the Grand River
will flood the lower section of Galt, On-

tario. We have to watch the American
papers or we might get drowned in our
sleep.

Even apart from the weather, a good
deal of the American news is as much
ours as yours. Take the criminal news,
which is the chief part of any civilized
journal. Our crooks go back and forth
across the border: we even designate them
"international crooks" and "international
gunmen". We hear that one of them is
coming across to kidnap us and we shud
der. We catch him, and the Americans
applaud. We hang him and there's excel
lent feeling all round, because your la\v
doesn't permit the hanging of conspicuous
characters.

Back and forward with the gangs· of
crooks go flocks of students to play hockey
against Harvard or Dartmouth. Often you
can't tell them apart, except that the
crooks are quieter than the students. A
little later hordes of Canadians go to
spend Easter in New York, and in re
turn we get a rough-looking lot of appar
ent criminals with firearms and knives in
their belts, who are rich Americans going
to fish in the Gatineau. Why don't the
English fish in Germany and the French
play hockey in Berlin?

And even more than all that - for those
are things on the surface - our language
and our culture run close together. Let
us make no pretense to talk the best Eng
lish, because everyone knows that· that is
spoken only by the Scotch - or even to
talk good English. But at any rate we can
talk the same kind of bad English. The
Maritime Provinces people speak just as
incorrectly as the people in New England.
Ontario people mispronounce English just
as they do in New York State. A lot of
our local manners and customs in On
tario came with the Loyalists from the
American provinces and are with us still
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- our school system, our land survey, our
local government, our Thanksgiving Day,
our old York Shilling, our New Year calls,
our paring bees and logging bees and
spelling bees. Why fret and fume against
a past that we have in common? ...

The truth is that what we have in Can
ada and the United States is what all the
world must get or perish. It is universal
peace or nothing. Machinery prohibits
war. Out of war, courage is vanishing as
its supreme asset; personal size and physi
cal power went long ago; soon there will
be nothing left but machine equipment.
Have it, and you win. Lack it, and you
lose. For proof, look at any of the cur
rent pictures of the effects of Italian gas.
I would like to inscribe a monument with
the picture of one of those torn bodies
on the burnt heath of Ethiopia, The Death
of Courage. It is not a triumph of civiliza
tion over savagery. It is a triumph of
machinery over both. Our turn is next.

The union of the world can never be
brought about by treaties, sanctions, and
the ultima ratio of war. All that, in the
words of Tacitus, can make a desert but
not peace. World solidarity can only come
through unity of ideas, of interest, of un
derstanding. Most powerful of all is lan
guage, if we could but have it. The
greatest bond of union today is the Eng
lish language, as far as it spreads, whether
pronounced as the King pronounces it or
as I pronounce it. Without the fortunate
unity of language our North Atnerican
continent could easily be not one but a
dozen states: a Spanish west, a German
center, a Scandinavian north. This unity
was achieved by the happy policy of not
trying to achieve it, nor to prevent it.
Nature did it. Mankind, said Aristotle, is
a political anitnal. (He meant a "get
together" animal, but his command of
language couldn't reach it.) Leave man-

kind to its own impulses and peoples will
come together in all sorts of economic and
social ways. The Rotary Club is the ex
pression of an age-long desire. There must
have been Rotary Clubs in Egypt under
Rameses, and Ladies' Nights among the
Pygmies of Herodotus. Men would rather
associate than .stay apart, rather be good
than bad. That is why we are here.

In past history, association and union
did not go very far. They were blocked
by all kinds of hindrances - physical, geo
graphical, personal, spiteful. But they
didn't need to go far. Distance did the
rest. Men out of arm's reach could not
hurt one another. A little nation in a val
ley sat snug: a people on an island lived
in peace; a castle gathered in its brood
like chickens.

All this is gone. An island is nothing. A
valley is a grave - as in Ethiopia. Men
must unite or die: and for their union a
written compact is nothing but a rope
of sand. The only hope lies in what would
be academically called "the inter-permea
tion of culture". In other words, nations
have got to 'know one another.

Now the Canadians and the Americans
know one another. That places the Cana
dians as a sort of half-way element be
tween the Americans and the British peo
ple - creates as it were the nucleus of a
world union: not in the sense of an alli
ance to challenge and menace the world,
but as a first area of solidarity from which
it may spread abroad. If we could only
send over to Europe a few of our stu
dents to play hockey, or some of our inter
national crooks, the' union might start and
spread at any time.

We Canadians have the lesser part. Of
those concerned, we are the least impor
tanto But in the great arch of British
American solidarity we are the keystone.
Don't shake us out.

,
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BY FORD MADOX FORD

HENRY JA.MES once said to me: "Ah,
he was the real . . . but a thou
sand times the only - the only

real, beautiful genius!" He added: "One
qualifies it with 'Russian' for immediate
ness of identification by the unknowing.
But for you, for me, for us . . . for all of
us who are ever so little in as you might
say the know, of literary values, he must
be always just that, tout court . .. the
beautiful, beautiful genius."

He was talking of Ivan Sergyeevich
Turgenev.

For me, my life is glorified as by noth
ing else by being able to state that I once
offered that white-haired, white-bearded,
and surely beautiful colossus ... a chair.
He was immense of stature in spite of the
fact that his legs - though I don't re
member the fact - are said to have been
disproportionately short. But that gave
him the aspect, when he was seated - be
cause his trunk was naturally proportion
ately-disproportionately long - of some
thing awesomely fabulous in bulk. I only
remember once else in my life being sim
ilarly awed by a sense of incredible size in
a created being - and that was when, in
Paris, a young prize fighter offered me as
a present an Irish wolfhound that meas
ured exactly twelve feet from muzzle to
tip of tail. ...

When one is suddenly introduced to
such immensenesses one- or at least I
do - gulps. in one's breath in awe, and for
the moment believes that one is being vis-

ited by some supernatural manifestation.
Thus when I saw that wolfhound I felt
some touch of the fear of the death that
visits one ",hen one sees gods . . . as if,
in the gray beast, with outlines rendered
dim by its length of gray hair in a rather
dim Paris salon that it seemed completely
to fill from side to side, I were confronted
with a dog specially built for the needs of
the Irish gods of a day when that was a
land solely of kings and heroes.

But. it was no doubt sympton1atic that,
in spite of the fact that, short though his
legs may have been, I can't have reached
much above his knees, I did not feel any
awe at all in the presence of the beautiful
genius. I had certainly the feeling that he
must have come from among the roosalkz
and strange apparitions that swung from
tree to tree or loomed in the deep shad
O\VS of Russian forests and could only be
dismissed by Inaking the sign of the cross
in the elaborate Russian fashion. But I
was conscious simply of a singular, com
passionate smile that still seems to me to
look up out of the pages of his books vvhen
- as I constantly do, and always with a
sense of amazen1ent - I re-read them. I
felt instinctively that I was in the presence
of a being that could not but compas
sionately regard anything that was very
young, small, and helpless. The year was
1881; he, sixty-three.

And I certainly can't have been awed,
for I brought out" in a high, squeaky voice
and with complete composure, the words:

41
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"Won't you and your friend be seated,
Mr. Ralston?"

Mr. Ralston, Turgenev's first translator,
almost the only English friend of any in
tellectual closeness that he had and the
only foreigner vvho ever visited him at
Spasskoye, was another man exactly as
tall and as white-headed and -bearded as
Turgenev himself. But, though he was an
intimate friend of my (family's - in which
capacity he had brought Turgenev to call
-and though, for night after night he
had told me the fairy tales of Ktylov 
which is how I came to know of the
roosalki with the green hair who swing
from tree to tree - Mr. Ralston himself
comes back to me as being the merest pale
shadow beside the shining figure of the
author of A Sportsman's Sketches. ,It was
perhaps a merely physical fact. Mr. Ral
ston's hair, white as it was, had a bluish
quality in the shadows whereas Turgen
ev's had that tawnyish glow that you
see in the foam of tidal estuaries. Or it
may have been because the shadow of Mr.
Ralston's approaching suicide - for one
of the most preposterous reasons of mis~ry

and shyness, after a fantastic cause celebre,
that I have ever heard of - was already
upon him.

At any rate, there I was all alone in my
I grandfather's studio in the great house
once inhabited by Thackeray's Colonel
Newcome - who I daresay might phys
ically have resembled either Mr. Ralston
or Turgenev. And I come back to myself
as being a very small boy in a blue pina
fore, with long pale golden curls - as .be
fitted a pre-Raphaelite infant - standing
on tiptoe to look in at the newly-hatched
doves in my grandmother's dove-cage. It
had, as it were, a private apartment for the
children. And suddenly I was aware of
being walled-in and towered over by those
two giants - who looked down on the

pink panting J;l1orsels in the cage-box .'. .
with even more curiosity and enthusiasm
than I myself was showing.

So I asked them to be seated.
I don't pretend that Turgenev discussed

literary technique or the nature of things
with me, sitting on his knee. . . . The
only thing that comes back to me ,is that
he talked about the doves and then about
grouse and that I called him to myself a
birdman.

Indeed it does not really come back to
me that I even asked him to be seated. I
know it because he told my mother and
my mother frequently' afterwards told me,
imitating Turgenev's imitation of my
squeaky voice. For my mother - who
along with her sister and Mrs. Stillman
was .one of the belles of the then pre
Raphaelite day- he fell with the heavi
ness with which, till his dying day he fell,
for any charming young woman in or
near her early thirties. He was then, as I
have said, sixty-three, and my mother not
quite thirty.... I remember her later,
standing in the space between the front
and back studios that were lit with' branch
candlesticks against a Spanish leather gilt
wall covering, with her back against the
upright of the door, extremely blonde,
talking with animation to Liszt, Bret
Harte . . . and the author of A House of
Gentlefolk. ... And I remember her,
too, with her eyes red with tears as she
read and re-read that book of the beauti
ful genius.... She knew it as Lisa, in
poor Ralston's translation.

So that, from my earliest age, I was
aware that that book was the most beauti
ful book ever written, and I was,. as it
were, transfused with a sort of rapturous
admiration for that Master that· has never
left me. So that today, after fifty years, his
image is as much as ever a thing of.light
to me - as it were of the light of candles
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in branched silver sticks shining against
a golden surface that had embossed on it
grapes and vine leaves with their twisted
tendrils. . . . And I am sure that if I
ever-and how many others! -com
mitted .myself to little, good, and kindly
actions or courses of life, it was because
in my youth I fell under the influence of
that beautiful and lambent spirit....
His work had that effect on the world.
. . . Do not forget that one single book

of his brought about in three days a rev
olution such as cost the United States
years of fighting and an infinite outpour
ing of gold and the lives of poor men ...
and such as only yesterday - and still
today - is a pretext for international con
vulsions that for years to come will en..
danger our whole civilization. One single

. book!

II

For me, when I read in that book, The
Singers, or 1'chertop-Hanop and N~do

pyushkin, or that most beautiful of all
pieces of writing, Byelshin Prairie,*' I am
conscious, as I have said, always of Tur
genev's face looking up out of the pages
- but also of a singular odor, sharp and
rather pinching to the nostrils. It is that of
smelling salts. The phenomenon had al
ways puzzled me until only the other day
the explanation came to me when reading
one of the innumerable, not too sympa..
thetie, Russian biographies of Turgenev.
I was conscious, that is to say, when I had
sat on the knee of my Birdman and he

., May I pay· my tribute to Mrs. Constance Gar
nett's matchless translation of the works of the Beauti
ful Genius. The true Russians say that Turgenev
wrote very badly in Russian. He may have, but in
Mrs. Garnett's ?chievement you have a monument
in the sort of beautiful writing that deserves, if any
thing can, to outlast Time. For it, I at least shall
never have sufficiently expressed my gratitude, for
without it I could hardly have known Turgenev.

had told me something about the grouse
that he had come to England to shoot, that
he had seemed to have about him that
particular odor. I had always thought that
that had been an illusion of my olfactory
nerves. It seemed incredible that so male
a giant should carry about with him a
specific so felninine. Or I would put it
down to the fact that so inveterate a sports
man, who at an advanced age came all the
way to England to shoot grouse, must
have been wearing Harris tweeds which
are impregnated with the queer musty
odor of the peet-reek of the cottages in
which the fabric is woven.... But yes
terday I had my explanation. It would ap
pear that Madame Pauline Viardot had,
in the first place, prohibited for him the
use of cigars to which he was much at
tached ... and then that of snuff-taking
which he had adopted as a substitute. So
to titillate his poor nose he had taken· to
sniffing smelling-salts.... And it was
typical of him that, unlike me or you or
the milkman, even when the rolling seas
divided him from that sister of the divine
Malibran, he did not· indulge surrepti
tiously in tobacco, but carried about with
him his smelling bottle and, when the
longing for nicotine came over him, took,
rather sadly, a long whiff.... Perhaps,
even, the singular aroma may. have served
to keep off from him the attentions of the
predatory charmers to whom his susceptible
heart fell always so easily a victim.

It is not wonderful that he should have
made so profound an impression on that
child of eight. Indeed, of all the numbers
of celebrated and great men that it ,vas
my rather mournful privilege at that date
to see, it is he who most vividly comes
back to me.... As a painter. of .French
birth and tradition, as the so-called Grand
father of the English pre-Raphaelites, as
the father-in-law of the redoubtable cham-
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pion of the Music of the then Future, and
as being reputed to be one of the best
raconteurs in Londo~, my grandfather let
his studio become on Thursdays a salon
to which it was almost obligatory for any
distinguished foreign·. celebrity to come
during his visits to that metropolis in the
'Seventies and 'Eighties. So that the pro
gram of my childish contacts has the as
pect of something fabulous in the way of
tuft-hunting.... Why, I remember ...

But that perhaps can wait indefinitely
... for the point is that nearly all those
other figures are dim enough . . . the pre
Raphaelite poets and painters, and Wag
ner and the Zukunftsmusikers, and the
French critics, and the German and Amer
ican illustrious. Only Turgenev stands be
fore me at this minute with a vividness
that. obscures the objects before my eyes
... Turgenev, and perhaps Liszt. But
the note of Liszt was not of quite the
same naive luster. He had a greater self
consciousness and that gave him in my
eyes a touch of what I should today call
the cabotin. He stood still or advanced
slowly, with his dark brown face beneath
its great carpet of white hair ... he stood
still or advanced slo\vly through salvos of
applause, always making slight, hushing
movements with his right hand, his enig
matic lips forming his famous Jesuit smile
and moving as if they wanted you to
believe that they said that all this praise
should be given not to him but to the
Deity Who had given him his gifts. What
he expected that to mean to the four
wheel cabmen who, as I once saw, when
Liszt was descending the steps from St.
James' Hall after a concert, climbed up
the lampposts of Piccadilly and, waving
their top hats, demanded three cheers for
the Habby Liszt . . . what he thought it
or he meant to them, there is no knowing.

But about Turgenev at that date there

was no mistake. Standing, or rather re
clining on one elbow on a divan, he was a
Deity, all of himself. He had at that mo
ment reached the height of his illustrious,
world-wide fame. . . and, for the first
time in many years, he was feeling phys
ically fit. He was quite complacent on
the subject of his health in the letters he
wrote to Mme. Viardot; he had no fear
of cholera in London; he had for the first
time in his life succeeded in pushing aside
the fear of death . . . and, although he
complained that in Cambridgeshire he had
missed a number of partridges, yet he
could boast that he had hit a great many,
too. So he seemed to radiate happiness
and, leaning on his elbow, resembled one
of those riverine deities who, in Italy, with
torrents of hair and beards, recline in
marble above the sources of streams, and
let their waters render fertile the smiling
valleys before them.

I prefer· so to consider him. And al
ways, except in the act of reading one or
other of his lugubrious Russian biog
raphers, my image of him swings back to
that picture. His Russian biographers pre
fer, for as it were political reasons, to pre
sent always the reverse of that medal. They
have to present him as a miserable expatri
ate from Russia, bound to the girdle of a
tyrannous French harpy, groaning forever
that he was not in Russia, detesting the
French literary colleagues, detesting France
where he was forced to live ... and
groaning, groaning, groaning.

Turgenev of course groaned . .. in a
groaning world which was in the back
wash of the Byronic-Romantic movement.
Everybody in fact groaned, particularly in
his letters. Reading the correspondence of
the middle two-thirds of the nineteenth
century is like sitting on a broken column
by some grave beneath a weeping willo,v.
Carlyle groaned, Flaubert howled groans,
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George Sand groaned, Sainte Beuve was
perpetually depressed. Tolstoi, Maupas
sant, Dostoevski, Queen Victoria, Scho
penhauer, Bielinski. ... But everyone that
Turgenev knew or ever heard of . . . they
all lamented their miserable lots; the injus
tices to which they were subject; the un
picturesque figures that they imagined
themselves to cut; the world, and they
with it, .that was going to the dogs I

Nevertheless, George Sand's apartment
in Paris roared and rocked with the laugh
ter of Flaubert, Turgenev, the Goncourts,
Zola, Daudet, and Pauline Viardot when
the depressed Sainte Beuve on a Sunday
would turn himself into a whitened sep
ulcher in the attempt to pick with his lips
a wedding ring off a pyramid of flour; one
Paris restaurant after another asked the
five I-Iissed Authors - Flaubert, Daudet,
Turgenev, Goncourt, and Zola, and now
and then the youthful James - to take
their weekly dinners elsewhere because
their gargantuan laughter and titanic
howls of derision at the style·of their con
temporaries disturbed the other diners.
Yasnya Polyana - or whatever Tolstoi's
lugubrious abode comes out when it is
correctly transliterated - that hermitage
then rocked to its foundations with scan
dalous mirth when Turgenev, aged sixty
and declaring himself crippled with the
gout, danced the cancan visa vis of a
girl of twelve.... Tolstoi notes in his
diary: "Turgenev; cancan. Oh shame!"
Similarly in her diary, the German
Empress Victoria - Die Englaenderin 
makes, after the private first night of an
operetta that Turgenev had written for the
music of Mme. Viardot and for perform
ance by himself and the Viardot children,
the note that the operetta was charm
ing but Turgenev himself not quite digni
fied. ... And Turgenev himself, lying on
the floor, in the costume of a Turkish sul-

tan, and crawled over by adorable oda
lisques, was aware that there was passing
over the great lady's face that singular
English expression that we put on when
we ask: "Isn't he being rather a Bounder,
my dear?" But Turgenev just says: "Be
damn to thad" ... And the Empress
sends down two or three times every week
to the Turgenev-Viardot villa to ask them
to give another performance soon or that
Turgenev should write another operetta
for her at once. . . . And didn't someone
once hear Bielinski, or it may have been
Bakunin or Herzen or any other of those
cheerful "true Russians", say to Turgenev
after they had talked from eight in the
n10rning till past three in the afternoon:
"You, Turgenev, are an incredible mate
rialist. Here we have not yet finished dis
cussing the nature of the Deity and you
are already talking about lunch." ... But
the more usual true-Russian complaint of
Turgenev was that after he had been sit
ting with one of them for not more than
half a day, he would begin to exhibit signs
of uneasiness and would say that Mme.
Viardot's daughter or Mme. Viardot's
daughter's baby might be ill and he might
be wanted to run to the doctor's or the
chemist.... The true Russians ,,,ould de
clare that showed how cravenly Turgenev
subjected himself to the yoke of Pauline
Viardot. But, knowing. Turgenev and
knowing what true-Russian conversation
was then like, one might be pardoned for
in1.agining that. what Turgenev really
wanted was either his lunch or an iriterval
of blissful silence.

It is a good thing that no one ever did
know what was the exact relationship be
tween Turgenev and the great Pauline,
and that for the world at large and Russia
in particular it must remain in Turgenev's
own enigmatic phrase an "unofficial mar
riage". That he "vas absolutely chained to
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the lady's apron strings is obviously not
true or even that he was in the technical
sense of the word today an unhappy ex
patriate. His contacts with Russia - the as
it-were strings of interests that went from
him to her - were innumerable and for
ever undissolved. His' interest in her fate
was as constant as his interest in his own
estate ... and that was really unceasing,
if the results were never very satisfactory.
He once told one member of my family
I forget which, either my father or my
grandfather - that they must not think
him merely frivolous if at his age he came
as far as England merely to shoot par
tridges. Actually he could have shot par
tridges anywhere - ~xcept perhaps round
Paris where the chasse was very expensive.
But he came to England to study on the
spot the English management of great es
tates and agricultural methods which he
declared to be by far the best in the world.
The immediate results of the emancipation
of the serfs in Russia had been an almost
boundless confusion and the only pattern
of which he could conceive as being a fit~

ting or even a possible solution for the
Russian situation was something like that
practiced on the semi-feudal, semi-liber
tarian, great estates in the English dukeries
and their purlieus. Today that seems like
irony; but for a liberal thinker of that
day it was something very like common
sense.... At any rate he never went back
from England without carrying with him
some specimen of agricultural machinery or
some detail of the estate-management of the
Dukes of Norfolk or Northumberland.
. . . I remember - I must have been told
it by my I mother - poor Ralston's agitation
at not being able to find the manufacturers
of some miraculous new plow of which
Turgenev had heard and which· he imag
ined might go far to solve the agricultural
difficulties of his country.

In any cflse, if thinking of the interests
and problems of one's native land suffice
to prevent one's being an expatriate, Tur
genev was none . . . and it is to be re
membered that Czar Alexander II ordered
the emancipation of the serfs three days
after he had finished reading A Sports
man's Sketches.

III

It is of course as impossible to know any
thing real about a novelist as to know any
thing real about a sovereign, both being so
surrounded. One knows nothing about
Turgenev. One knows less about him even
than about Shakespeare. He moves sur-

, rounded by the cloud of his characters as
a monarch by his courtiers; and, once more
like a monarch, surrounded by crowds of
admirers and detractors who all view him
in the light of their own images, pre
conceptions, and desires. The result has
been a cloud of witnesses all going to
prove that Turgenev would have been a
better Russian if he had never been out of
Russia - with the implication that, in that
case, he would have suffered less from the
gout, not fallen under the influence of
Pauline Viardot, and would, according to
the political predilections of the particular
writer, have been a better Terrorist, Slavo
phile, or Czarist. Certainly you can prove
all those things, and out of Turgenev's
own mouth and writings.

That is because he was the supreme
creative writer. And, no doubt uncon
sciously enough, society exacts· of its crea
tive writers that they shall have no person
ality. . .. So perhaps one must confine
oneself to one certainty . . . that he was
not a journalist. . . . By that I do not
mean to utter an insult to my confreres of
the periodical press: I mean merely to say
that a journalist of genius is of a genius
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different in species and especially in pro
duction from that of the creative writer
who desires to leave to posterity an endur
ing image of his world and day. The jour
nalists go to things to look at them and
use their genius in reportage. The great
imaginative writer lives ... and then ren
ders his impressions of what life has done
to him. He lives in, if possible, a fine un
consciousness ... but certainly in an un
consciousness. He will not, that is to say,
go to the Ukraine or Cambridgeshire in
order to see what there is to see with the
intention of writing about it. He will go
to Spasskoye to set his estate in order, to
Cambridgeshire to shoot grouse, to Bou
giva1 to continue his rather desultory court
ship of Mme. Viardot, or to the limits of
the Ukraine in momentarily passionate
pursuit of some intelligent actress or some
peasant girl of a pure heart.... Then,
protesting that he will never write an
other word - and passionately believing
that he will never write another word
he sits down and writes a masterpiece . . .
not about the last passion or the latest
trip to Spasskoye, but about the last but
six, or the last but twenty. . . . Or about
one that took place twenty years before
he was born.

That is why the creative artist is almost
always an expatriate and almost always
,vrites about the past. He must, in order
to get perspective, retire in both space and
time from the model upon which he is at
work Still more, he must .retire in
passion in order to gain equilibrium.

Turgenev carried the rendering of the
human soul one stage further than any
writer who preceded or has followed him
simply because he had supremely the gift
of identifying himself with - of abso
lutely feeling - the passions of the char
acters with whom he found himself....
And then he had the gi~t of retiring and

looking at his passion - the passion that
he had made his . . . the gift of looking
at it with calmed eyes. It was not insin
cerity that made him say to the French
jeune fiUe bien elevee, that her convent
and home influences had made her the
most exquisite flower of tranquillity and
purity and refinement and devotion . . .
and of course, that as a corollary, the Rus
sian jeune fille was by comparison gross,
awkward, ignorant, and sensual. That
was his passionate belief in the presence
of the daughters of his Pauline ... who
certainly were not his own daughters....
And yet it was equally his passionate be
lief, three weeks after in Spasskoye, when
talking to a daughter of one of his princely
neighbors, that the Russian young girl was
limpidly pure, pious, devoted, resigned
was all that he had projected in his Lisa
- whilst, in contradistinction to her, the
jeunes fiZZes bien elevees of Bougival were
artificial products, fades, hyper-civilized,
full of queer knowledges that they had
picked up behind the convent walls . . .
sophisticated, in short.... No, he ,vas
not insincere. It was perhaps his extreme
misfortune ... but it was certainly his
supreme and beautiful gift - that he had
the seeing eye to such an extent that he
could see that two opposing truths were
equally true.

He was by turns and all at once, Slavo..
phile and Westerner, Czarist and Nihilist,
Germanophile and Francophobe, Franco
phile and Hun-hater, insupportably home
sick for Spasskoye and the Nevsky Pros
pekt and wracked with nostalgia for the
Seine bank at Bougival and the rue de
Rivoli. All proper men are that to some
degree - certainly all proper novelists. But
Turgenev carried his vicarious passions
further than did anyone of whom one has
ever heard. He would meet during a rail
way journey some sort of strong-passioned
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veterinary· surgeon or some sort of decayed
country gentleman . . . and for the space
of the journey he would be them. . . .
And so we have Bazarov - whom he
loved - and the Hamlet of the Tschigri
district ... whom perhaps he loved too.

It is because of that faculty that he made
the one step forward. Flaubert - whom
he also loved and who perhaps was the
only man whom he really and permanently
loved, since they were both mighty hunters
before the Lord of one thing or another 
Flaubert, then, evolved the maxim that the
creative artist as creator must be indiffer
ently impartial between all his characters.
That, Turgenev was by nature ... because
of his own very selflessness. Like Flaubert
he hated the manifestations and effects of
cruelty produced by. want ~f imagina
tion . . . but he could get back from even
that passion and perceive that unimagina
tive cruelty is in itself a quality ... a
necessary ingredient of .a movemented
"vodd. To noble natures like those of
Flaubert and Turgenev, the mankind that
surrounds them is insupportable ... if
only for its want of intelligence. That is
why the great poet is invariably an ex
patriate, if not invariably in climate, then
at least in the regions of the mind. If he
cannot get away from his fellows he must
shut himself up from them. But if he is
to be great he must also be continually
making his visits to his own particular
Spasskoye. He must live always both in
and out of his time, his ancestral home,
and the hearts of his countrymen.

So having lived, he must render. And
so having lived, the supremely great art
ist who was Turgenev so rendered that
not merely - as was the case with Shake
speare - did he transfuse himself into all
his characters, so that Iago was Shake
speare and Cordelia Shakespeare and Bot
tome Shakespeare and Hamlet.... Not

only then' are Lavretsky and Bazarov and
Lisa and the Tschigri Hamlet and the
Lear of the Steppes all Turgenev but
and that is the forward step - they are all
us.

That is the supreme art and that is the
supreme service that art can render to
humanity ...' because, to carry a good
enough saying the one step further that we
have got to go· if our. civilization is not to
disappear, tout savoir is not only tout par
donner - it has got to be tout aimer.

The humane Czar lying down on a
couch ... I don't know· why I. imagine
him lying down ... perhaps because hu
mane people when they want to enjoy
themselves over a good read in a book al
ways lie down ... the humane Czar,
then, lying down with A Sportsman's
Sketches held up to his eyes began to read
what T urgenev had observed when shoot
ing partridges over dogs . . . with the in
effable seapegrace serf Yermolal at his
heels.... And suddenly the Czar was
going through the endless forests and over

.the endless moors. He had the smell of
the pines and heather in his nostrils, the
sun-baked Russian earth beneath his
feet.... Yermolai did not have the sec
ond gun as ready as he should; Yermolal
had not even loaded the second gun; Yer
molal, the serf, had lagged behind; serf
Yermolal had disappeared altogether; he
had found a wild bees' nest in a hollow
tree; he was luxuriously supping honey,
ignoring the bee stings.... And sud
denly the Czar himself was Yermolal ...
he was a serf who might be thrashed,
loaded with chains, banished to a hopeless
district a thousand miles away, put to
working in the salt mines.... The Czar
was supping the heather-scented brown
honey in the hot sun.... He saw his
Owner approaching. His Owner was for
tunately a softy. Still, it was disagreeable
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to have the Owner cold to him . . . and
quickly the Czar sent his eyes over the
country, through the trees in search of a
hut. If he saw a hut he would remember
the story of its idiotic owners. He would
tell the idiotic story to the Owner and in
listening to it the Owner would become
engrossed in the despairing ruin of those
idiotic creatures and would forget to be
displeased, and the Czar would have two
undeserved pork. chops and the remains of
a bottle of champagne that night in the
wood-lodge.

And so the Czar would become a wood
cutter in danger of being banished for
cutting the wrong trees, and a small land
owner being ruined by his own ignorance
and the shiftlessness of his serfs . . . and
a house-serf dressed as a footman with
plush breeches to whom his Owner was
saying with freezing politeness: "Brother,
I regret it. But you have again forgotten
to chill the Beaujolais. You must prepare
yourself to receive fifty lashes...." And
the Czar would be Turgenev shuddering
over the Owner's magnificently appointed
table whilst outside the footman was re
ceiving the fifty lashes.... And Alex
ander II would become the old, fat old
maid, knitting whilst her companion read
Pushkin to her, and crying over romantic
passages and refusing to sell Anna Nico
laevna to Mr. Schubin, the neighboring,
noble landowner who had fallen incom
prehensibly in love with Anna Nico
laevna.... And the Autocrat of All the
Russias would find himself being the serf
girl Anna Nicolaevna, banished into the
dreadful Kursk district because the in
comparable noble landowner 11r. Schubin
had fallen in love with her. . . . And the
great bearded autocrat with the hairy
chest would be Anna twisting her fingers
in her apron and crying . . . crying . . .
crying ... And saying: Is it possible that

God and the Czar permit such things to
be?

And so, on the third day, the Czar
stretches out his hand for his pen . . . and
just those things would never be any
more. . . . There would be other bad
things, but not just those, because the
world had crept half a hair's breadth nearer
to civilization. . • .
... You may imagine how Turgenev's

eyes stood out of his head on the day when
he met Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, who,
for her part, .had never been below the
Mason and Dixon Line ... and who was
introduced to him as being the heroine
who had made the chains to fall from the
limbs of the slaves of a continent...• He
said that she seemed to him to be a modest
and sensible person.... Perhaps the
reader will think out for himself all that
that amazing meeting signified.

IV

The reader will also observe - perhaps
with relief - that contrary to the habit of
writers of my complexion, I have here said
nothing about the "technique" of my sub
ject. It can't be done. No one can say any
thing valid about the technique of Tur
genev. It consisted probably in nothing but
politeness . . . in consideration for his
readers. He must have observed that the
true Russians of his day, living amongst
lonely vastnesses, were all perfect geysers
of narration and moral deductions. They
were incredible, overwhelming, desolating.
From the lowest peasant up to Tolstoi,
everyone, at a moment's opportunity,
would burst into un-datnmable spoutings of
stories accompanied by insupportable in
dulgences in the way of moralizings ...
and self-analyses.· It was the very genius
of the people.... He must have waited
on a thousand aching days for his lunch,
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and then have removed himself from Rus
sia with the oath never to make anyone
else go hungry whilst he told a tale; never
to draw morals; never to analyze his own
or anyone else's psychology. So you have
his incomparable projections of his world
put before you with an unapproached econ
omy of words ... and, because his tem
perament was very beautiful, with great
beauty.

No, of Turgenev's technique one can
say with assurance no more than one can
say with certainty of his personality or of
his relations with Mme. Viardot. The most
you can say is that he was that fabulous
monster, a natural genius; when you have
said his name and those of Bach and
Cezanne - and one other that you can
suit yourself about - you have exhausted
the catalogue, since the Crucifixion. As
with Hudson, as stylist, the dear God
made Turgenev's words to come, as He
made the grass to grow. It is there and
there is no more to say about it.

For myself I prefer my own undepressed
version of the Beautiful Genius's person
ality . . . the giant, indulging in night
long verbal pillow-fights at Croisset, with
the nearly as gigantic Flaubert.... Flau
bert's patient niece told me that when Tur
genev came to Croisset, Flaubert always
surrendered his own bed to Turgenev and
had one made up for himself in the
attic. . . . But fortunately they never went
to bed, preferring to talk all night. about
the assonances in Prosper Merimee. For-

tunately, because Turgenev's feet would
have stuck far out over the end of Flau
bert's bed and her uncle would never have
slept on the shakedown under the tiles.

Talking all night with Flaubert then;
next morning taking a walk with a true
Russian visitor and telling him that Gon
court was a bore, and lola ill-mannered
at table, and all French writers hard mate
rialists, and little Henry James too soft and
the Terrorists heroes and the Czarists
fiends . . . or the Czarists God-given if
ineffectual statesmen and the Terrorists
the spawn of the Devil; and taking a day's
rest, missing hundreds of partridges but
killing hundreds too, and spending the
night copying out Pauline Viardot's music
for his operettas whilst sitting by the bed
side of her sick grandchild who certainly
wasn't his. And going to a tea-fight in
some studio - and wallowing in adoration
and adoration and adoration. And groan
ing that Life had no purpose and writing
had less. And telling some child about
grouse to the acrid accompaniment of the
odor of smelling salts. And calming Ral
ston, in hysterics because the new steam
plow was undiscoverable. And swearing
to a pretty lady that he would never
write another line... never . . . never
. . . never.. . . And writing, somewhere,
anyhow, on any old piece of furniture with
the dregs at the bottom of any old ink
pot ... any old thing ... Fathers and
Sons or A Lear of the Steppes or The
Death of Tchertop-I-lanop. ...



SALUTE TO AUDUBON
BY AMANDA BENJAMIN HALL

BEYOND the legend of the George
Of Georges, standing clear of time,
Lit by the fires at Valley Forge,

And framed in winter's snow and rime,

Beyond the sagas and the tales
Of rough-hewn pioneers and gentry,
And of a Lincoln splitting rails
To mend the torn house of a country,

This lore of one who followed far
Across a menacing expanse,
The eagles of America,
The while the eagles of his France

Were all forgot - one bold to pierce
Through that lost virgin land we dream of,
Knowing its forests and its fierce
Recesses, knowing every stream of,

With strange, unflagging passion bound
To hunt the bird and to acquaint him
With all its ways, its look, its sound
To be the bird and so to paint him-

The fork-tailed petrel in the wind
Above the perilous white billow,
Caught while the air was stretched and thinned,
(Ah, lovely, lonely peccadillo!)

He dre\v as privy to its plight,
And, out of love, the white egret,
As elegantly plumed and dight
As ever Marie Antoinette!

)1
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Ohio mornings saw him skim
Downthe broad river days together,
And Mississippi welcomed him,

.Apostle of the wind and weather,
And of the hard-won, hoarded feather....

Kentucky, Florida.•.. The man
Wore down the strength of teal and loon,
And wearied out the Indian,

. And was the friend of Daniel Boone,

And joyed to see the cardinal
As warmly crimson as a canna
In Southern woods where, spring and fall,
He haunted bayou and savanna.

Or through lost forests dared to press
On horseback, tranced and lonely rider,
Or, marsh-wide, sought for the address
Of some rare gull, some beauteous eider. . . .

A vag-';"ant, yet his love remained
His Lucy's! Mated without flaw,
However much long absence strained
Between them, they would find some straw

. To b~li1d their nest anew. And as
A bird is torn by two desires,
To go, to stay, his spirit was
A thing of home and distant shiresI

I wonder were .his spoken words
Soft with the accent of the thrush,
And was he brother to the birds,
This fellow of so true a brush,

Who trailed the marsh-hen.and the goose
Lifelong, by flatboat or by dinghy-
A man with foot so free and loose,
And with a soul so wild and wingy. ...



I KNEW WHAT I WAS DOING

A Story
\

BY JEROME WEIDMAN

THEY thought they were tossing me
around like an adagio dancer. But as
long as I knew what I was doing,

I figured they could think what they
wanted. It sounds dangerous, but it isn't.
All you have to do is learn how to fall.

I didn't realize he was going into an act
until he followed me into the models' dress
ing room as though he had been watching
for me, and said: "I wanted to tell you
about tonight."

I didn't like the way he said it.
"What about tonight?"
"I'm sorry, Myra," he said, "but we'll

have to call off the date for tonight. Mr.
Weiss just told me he's taking me along
when he goes out with the spring line.
We're leaving tonight." He should have
given himself the benefit of another re
hearsal. He was running his speeches to
gether. "You know how those things are,
Myra. A guy doesn't want to be a shipping
clerk all his life. I been pestering Weiss for
months he should take me along when he
goes on the road. Now I got the chance, I
can't turn him down. See, Myra?"

"Of course," I said. If he expected me to
act sore, he was crazy. You miss too many
tricks that way. "I know how those things
are."

"If only I'd known before," he said,
"I'd've told you. Or we could've gone out
last night or something. But Mr. Weiss
only told me this morning."

There was no question about it. One or

two extra rehearsals would never have
hurt him.

"That's all right, Jack," I said, smiling
a little and letting the disappointment come
through just enough for him to see it. "I
wouldn't want you to pass up your big
chance just on. account of a date."

"I knew you'd understand, Myra," he
said. That's what I like in a person, con
fidence. "It's funny, though," he said, shak
ing his head, "how those things work out."
He didn't know how funny it was. "Here I
been looking forward to this date for a week
now and then this has to come up."

Sure, just like I was looking forward to
going to the dentist.

"We'll make it some other time, then,"
I said.

"You bet," he said quickly, "some other
time," and went out.

I drew the curtain between the dressing
room and the showroom and took off my
smock. Then I began to dress carefully. I
put on the new brassiere I'd bought when
I went out to lunch, and I slipped into the
dress I'd had one of the operators in the
back press for me. I took my time with the
make-up too. Everything had to be just so.
I gave myself a good shot of eye-shadow
and a sweet coat of lipstick. I straightened
the seams in my stockings and pulled the
hat far over one eye. I couldn't make up
my mind for a minute about the coat, but
then I decided to carry it on my arnl.
What's the sense of investing eighty-nine

S3
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cents on a new uplift if you're going to
hide your figure under a coat? One more
look in the mirror, and everything was set.

I walked around through the back to the
front entrance to theshowroom and pushed
the door in quickly.

Weiss and Jack both turned around to
face me.

"Hello, Jack," I said.
He gave an imitation of a deaf mute pre

tending to be tongue-tied.
"Well, I'll try once more," I said. "Hello,

Jack."
"What are you doing here, Myra?" he

said.
"I'm playing ping-pong," I said. "What

do you think I'm doing? We've got a date,
haven't we?"

"But didn't I tell you itwas -?"
"Listen," I broke in, "is this Thursday, or

isn't it? And is it a quarter to seven, or am
I cockeyed?" He kept opening his mouth
to say something, but I wouldn't let him.
I was looking and talking in his direction,
but I wasn't saying a word to him. The
party I was really addressing was a gentle
man by the name of Weiss. And if Mr.
Weiss had the brains and the eyesight of
the average dress salesman, he'd get the
drift before long. "And does that mean you
and I have a date, or doesn't it?"

"But Myra, I told you -"
"Wait a minute. Wait a minute. Wait a

minute." Mr. Rudolph Weiss tuning in.
"What's going on here, anyway?"

I turned to face him, as though I hadn't
seen him before.

"Oh, hello, Mr. Weiss," I said, smiling.
"I didn't see you before."

"Lady," he said with a grin, "I wouldn't
miss you like that." I didn't·mean he should.
"How'd you know my name? And what's
yours?" He turned to Jack. "Say, why don't
you give a guy a knockdown to your girl
friends ?"

No question about it. There was nothing
wrong with his eyesight.

"Ah, quit kidding, Mr. Weiss," Jack said.
"You know her. It's Myra. Miss Gross, our
model." "

"What?"
He came over and looked under the hat.
"Well, I'll be a so and so," he said, hold-

ing my arm.
I'll bet he could, too.
He stood off and looked me over. I could

tell from where his eyes stopped that the
eighty-nine cents was a good investment.

"Well, I'll be a such and such," he said.
Who should know better than he?
"I swear I'd never've recognized you with

all the fancy clothes on," he said. He slipped
his arm around my waist. "Without that
smock you're always wearing, and in these
clothes - saaay, you know, you're a knock
outl"

It's nice to be told.
"Thanks," I said, sounding a little peeved.

"A lot of good that's going to do me to
night."

"But Myra," Jack said, "I told you about
Mr. Weiss and me going out on the road
tonight. I told you we'd -"

I'll say this for him. He couldn't have
been coming in better with his lines now if
I'd've rehearsed him myself.

"That· makes everything just dandy,
doesn't it?" I said. "I get all dressed up, and
then you-"

"I'll' tell you what," Weiss said, holding
up his hand. "This is really all my fault. I
mean, I should've told him a little earlier,
given him a couple of days' notice, or
something. But since I didn't, and since
this is all sort of my fault, I'll tell you
what." He wasn't so bad, either. u¥OU" 

pointing to Jack - "you finish packing the
samples. Then, when you're finish~d, you
take the cases down to Penn Station and
check them. Me and Miss Gross - Myra,
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here-" he put his arm around me again.
Did I say his eyes were ,veak? Pardon me.
He was blind. - "We'll go out to dinner.
How's that? Will that square things up?"

"Oh, Mr. Weiss," I said, "it certainly
will!"

"But, Mr. Weiss," Jack said, "What about
the train? We gotta make the -"

"Forget it," Weiss said, winking at me.
"We'll make a morning train."

II

I was plucking my eyebrows when Weiss
came into the dressing room.

"Be with you in a minute, Rudy," I said,
talking into the mirror. "Sit down for a
while. You look all worn out."

Weiss did, too. But a chair wasn't what
he needed.

"Thanks, Myra," he said. "I can't. I'm in
a hurry."

What he needed was four square yards
of towelling to wipe the sweat off his fore
head.

"Warm, isn't it?" I said, still talking to
the mirror. I had to hand it to myself. The
arm I was working the tweezers with didn't
even quiver. Just an old campaigner. "It's
hot as hell for April."

"Yeah," he said, rubbing his face with his
hand. "I'll tell ypu, Myra -"

"Don't bother," I said sweetly, "Let me
tell you."

He stared at me with his mouth open.
"What?"
I pulled the smock up around my shoul

ders.
"Pardon the bare back," I said. "I didn't

realize myself how warm it was."
He started again.
"I wanted to tell you -"
"I 'know," I said, squinting at myself as

I worked. "You wanted to tell me the date
for lunch is off. Right?"

His mouth opened a little wider. I figured
one more notch and I'd be able to see what
he had for breakfast.

"How did you know what I -?"
I shook the tweezers clean and started on

the other eye.
"I guess I'm just psychic," I said. "But

don't let me steal your stuff, Rudy. You go
ahead and tell it to me all over again, just
like I didn't kno,,, a thing."

He closed his mouth.
"I'm not kidding, Myra," he said.
I could take his word for that, all right.
"It's just that D. C. asked me to go to

lunch with him," he said. "He wants to
talk over the summer line. What could I
do? He's the boss, Myra. You know that."

It was nice of him to tip me off.
"We'll make it for some other time.

Maybe tomorrow. Or the day after. Okay?"
It ,vas getting a little boring. Didn't they

have enough brains to think up a new exit
speech?

"0£ course, Rudy," I said. "I know how
those things are."
. Come to think of it, I could use a new
exit line myself.

"I'n have to run along, then, Myra. D. C.'s
waiting for me," he said. "Be good."

"Don't worry," I said. "I'm getting better
and better."

When I was dressed, I passed the switch-
board quickly, as though I were in a hurry.

"Hey, Myra!"
I stopped and turned.
"For God's sakes," said Flo, "let's take a

look at you."
I struck a pose and turned around two or

three times.
"Boy," she said, "you're an eyeful, all

right. Where'd you find all the clothes?"
"Find nothing," I said, "I earned them."
She grinned. "Tell a girl how, will you?"
Maybe I would. But I wasn't quite ready

to publish yet. The system was still in its
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infancy. I might even want to get it
patented. Who could tell?

"I can't stop now," I said. "I'm in a hurry.
I have a luncheon engagement."

That's what I call progress. Two months
.before I had dates for lunch. Now I had
luncheon engagements.

The restaurant was only a few blocks
away. I walked in and looked around. D. C.
sat facing the door, talking to Weiss, who
had his back to me. I walked over and
tapped Weiss on the shoulder. He looked
up and almost fell out of his chair.

"Myra I"
"Nice of you to remember me," .I said,

smiling.
"Didn't I tell you -?"
"Maybe you did," I said, looking around,

"but I don't seem to recall. I never think
well when I'm standing up. Can't you ar
range for a chair for me?"

The waiter shoved one under me and I
sat down.

"Myra, please," Weiss said. I-Iis face was
red and he kept looking at D. C. "I told
you I had an important-"

"Really," I said, "I don't understand you,
Rudy. You go and make a luncheon ap
pointment with me, and then, when I keep
it, not only do. you forget to even offer me
a chair, but you get all excited and start
making speeches and -"

"Pardon me, Miss, but don't I know you
from someplace?" I turned to face D. C.,
who had put his hand on my arm and was
smiling at me. "There's something familiar
about you."

There. was life in the old girl yet. That
made two times I was remembered in as
many minutes.

"There's something familiar about you,
Mr. Cantor," I said, turning on the dazzling
smile.

"Saaay," he said, "ho\v'd you .know my
name?"

"Intuition," I said archly. I mean I leered
at him a little and acted coy. That's archly,
isn't it?

"No kidding, though," he said, "Where've
I seen you before?"

"Well," I said, "we've never been for
mally introduced, but we've met dozens of
times."

"Yeah? Where?"
"Guess," I said. Right. Archly again. It

wasn't really as bad as it sounds. They all
fall for it, from shipping clerks up.

"I'm sorry about this, Mr. Cantor," Weiss
said, turning to him.. "I told her-"

"For God's sakes," Cantor said, "will you
stop talking so much, and tell me who
she is?"

That left jab shook dear old Rudy up a
little. But it cleared his head, too.

"What, are you kidding me, Mr. Can
tor?" he said. "That's Miss Gross. Myra
Gross, one of our models."

"What?"
It was easy to keep smiling while he

stared at me. All I had to do was look at
Rudy and think what a dead ringer he was
at that moment for Jack; the shipping clerk.

. The hard part was to keep from laughing
out loud.

"Well, what the hell do you know?"
Cantor said slowly, his eyes popping.

"Shall we consider Mr. Weiss' words a
formal introduction?" I said, smiling
sweetly, and reaching out my hand.

"You bet," he said, taking my hand· and
holding it.

I felt so good I could've reached over
and kissed Weiss. Calling your shots and
making them is the .greatest sport in the
world.

"The thing that gets me," he said, shaking
his head, "is how in the showroom I never
even gave you a tumble. And here _". he
shook his head again.

"Maybe it's the clothes," I said.
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,7.,

"Maybe you're right," he said. Maybe I
was. "Where'd you find them all of a
sudden?"

I began to feel more at home. They all
spoke the same language.

"They're a gift," I said, "from a former
admirer." Accent on the former.

"I admire his taste," he said.
"I said former," I said, grinning at him.
"Glad to hear it," he said, grinning back.
I tugged gently at the hand he was still

holding.
"11ind if I borrow this back for a min

ute?" I said. "I'd like to powder my nose."
His face got red and he laughed. "Oh,

sure, sure," he said. "But remember, it's
only a loan."

We both laughed. But Rudy didn't laugh.
Rudy looked like the doctor had called him
back and told him he'd made a mistake;
that he had cancer after all.

"I'm sorry as hell about this interruption,
D. C.," he said, screwing up his face. "I
didn't mean to break up our conference
like this."

Come on, D. C., use your right; he's
wide open.

"I don't know what you're sorry for,"
Cantor said. "This is just what I've been
needing. I've been working too hard lately."
He turned to me. "We're going to make a
real celebration out of this. You know," he
said, taking my hand again, "I haven't felt
so good in weeks."

Good old D. C. I knew he'd come
through.

"But, Mr. Cantor," Weiss cried. "How
about what we were talking about? What
about the summer line?"

"You're right," Cantor said, shaking his
head seriously, but winking at me. "We
mustn't forget the summer .line. After all,
business is business. I'll tell you what," he
said brightly. \Veiss stopped scowling.
"You're not in the mood anyway, Weiss.

You go back to the place." Weiss started
scowling again. "The piece-goods salesmen
and the trimming people are all coming in
this afternoon. They'll ask for me. You tell
them I'm sick' or something, and you see
them. Anything you think is okay. You
place the order." He winked at me again.
"And tomorrow, or maybe even tonight,
when I come back, I'll look everything over
and give it the final okay."

Weiss opened his mouth, then closed it
and got up. The waiter came over quickly.

"Is anything wrong, sir?"
"Not a thing," Cantor answered for him.

"Everything's perfect. The gentleman's
been called away suddenly, that's all." Well,
Weiss had nothing to complain about. At
least he was being called a gentleman. "The
lady and I are lunching alone."

"Yes, sir," the waiter said.
I didn't have anything to complain

about, either. Things were starting off swell.
Here I was being called a lady.

III

Cantor stuck his smiling face in from the
showroom.

"You feel all right, kid?" he asked.
I twisted around on the couch to face

him and smiled back.
"Of course, Dave," I said. "Why?"
He certainly had me guessing. According

to my calculations he should have been re
hearsing his exit speech for weeks already.
But he wasn't. Instead, he seemed to be
come more interested every day.

"I didn't want you to be all tired out for
tonight," he said. "That's all."

I couldn't make up my mind whether I
liked it or not. At least with the other heels
you knew where you stood.

"Oh, you don't have to worry," I said.
"Since you moved this couch in here for me,
I haven't been tired a minute."
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"That's fine," he said. "Think you can
go through the line just once more?"

"Of course," I said, sitting up.
He watched me comb my hair.
"If it was an ordinary buyer, Myra," he

apologized, "I wouldn't bother you."
This tenderness baloney was beginning

to get me. What was he driving at, any
way?

"Don't be silly, Dave," I said. "Who's
the buyer?"

"It's Bob Roberts."
WeIll That was different. I shook my

hair down and parted it again, luore care
fully.

"You mean of Liggett-Lustgarten?" I
said.

"Yeah," he said. "He's leaving for Chi
cago tonight, and he wants to see the line
once more before he goes." That was a
new name for me. "After the big order he
placed yesterday, I couldn't turn him down.
Otherwise I'd never bother you, Myra."

Bother my eye. This was going to be a
pleasure.

"Don't be silly, Dave," I said again, smil·
ing at him. "I wouldn't let you down with
one of your best customers, would I?"

"Good girl," he said, patting my cheek.
He started me off by calling me a lady,

and now I was a good girl. Where the hell
was this thing going?

"Okay, then, scram,"! said, pushing him
playfully. "Let's get started." '

"Okay," he said, turning in the doorway
to blow me a kiss. "Run it off the regular
way. Sports, street wear, Sunday afternoon,
and finish off with the evening gowns.
Okay?"

"Right," I said, blowing the kiss back at
him. He was making a regular sissy out
of me.

Cantor and Roberts were the only ones
in the sho\vroom when I came out wearing
the first dress.

"That's the number I came back to see,"
Roberts said, grinning.

I grinned back.
"It's one of the best in our line," Cantor

said. "You'll never go wrong on that num
ber, Bob."

"That's just what I thought," Roberts
said, winking at me.

I pretended I didn't see.
"Look at the lines on it, will you?"

Cantor said. He got up and stood behind
me, tracing the sweep of the dress. "Just
look at it."

Judging by his face, Roberts didn't need
the advice.

"I'm looking, Dave/' he said, "I'm look..
ing."

With Cantor behind me I figured it was
safe to risk the return wink. Roberts' face
spread out like an accordion.

"You got some number, there, Dave," he
said.

"Take my advice, Bob, and order a few'
more. For a number like this, you don't
even need salesmen. It'll walk· right out of
your store by itself~"

"Okay," Roberts said. "Send me another
half-dozen of them."

He got more enthusiastic with each dress
I modelled. When I went in to change for
the evening gowns, I decided to leave off
the brassiere. Not that I was worried. I
knew my own strength. Roberts was poured
from the same mold as Jack and Weiss and
Cantor. Just a grade or two higher, that's
all. I knew \vhere I stood. But 1 wanted to
make sure.

"How's this one?" Cantor said when I
came In.

"Wonderful," Roberts said, shaking his
head and kissing his fingertips toward me.
"Marvelous I"

Well, I guess I could publish any day
now that I wanted to. The system was
perfect.
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"How about another half-dozen of these,
Bob?" Cantor said.

"Send me a dozen," Roberts said.
I turned to go.
"Hey, wait a minute!" Roberts said, get

ting up from behind the showroom table.
"Where you running?"

I looked surprised.
"Why, I'm going to change,Mr. Roberts."
"So what's the hurry? C'mere a minute.

I want to tell you something." He walked
over and put his arm around my waist. I
guess there's something about the dress
business that ruins everybody's eyes. "You
know, lowe you an apology."

"For what?" I said.
"Why, for making you go through the

whole line again, and all that," he said.
"Oh, Mr. Roberts, you don't have to

apologize for a thing like that," I said. "I
get paid for it."

"Well, I want to apologize," he said.
"Well, in that case," I said, laughing, "I

guess I'll have to accept your apology."
"Good," he said, laughing with me, and

patting .my back. Funny how they all
seemed to have gone to the same school.
"And you know how I usually apologize
to a pretty girl like you?"

"How?"
"I take her out to dinner and to the

theater and show her a good time. What do
you say?"

"Well, 1-"
That was the only weak point in the sys

tem. It wouldn't hurt it at all if I learned
how to blush prettily.

"Come on, now," he said, "you said you
I "accept my apo ogy.

"But 1-"
So I couldn't blush, so what ? You can't

have everything.
"No buts. What do you say?"
"All right," I said. .
"But Myra!" David Cantor, my boss and

current boy friend, talking. "We have a -"
"Oh, gee, that's right," I said scowling

and snapping my fingers. "I forgot all
about it."

Sure, like Admiral Byrd forgot his fur
coat.

"What's the matter now?" Roberts asked.
"Gee, I'm sorry, Mr. Roberts," I said.

"But Mr. Cantor and I have a date for to
night."

Roberts turned to Cantor and leered.
"Why, Dave! You little devil, you! A

confirmed bachelor like you," he said,
"going out with a beautiful girl like this?"
I guess he must've stood pretty high in his
class. "Nothing doing, Dave," he said,
shaking his finger at him. "I wouldn't dare
trust you alone. I'll tell you what. We'll all
go out together. The three of us." He
turned back to me. "What do you say?"

"Well, I don't know," I said slowly,
looking pointedly at Cantor.

"Oh, come on, Dave," Roberts said. "It's
my last night in town, after a busy buying
trip like this." He accented the word buy
ing. "You \vouldn't want to interfere with
my having a good time, would you?"

This guy was the slickest yet.
"Of course not, Bob," Cantor said

quickly, grinning like he had a toothache.
"Sure. We'll all go out together and have
a good time."

"It's a date," Roberts said, putting his
other arm around me.

I bet I could have done it just as easy
with the brassiere on.

IV

By the time we hit the night club, Cantor
was so sore he wasn't even talking. But I
couldn't be bothered. I was giving my un
divided attention to Mr. Robert Roberts,
head buyer for Liggett-Lustgarten of Chi
cago, Illinois.
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"You' know, Dave," Roberts said when
we were seated" "you don't look well at
all. You really ought to go home."

"No, that's all right, Bob," he said. "I
feel swell."

"Well, you don't look it," Roberts said.
"What you need is a little solitude," he
said with a loud laugh, and turned to me.
"What do you say we dance, Myra?"

"Okay," I said, getting up.
It's wonderful how you don't even need

a vocabulary with these guys.
"You know," he said as we danced, "I

feel like hell having to leave tonight."
"Why?" I asked.
"Why do you think, why?" he said. "I'm

just beginning to enjoy myself, that's
why."

"If I liked a town as much as you seem
to like this one," I said, "I'd stay a while."

"You would?"
"I most certainly would," I said, smiling

up at him.
"Lady," he said, "you tempt me."
When we got back to the table Roberts

said to Cantor, "You know, Dave, you
know what I feel like doing?"

"What, Bob?"
"I feel like staying in town another

week and taking this fascinating young
lady around a bit. How's that for an
idea?"

"But Bob," Cantor said quickly, "you've
got to get back to Chicago!"

Roberts put on a long face.
"You're right," he said.
Cantor began to look a little better.
Suddenly Roberts smacked the table

hard. "The hell with Chicago," he said.
"Chicago won't run away. It'll wait an
other week." Now Cantor had the long
face. "You wait here," Roberts said, get
ting up.

"Where you going?" Cantor asked.
"I'm going to put through a long dis-

tance call," he said. "I'm staying in town
another week."

He walked away and left us alone.
Cantor put his arm across the table and

took my hand. "Listen, Myra," he said
earnestly, "I don't want you to think I'm
a killjoy, or anything like that."

Well, ,here it comes, I thought. It was a
little past due, but even late it would be a
relief. I braced myself for the shock. Al
though I didn't really have to. I'd gotten
to the point where it wasn't a shock any
more.

"I like to see you have a good time and
all that," he said, "but what's the matter,
Myra, don't you like me any more?"

I sat up a little. What the hell was this,
anyway? Wasn't he getting his lines
twisted?

"Of course I like you, Dave," I said.
"What ever gave you that idea?"

"Gee, I don't know," he said sheep
ishly. "I guess when a guy's in love he gets
crazy ideas."

Love? Oh,my God!
"Maybe it's my own fault," he said. "I

guess I should've told you long ago. But
I don't know, Myra, it's kind of hard to
say those things. I guess when a guy
reaches my age and he hasn't used the
words before, they' get a little rusty."

For a few seconds, I was groggy.
"That's why I've been acting like such

a mope all evening," he said. "I couldn't
stand it to see you laughing and dancing
with him. I kept thinking what a dope I
was not to have spoken to 'you before.
What do you say, Myra?" he said quickly,
leaning forward. "What do you say we get
married?"

I knew I was looking in his direction,
but I swear I didn't see him. My mind
was jumping around so quickly that it
was all I could do to keep track of it. No
wonder he hadn't come through with the
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exit speech. No wonder he'd had me
guessing all these weeks. He wanted to
marry me!

"What do you say, Myra?"he said.
All of a sudden I felt sore. Who did he

think he was, anyway? What did I work
myself up from heels like Jack and Weiss
for? What did I work out the system for,
getting it down to the point where it
couldn't miss? So I should bury myself by
marrying a dumb dress manufacturer and
let the whole thing go to waste?

"Look, Myra," he said, putting his hand
in his breast pocket and pulling out a
paper. "I went down and got the marriage
license today. What do you say?"

Across the dance floor I saw Roberts
coming toward us, threading his way in
and out among the dancers. On his face

he had a grin a mile wide. One thing was
sure, Chicago wouldn't be seeing him for
at least another week.

"What do you say, Myra?" Cantor said,
holding out the paper to me. "Look, here's
the marriage license."

I shook myself a little to clear my head.
It had been a narrow escape. But I'd made
it. I wasn't worrying. I'd tested my
strength, and I knew just where I stood.
As long as the world was full of guys like
Robert Roberts, I wasn't stopping until I
reached the top. What the hell did I want
with a dope like Dave Cantor?

"Forget it, Dave," I said, just as Roberts
reached the table, grinning. "You can keep
it," I said, pushing the marriage license
away from me. "Paste it in your hat," I
said.

FRUIT

BY AUDREY WURDEMANN

T HIS is the song of fruit,
Whereof the skins are thin,
That, from a questing root,

Have suckled sweetness in,

That, by their alchemy
Grown drowsy-drunk with sun,
Lean, with the leaning tree,
Toward oblivion.

This thing the fruit intends,
The cherry, the plum, the pear,
Whose crystal flesh suspends
In crystal air:

Bitter about the seed
And a thinly bitter coat!
Blithely the small birds feed,
With honey in each throat.



FAREWELL TO HARVARD?

BY WILLIAM MORRIS HOUGHTON

I T IS a curious coincidence, is it not,. tha.t
Harvard's tercentenary should occur
in the midst of a national political

campaign that may determine whether
the democracy" of which this university is
the bright particular blossom, shall be al
tered out of all semblance to its traditional
self? For every implication of the New
Deal suggests that if it triumphs in No
vember, a basic change in the social climate
is at hand and the rich sap, material and
spiritual, which has nourished Harvard
will cease to flow. Then in place of the
pride of our garden we shall have - well,
something to remind us of the present
Heidelberg. So our greetings to Harvard
on her great birthday this month may be
in the nature of hail and farewell. -

The notion is not without its irony. At
the helm of the New Deal is a Harvard
graduate, a more conventionally typical
product of its training than most. Asso
ciated with him are other Harvard men
in sufficient number to provoke the popu
lar complaint that the whole thing is a
brain Shild of the Harvard system. One
has here the picture. of an indulgent parent
breeding the architects of her own destruc
tion. More ironical, if also pathetic, is the
probability that none of these gentlemen is
altogether conscious of his treachery. Each,
one may assume, is still loyally grateful to
his Alma Mater for the complete liberty
she accorded him to develop his enthusi
asm for regimentation.

As a center of scholarship, Harvard
62.

stands incontestibly at the top of our vast
academic heap. No less an authority than
a Yale man, Mr. Edwin R. Embree,
risked his peace of mind if not his life a
year ago to publish (in the Atlantic for
June, 1935) a careful rating of American
universities in the order of their scholarly
eminence. "Harvard," he wrote, "is in a
class by itself." I should like to emulate
his courage by adding that in no other in
stitution on this continent does one find
quite the same degree of individual en
couragement to pursue the truth, nowhere
else so heady an atmosphere of intellectual
curiosity. The result over three centuries
of growth is a seat of learning comparable
with any the world affords, and an irre
futable answer to the. decriers of democ
racy. Harvard is America's Exhibit A in
its case for popular rule; or, I should say,
for that kind of popular rule with which
this country has been identified to date.

Harvard, however, was not always the
headquarters of free inquiry. A long
struggle, with many a pause, is the story
of her rise to that distinction. Planted as
she was by the infant theocracy which be
came New England, and long beholden
for much of her income to state grants,
she naturally reflected and suffered from
the various bigotries, religious and politi
cal, that governed her overlords. Indeed,
her early history is its own warning of
what to expect shquld government again
acquire authority to catechize her tenets.

No doubt President Conant had this
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history in mind, as well as contemporary
warnings abroad, in his revolt against the
recent teachers' oath legislation. He re
membered, for instance, the fate that over
took Henry Dunster, second and in some
respects most important president in Har
vard's brilliant list. It was Dunster who
nursed the tiny infant college back to life
after Nathaniel Eaton, its first master, had
flogged and starved the little student body
to the point of dissolution, and then had
skipped owing the better part of John
Harvard's legacy. For the academic year
1639-40, Harvard College was deserted,
and "it was almost equivalent to a second
founding", writes Professor Morison in his
Three Centuries of Harvard, when the
Overseers engaged Dunster.

Dunster recalled to Cambridge as many of
Eaton's former pupils as would take the
chance of his proving a second flogger.
. . . A new freshman class of four entered
that fall (1640). A three-year course in the
Liberal Arts, the Three Philosophies, and
the Learned Tongues was instituted for
the Bachelor's degree; the lectures, recita
tions, and the other exercises being so ar
ranged that the President could conduct
them all. And his efforts were concentrated
on completing the college building that
had been framed in Eaton's administration.

Unlike the English colleges on whose
model Harvard was patterned, there was
no sustaining endowment. Dunster had to
go hat-in-hand to the Great and General
Court of Massachusetts for most of his
wherewithal; he had to abide, too, by the
disposition of a Board ~ of Overseers ap
pointed by the Court and consisting of six
magistrates and six ministers. However,
besides reviving the college and managing
somehow to scrape the wampum together
to meet its quaintly frugal expenses, he got
the Court in 1650 to grant the institution a
charter under which the great modern
university still operates. This was a tri-

umph second only to his work of rescue.
The charter, presumably drafted by him,
describes the purposes of Harvard College
to be "the aduancement of all good litera
ture artes and Sciences" and the making
of "all other necessary pouisions that may
conduce to the education of the English
and Indian Youth of this country in
knowledge and godliness". When one real
izes that the immediate excuse for Har
vard was that of a training school for the
clergy, it is evident that here, for the times,
was an amazingly broad declaration of
aim and one which has undoubtedly
served through the centuries as a bulwark
of liberal policy. Under the charter the
Corporation (as we know it) of President,
Treasurer, and five fellows was estab
lished; but, of course, the General Court
continued to hold the purse strings, or
most of them, and to control the Board of
Overseers. Wherefore this board remained
the dominant governing body.

Dunster, it is said, resented the constant
interference of the Overseers in the af
fairs of the college. Perhaps this resent
ment was premonitory, for· presently his
unorthodoxy in the matter of infant bap
tism brought the two squarely in conflict.
It must be said that the Overseers pleaded
with him to stay and shut up on so ex
plosive an issue, but his conscience coun
seled candor- and so he was forced to re
sign, .the first conspicuous American mar
tyr in the cause of academic freedom.

II

The lesson of Dunster's departure was not
lost on his successors. Charles Chauncy,
the next choice, who also had his peculiar
ideas concerning infant baptism, agreed to
keep them to himself. By this tactful ac
quiescence, combined with his marked in
sistence on pious observances, he was en-
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abled to survive his championship of an
almanac compiled by Zachariah Brigden
(A.B., 1657) which ridiculed the Ptole
maic astronomy and recommended to New
England farmers the Galilean system. In
his last year of office, Harvard acquired her
first telescope with which to make her
own observations. Thus, though he may
have stooped to conquer, conquer he did,
adding his own important contribution to
the advancement of the institution along
the road of independence.

Chauncy, too, of course, had his
troubles wheedling appropriations from
the General Court which, through its crea
tures, the Overseers, had ever a sharp nose
in the wind for heretical tendencies. But,
paradoxically, their jealous supervision in
this respect had a fortunate issue in the
appointment of Increase Mather to the
presidency (after an interim of compara
tive ciphers). Mather at the time was the
pope of New England puritanism. His
ambition for Harvard, and for himself,
was to turn her into a theological semi
nary under the thumb of the Congrega
tional Church. He so fancied his time and
importance, however, that he accepted the
post of president only on the condition
that he be permitted to treat it as a part
time job. For the better part of his admin
istration he left the management of the
college to John Leverett and William
Brattle, two liberal tutors, who, safe be
hind Mather's imposing fa~ade and un
suspected by him, proceeded to make of it
a haven of enlightenment. Their pupils
seem (relatively speaking) to have wor
shiped these two, whose impress on the
spirit that animates the place' has been
indelible, especially so in the case of Lever
ett who later became president.

In Mather's time, which lasted from
1685 to just after the turn of the century,
there was much ado about the college

charter. Joseph Dudley had come over
from England with·a royal commission as
President of the Council for New Eng
land. Since his commission superseded the
charter of the Massachusetts Bay Colony,
he .held that the charter of the college had
been· voided as well. Dudley was a gradu
ate and loyal son of Harvard and hence
disposed to let her governing boards carry
on without legal status. But presently
charter-mongering for the college became
a pet diversion of the General Court, with
Increase Mather .in the thick of the in
trigue, jockeying for a document that
would crib, cabin, and confine the institu
tion within the orbit of his beliefs. Finally
the Court grew sick of the game and of
Dr. Mather, too. It eased him out on a
technicality, voted in Governor Dudley's
brother-in-law (the Rev. Samuel Willard),
and subsequently declared the old charter
in force again.

This last coup in its devising is worth
special comment. The Corporation, still
de facto, had elected Leverett to succeed
Willard, who died in 1707. Notwithstand
ing its lack of legal authority, it had had
the temerity to choose a layman and a
liberal for an office always filled before by
an orthodox puritan parson. The Mathers
(Cotton, the son, was now a power in the
colony) voiced the sense of outrage in the
conservative breast. But the Harvard virus
was warking in high places, in Dudley
who was a friend of Leverett's, in influ
ential members of the Court, also I-Iarvard
men, and in many ministers who had been
Leverett's pupils. Dudley agreed to waive
his royal prerogative respecting the charter
if the Legislature would reinstate it and at
the same time grant Leverett a proper
salary. This was done. Dudley was an ex
ceedingly unpopular satrap, but give him
his due - he was good to his mater.

Handsome as the victory was, it turned
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too obviously on official favor. Professor
Morison devotes a chapter to "The Great
Leverett." Harvard thrived under his
comparatively long reign of liberalism
though he was "in almost continual hot
water". He lost Dudley's favor when the
Corporation refused to appoint the Royal
Governor's son treasurer of the college.
As this was about to prove his undoing,
Dudley fortunately was recalled and Lev
erett was able to fend off the gathering
offensive of the unco guid through the
favor of the succeeding governor, who also
stood between him and Cotton Mather's
influential hatred. He had rows with his
tutors, who appealed over his head to the
Board of Overseers, who petitioned the
General Court, whose hostile resolutions
were adroitly quashed by the Governor.
Thus did politics rule academic policy.

III

And so it continued to do with dimin
ishing insistence for close to a century and
a half. An important measure of emanci
pation came shortly after the Revolution
when the accumulation of gifts and be
quests and their shrewd investment in the
securities of the new Republic, which
Alexander Hamilton made good, rendered
the college virtually self-supporting. In
the meantime it is instructive to dwell on
the years of John Hancock's incumbency
as treasurer.

Hancock was appointed in the autumn
of 1773, when the tide of revolutionary
hysteria was already lapping at the ancient
foundations. Professor Morison says that
"politics, and a desire to secure for the
College a part of the fortune of which
John was being rapidly relieved by his
political friends, doubtless account for this
appointment". It should be said also that
he had been a· generous and affectionate

son. "He had given sundry books and
subscribed 500 pounds sterling toward the
restoration of the Library, carpeted the
second floor of Harvard Hall and richly
papered the Philosophy Chamber, and
presented 'a curious Coralline on its natu
ral bed' to the new Museun1."

But he treated his post of treasurer as a
minor trophy in his hunt for public
honors. Months of absence went by and
the Corporation humbly petitioned him
for an accounting. He ignored their com
munication. After repeated requests he re
plied in April, 1775, that he seriously
resented their importunity, virtually daring
them to replace him. "If the Gentlemen
Chuse to make a public Choice of a
Gentleman to the Displacing Him, they
will please to Act their pleasure." They
didn't take the dare and so the farce pro
ceeded.

A year later, in answer to another
supplication, Hancock, who was in Phila
delphia, wrote that he had dispatched a
messenger to fetch him all his account
books and papers. Since much of the in
tervening territory was in the enemy's
possession, consternation seized the Cor
poration and President Langdon replied,
"hinting" that they would welcome his
resignation.

But it developed that "Mr. Hancock
neither took the hint nor made an ac
counting."

The problem was turned over to the
Board of Overseers, who sent a tutor after
John to bring back· the records. This
emissary caught up with the great man in
Baltimore, transient seat of the Conti
nental Congress, and managed to return
with the documents and a letter from
Hancock censuring the Overseers for their
"severe and unmerited censure" of him.
But Hancock never settled his accounts
with the college, which screwed up its
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courage to fire him as treasurer (in 1777),
but not to sue him. For he became Gover
nor of the Commonwealth and a person
to be flattered rather than annoyed. Fi
nally, after his death, his heirs, more con
scious of the obligation, paid off the debt
on the instalment plan.

This episode, though not the most dam
aging, since it involved merely fiscal mat
ters, was certainly the most humiliating in
the college's history of servility to the
politician. On the other hand, it led to the
appointment of a well-named treasurer
Ebenezer Storer - who in his limited
sphere out-Hamiltoned Hamilton, and to
the election to the Corporation of the very
substantial Judge Lowell of Boston. Be
tween them these two established the col
lege on its own financial feet. No longer,
to be specific, was it necessary that the
State of Massachusetts pay the president's
salary.

But though financial independence was
achieved, state and church still held a grip
on academic policy through the Board of
Overseers, and made it felt during all the
controversies that divided Federalists from
Republicans, .and Congregationalists from
Unitarians. The liberals triumphed in the
end on both fronts, but at the expense of
feuds and bitter campaigns in which the
press and pe~ple took part. An example
was the scramble for the presidency and
for the Hollis Chair of Divinity when
President Joseph Willard died in 1804.
The Corporation chose Eliphalet Pearson,
Hancock Professor of Hebrew, as acting
president. The Unitarian drift was on.
Pearson was a Calvinist. He wanted the
presidency; he also wanted to name the
professor for the vacant divinity chair lest a
Unitarian be chosen. According to a junior
fellow, the spiritual electioneering for both
posts was alive with "as much intrigue ...
as was ever practiced in the Vatican."

Pearson lost out, and strangely enough,
for the Overseers at the time consisted of
the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor,
Council and Senate of the Commonwealth,
and the ministers qf the Congregational
churches in Cambridge, Watertown,
Charlestown, Boston, Roxbury, and Dor
chester - sixty-five heavy dignitaries in all.
They confirmed a Unitarian in the pro
fessorship and another - the Rev. Samuel
Webber - in the presidency, an4 "Ele
phant" Pearson, as the students were
pleased to call him, shook the dust of the
depraved institution from his feet. He
founded the Andover Theological Semi
nary just to show 'em.

In 1851 the Legislature kindly removed
the clerical section from the Board of
Overseers and cut out the Council and
Senate, retaining only as ex officio mem
bers the Governor,· Lieutenant Governor,
President of the Sen(1te, Speaker of the
House, Secretary of the Board of Educa
tion, and the President· and Treasurer of
the university. The House and Senate,
however, were charged with the duty of
electing a majority of the Board, consisting
of thirty members. So it was not until the
close of the Civil War, and the wave of
public gratitude engendered by the service
of Harvard men therein, that the umbilical
cord was finally severed. The act of April
28, 1865, abolished the ex officio members
of the Board, except the President and
Treasurer of the university, and gave the
election of the rest into the hands of the
alumni. The age-long vassalage to govern
ment was over.

IV

The foregoing is, of course, the merest
sketch of Harvard's climb to freedom
from church and state, but it makes one
wonder whether, but for the separation,
Charles William Eliot, a professor of
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chemistry, would have been chosen presi
dent of Harvard four years later; whether,
had he been elected, he could have carried
through those revolutionary reforms which
lifted Harvard out of the freshwater into
the Olympian class. Harvard, since Eliot
took hold, has become increasingly famous
for her ability to persuade her students to
practice the Emersonian doctrine of self
reliance, while stimulating them to the
full expression of their individual talents.
There is no such thing as a Harvard mold.
Eliot broke it, and hence pouring from
her gates into the channels of society come
young men of every shade of opinion,
vvhose predilections are as diverse as those
of Jack Reed and "Ham" Fish, of Walter
Lippmann and Heywood Broun, of Bron
son Cutting and "Putsy" Hanfstaengl- all
contemporaries. Could a flow so rich and
varied have been developed under the old
partnership?

This question is worth pondering. One
imagines that President ConantW'Ould
answer it in the negative. And for that
reason one can understand the better his
stout resistance to the teachers' oath legis
lation; one can understand why almost
alone among our colleges and universities,
Harvard has repulsed the blandishments
of the National Youth Administration;

why, in other words, she and most of her
sister institutions look with unmistakable
apprehension on the advancement of a
political regime whose economic regimen
tation must eventually issue in a super
vision of thought.

I am not unmindful of the objection that
will be raised to my thesis - namely, that
when it comes to scholarly eminence, some
of our great state universities rank among
the first ten in the land. Mr~ Embree places
California among the first five (his rating
is Harvard, Chicago, Columbia, California,

and Yale). But if, as he says, there is much
exaggerated nonsense about legislative in
terference with the tax-supported institu
tion, the reason to me seems plain. It is
that our endovved universities, with Har
vard at their head, have achieved a stand
ard and set a style which the politician,
unless he be a H uey Long, is forced to
respect even where he has a finger in the
pie. "The older state universities," to quote
Mr. Embree, "have won a real integrity,
and the swift punishment by public opin
ion that recently struck the astonished
heads of interfering politicians has pretty
well taught self-seeking officials that they
had better leave the educational institu
tions alone and concentrate upon easier
and more accustomed spoils." But how
would public opinion have known how
to respond to the threat had it not
had before it the ideal as embodied in
the thing that Harvard exemplifies? In
other words, let the politician tame Har
vard and he has little to fear from the
resistance of the rest of the educational
system.

The catastrophe may not be so remote.
Harvard has to face now not. the govern
ment and church of Massachusetts, from
whose clutches she managed to extricate
herself after nearly two centuries and a
half of struggle: a far mightier and more
cunning opponent confronts her and one
armored in innocence. The New Deal has
no conscious designs on Harvard or aca
demic freedom. Is it not capt~ined by a
Harvard product, guided by Harvard
minds? But suppose, for example, the
New Deal's policy of taxation to meet its
self-propagating expenditures is carried to
its logical extreme: how long could a uni
versity which depends for its growth on
the growth of its endowment and, there
fore, on the gifts and bequests of the
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wealthy, continue to grow? How long,
with the ever-increasing den1ands upon it
(assuming that it tries to meet them, as it
should), could it remain self-supporting?
How soon before it n1ust accept assistance
proffered from Washington on whatever

conditions the gentlemen in authority
there see fit to impose?

Not at all fanciful is the menace under
which our oldest universIty this month
beckons to her sons and admirers to cele
brate her tercentenary.

SONG

BY MARYA ZATURENSKA

O H LIKE a young tree rooted near the water,
. Foreseeing the fresh seasons year by year,

So let me stand.

Like the suave moss grown thick on water's edge
Warm under the tree's root, cooled by the curled wave,
Let me endure.

Surprising dewy-bright as the wild strawberry
In leaves that form a basket green and fine,
As ruddy and gay.

Or the wild rose that springs up new and sweet
Bride of the summer, child of summer rains,
So fair-adorned.

The learned heart, the eyes, whose steady look
Can face the dark, the still serenity
Of lake-drowned stars.

Let me ensnare for a leaf's span, for a flower's season
Joy's rosy, transient wing, skied in the summer light

Warm and unshadowed.



THE SWEETHEART OF THE REGIMENTERS
Dr. Tugwell Makes America Over

BY BLAIR BOLLES

I
.N THE, carefree days of his youth, Rex

ford Guy Tugwell, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.,
fruit farmer, economics professor, Un

dersecretary of Agriculture, Resettlement
Administrator, and Bayard of the New
Deal, was an earnest poet. More to the
point, he published. And what he pub
lished in those rose-colored days cast cer
tain flares of poetic prevision around
Rexford, the embryonic Brain Truster.
For by the time he had attained sopho
more status at the University of Pennsyl
vania, the future Disentrencher of Greed
was already singing, in a more or less
Whitmanesque manner, the song of him
self. His talent reached its fullest flower in
The .Dreamer - an open-throated, free
verse threnody describing the Superior In
dividual's moral obligations to the mate
rial world as Tugwell, 'IS, saw them. It
surges with the fevered passion of a bard's
Utopia; it breathes the supercilious protest
of the romantic against the established
order; and, save for the fact that it does
not possess the catchy lilt of a campaign
song, it might be the voting hymn for
Rexford's colleagues, circa 1936, as they
go forth to ballot with the loathsome
economic royalists. Perhaps to the
Dreamer's present annoyance, the words
are imperishable:

I am strong,
I am big and well-made,
I am muscled, lean and nervous.
I am sick of a Nation's stenches,

I am sick of propertied Czars;
I have dreamed my great dream of their

passing.
I have gathered my tools and my charts;
My plans are fashioned and practical:
I shall roll up my sleeves-make America

over!

In these adolescent lines, the future his
torian may locate the genesis of that por
tion of the New Deal which has, to date,
rained a gentle cloudburst of treasury
checks over the fulsome acres of agricul
tural America. For indubitably there is
still about the Tugwell appearance, with
its brooding eyes and molded features en
framed by wavy hair, the hallmark of a
sophomoric poet's wistful handsomeness.
And in the curt and sometimes contemp
tuous manner of Dr. Roosevelt's Resettle
ment Administrator, there is evidence of
the dormitory aesthete's scorn for homely
ideas, for plain people, for politicians
whose views are based, so to speak, not
upon poetry but upon votes and pocket
books. Something deep in the Dreamer's
psyche drives him forward in the prodi
gious vision of enticing men to arrange
themselves in fancy formations and to
jump through hoops of metrical trickiness
in a statesman's version of The Divine
Comedy, which he happens, for the aes
thetic moment, to be writing with robots
rather than with English verbiage.

Yet, probably because the rhythmic tem
perament is an unknown factor to most
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judges of American political flesh, the
man who planned the New Deal's frame
work of cantos and still runs two gigantic
stanzas of it from a sunny room on the
second floor of the Department of Agri
culture, remains a good deal of an enigma
even to his enemies. Few of them realize
the heights to which a dreamer's arro
gance can rise in a mind conscious of
intellectual superiority, when that con
sciousness is perpetually enflamed by a ro
mantic imagination. Rexford himself
evidently senses the difficulty his fellow
countrymen experience in taking the meas
ure of such an exotic. "I've given up
hope", he remarked in camera not long
ago, "that people who don't know me or
anything about me will· ever stop talking
all-knowingly about me."

Washington, at any tate, knows enough
about the sophomoric arrogance to realize
that it often achieves a virtually epic qual
ity. When the Dreamer wants to be tact
less, the job is done with a cold finish sug
gesting deliberate finesse rather than a
harried poet's impatience. He makes, for
instance, a sort of avocation out of being
unpleasant to the worldly members of
Congress. He is scornful to uncultured
businessmen, haughty to practical politi
cians, cold to petitioning citizens. Tales of
the Wildean quality of his disdain are
countless. One concerns a .group of farm
ers, those horny-handed hinds for whom
Rexford bleeds in print and debate, who
left his office muttering to themselves, after
traveling frorn afar to seek an answer to
their questions. While the Undersecretary
sat, the pilgrims, on foot, stated their prob
lem. Their story was an old one to the
Dreamer. It bored him. His visitors asked
advice. He made no reply. The leader ,of
the bucolics repeated:

"What are you going to do, sir ?"
, Rexford never spoke. Aloof he sat upon

Pegasus. Hurt and nonplussed, the farmers
departed.

Before the tribunal of senators who in
June of 1934 met to decide whether the
Dreamer's love of the Russian experiment
was great enough to render him unfit for
the new and exalted post of Undersecre
tary of Agriculture (he was then but As
sistant Secretary), he flaunted his scorn as

.a kind of exercise in aesthetic exhibition
ism. With superior grace the Professor re
ceived the anxious questioning of the legis
lators. He answered in tones so low that
the· throng of circus-goers who packed. the
room where once the mighty Morgan ,held
a midget, could not catch his replies. A
senator asked him to speak out. "I think,"
said Rexford, "it is more important you
should hear me than they."

But other elements besides idealistic
scorn for human imperfections have con
tributed to the grand-ducal manner which
is the trade mark of the Tugwell person
ality in Washington. After all, the Sweet..
heart of the Regimenters was seventeen
years a pedagogue. During his mature life
he has been able always to answer in writ..
ing, either in rhyme or prose, the besetting
problems of the economics of living. Be~

cauSe few of his gilded words were swal
lowed before 1933, he developed an
intellectual superiority he now finds it dif
ficult to shake off. Disputants of his eco
nomic beliefs he holds immature and
anti-social. This makes it natural, as well
as pleasant, for him to treat men in Wash
ington who doubt his romantic nostrums
as cavalierly as he treated all but his most
brilliant students at Columbia. He is harsh
with the supporters· of existing American
society because, having rolled up his
sleeves, he is now engaged' in his person
ally conducted expert task of remolding it.
Of earthy businessmen, the arch-fiends of
his private cosmogony, he once declared:
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A set of irresponsible and certainly self
interested people half-manage and half-neg
lect affairs of whose consequences they
have no adequate conception, but from
which they have no hesitation in draining
the last penny of profit.

But he knew how to take care of these
enemies, because he appreciated that "fun
damental changes of attitude, new disci
pline, revised legal structures, and unac
customed limitations on activity" would
all be necessary in the More Abundant
Life. They were to be brought about by
Planning. And he had no doubts as to the
results of Planning:

This amounts, in fact, to the abandonment,
finally, of laissez-faire. It amounts, practi
cally, to the abolition of "business".

II

Unti! three years ago, the Dreamer was
never in a position where it paid to be
polite to people who held no interest for
him. He grew up carefree and alone in the
hills of Chautauqua County, New York,
a country boy; born on a dairy farm near
Sinclairsville in 1891. His agrarian father
never understood, it seems, the son who
was detached, living, as it were, on a finer
plane of civilization, even while plowing a
havfield. To the father, the land meant a
living; but for Rexford the brooks and
woods and the passage of the seasons rep
resented a source of aesthetic dream-life so
important in the development of the Tug..
well psyche. For these things he would al
ways long with a Hardyesque intensity.
However much or little of this Tugwell
pere understood, he must have realized
that it was no way for a successful dirt
farmer to look at a manure pile.

Even the teachers at the Buffalo high
school which Rexford entered at sixteen,
seem to have felt toward him a good deal

as 53! members of Congress do now. For
Rexford's instructors manifestly bored
him, and to the dismay of the principal he
made no effort to hide it. He was already
stirred, as some of his early theme papers
show, by a poetic longing to do something
good for humanity; but he revealed little
interest in the about-to-be-succored race's
individual representatives. Already, in fact,
he preferred to cultivate himself as lit
terateur rather than as high school so
cialite.

During his last year at high school, Rex
played at reporting for the Buffalo Cou
rier. It was an experience to mention cas
ually in 191 I when he reached the
University of Pennsylvania to enter the
Wharton School of Finance. His class
mates were impressed, and made him man
aging editor of the college paper. Other
wise, he reacted caln11y to the strange
world of Philadelphia. He remained a man
apart; he had few intimates. But there was
a certain captivation about his detached
suavity, his seriousness, and his literary
erudition which attracted the lesser stu
dents. He became a brother in Delta Up
silon. The students even went so far as to
name him a member of the prom commit
tee. He was a big man on the campus
then, as now, sensitive, chill to his inferiors,
whether they admired or hated him.

At the same time, his poetics were flow
ering, but so was his interest in redirecting
civilization. In the very year he organized
a college dance, he wrote the poem which
ends on the note of "make America over".
Obviously, the Tugwell message of ideal
ism was getting ripe for development.

Meanwhile", three men, all of whom he
met at Pennsylvania, were putting them
selves to work heading the young bard out
of sophomorism into the serious business of
becoming a Guider of Humanity. Scott
Nearing told him his future lay in econom-
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ics. Simon Patten convinced him he was
wasting his time on frivolous collegiate ac
tivities. Dr. Clyde King aroused him to his
first specific enthusiasm - a campaign to
make milk a public utility. For a while he
turned with zeal to this preliminary exer
cise in rhythmic regimentation. But
curbing the profits of prewar milk individ
ualists was difficult. He left the milk traffic
to shift for itself and began his doctorate
thesis - The Economic Basis for Business
Regulation.

Rexford's break with orthodox economic
thought was now well-defined. When he
went up to Columbia as assistant professor
of economics in 1922, his finished thesis
marked his complete revolt against laissez
faire. From Nearing, with whom he
worked for a while as a Pennsylvania in
structor, he learned the trial-and-error
study of economics, which had been taught
for years with the exactness ofmathemat
ics. He quit the university after Nearing's
dismissal, not out of sympathy for Nearing
but because of the trustees' attacks on the
other members of the faculty who worked
with pedagogy's perennial martyr.

For a while the Dreamer taught at the
University of Washington; it was dull busi
ness. There was excitement abroad, and
Rexford, for once unsure of what he
wanted from life, went to Paris to play
intellectual Y.M.C.A. director as manager
of the American University' U~ion. War
time Europe unsettled him still further;
and for more than a year after his return
to the United States in 1919 he lived near
Wilson, New York, re-Iearning the plums
and apples. Tramping the old roads re
awakened his interest in himself and in
mankind. And if there was any uncertainty
left after this steepage in his aesthetic roots,
Columbia cured it. The chief handymen of
Nicholas Murray Butler fondly approved
Rexford,. theory and method. They gave

him carte blanche to teach what he would
and devote all the time he wished to writ
ing and poetic contemplation. With his
custon1ary lack of interest in direct dealing
with people, he gave little attention to ac
tual oral teaching; his classes were few.
Instead, he wrote essays for a number of
volumes edited by economists whose
thought agreed with his, and thus became
a contributing editor of the New Republic.
With each year he grew more caustic to
ward the conservative viewpoint. Columbia
approved, and raised him to the estate of
associate professor.

But Tugwell Rex, as the New Deal's
master romanticist and collectivist, was
forged in Russia. The supreme experience

'of his personal education was the tour of
the Soviets which he made in 1927 as a
member of the technical staff of the First
American Trade Union delegation. The
tour was, in a sense, an essay in collectivist
authorship. Rexford's party divided into
little groups in order to swoop down on all
the 3,500,000 square miles of European
Russia. In this way they made notes for
their palpitant volume, Soviet Russia in
the Second Decade, in Moscow, Leningrad,
the Donetz Basin, along the Volga, in the
Ukraine, the Caucasus, and the Georgian
oil fields.· The roving minstrels listened to
mild indictments of their own government
from the· big shots of applied communism
- Stalin, Menjhinsky, Lunacharsky,
Schmidt, and Trotsky. Kalinin, president
of the U.S.S.R., gave them apparently a
kind of public scolding for asking frivolous
questions and not recognizing the true re-

'ligion when it was offered them. Most of
them, including the usually sensitive Rex
ford, took it without protest. For Russia
was proving that Rex still had a good deal
of the sophomore in him. He had fun play
ing bad boy away from home. One non
collectivist member of the delegation
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reports that the boys, sufficiently warmed
with vodka, alTIused themselves by propos
ing toasts to the downfall of the American
government, the ushering in of the Prole
tarian Revolution, and the coming Red
Dictatorship in Washington, D. C. Added
to such harmless frivolities was the fun of
going native by discarding New World
dress for Russian peasant smocks, and even,
on occasion, joining the naked ladies and
gentlemen in unashamed bathing in the
river at Moscow. But in between these dor
mitory pleasantries, Rexford considered
Russian Agriculture. His chapter of the
collective book is empty of the propaganda
about democratic discipline and industrial
regilnentation for America with which his
later writings, composed when the Russian
idea had more thoroughly filtered through
his romantic brain, are filled. But buried in
the chapter is a paragraph which its bucolic
author must have reread often when the ar
rival of the Depression gave him an open
ing for louder shouting of damnations on
Adam Smith:

The government has a machinery for ac
complishing whatever general aims seem
desirable. New seeds, even new crops, or
breeds of animals, can be tried out on col
lective or experimental farms and can be
worked gradually into the peasant routine;
the policy of exempting poor farmers from
taxation and laying heavy taxes on the rich
ones can be carried through; the reorgani
zation of the field systelTI can be accom
plished; co-operatives can be encouraged
for reducing living costs; machinery can be
bought and distributed. In short, agricul
ture can become the kind of activity soil
scientists, farm management specialists,
and economists have dreamed of- if only
the peasant can be made to do his part.

This may explain the AAA to the Ameri
can peasant, in case he is curious.

From the day Rexford returned from the
Promised Land to the present, the Dreamer

has denied he is a communist. He says he
is out of "sympathy with the revolutionary
tactic"; and he is calm while billions are
spent on national defense. He once wrote
that the United States would be more re
ceptive to fascism than to communism, but
this observation may have been born of
despair.

Rex was fed up with democracy, how
ever, by 1932. For this is what he wrote in
the American Economic Review, Supple
ment, Vol. XXII, No. I, during March of
the same year when he joined the charmed
inner circle of the Roosevelt menage:

The first series of changes will have to do
with statutes, with constitution, and with
government. The intention of the eight
eenth and nineteenth century law was to
install and protect the principle of con
flict; this, if we begin to plan, we shall be
changing once for all, and it will require
the laying of rough, unholy hands on many
a sacred precedent, doubtless calling on an
enlarged and nationalized police power for
enforcement.... Planning will necessar
ily become a function of the federal gov
ernment; either that or the planning
agency will supersede that government,
which is why, of course, such a scheme
will eventually be assimilated to the state,
rather than possess some of its powers
without its responsibilities. . . .

The next series of changes will have to
do with industry itself. It has already been
suggested that business will logically be re
quired to disappear. This is not an over
statement for the sake of emphasis; it is
literally meant.

In other words, the Professor who had
hitched up his galluses to remake America
was getting a pretty clear idea of how he
intended to do the job.

III

Dr. Tugwell was brought to Dr. Roosevelt
by Dr. Raymond Moley. The latter, with
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the exuberance of the educational execu
tive, admired, as did others at Columbia,
Rexford's intellect. Aside from his record
of brilliance as a teacher, the well-dressed
professor was recognized by this time as a
Leftist in political science. He summed up
his viewpoint overneatly, thus:

When industry is government and govern
ment is industry, the dual conflict deepest
in our modern institutions will be abated.

Now Governor Roosevelt had never read
this sentence, but it expressed his own
thought. He was, indeed, looking for some
body to tell it to him in scientific language,
and about the 1931-32 year's turn, asked
Samuel 1. Rosenman, a former New York
State Supreme Court Justice who was ac
tive in the Seabury investigation, to find
him an economist. The learned Rosenman
produced his friend Dr. Maley, who said:
"I don't know much about economics, but
I know a lot of fellows who do." The. fel
lows he brought to Dr. Roosevelt were Rex
ford and A. A. BerIe.

Drs. Roosevelt and Tugwell, in fact, had
met four years earlier, when the Dreamer
spent six months in drafting for Al Smith
a farm program which was never used.
Now, however, Dr. Roosevelt's primary in
terest in Dr. Tugwell was not his agricul
tural viewpoint. Rexford had written more
on industry than on the farm, and besides,
,Henry Morgenthau, Jr., Dr. Roosevelt's
gentleman-farmer neighbor, just then was
the New York Governor's idea of a Presi
dential farm adviser. But there was an im
mediate if indirect clash between Rexford
and Morgenthau, whose economic god was
George Warren of Cornell. The President
was impressed, however, by the universal~

ity of Rex's economic viewpoint, for the
latter proposed an integrated economy of
checks and balances topheavy in favor of
neither industry nor agriculture. In turn

about, Dr. Roosevelt charmed the Dreamer
with his ability to see that society, and with
it economics, was in a constant flux requir
ing endless experimentation. Dr. Tugwell
had been teaching that for ten years; his
pupils had heard him, and a few specialists
had read him in the New Republic, but
Dr. Roosevelt was the first great "vorldly
man who paid any attention to it.

Yet through necessity, Rexford became
farm adviser. Dr. Roosevelt was in need of
an agricultural plank to present to the
Democratic convention. The Columbia
professor stopped talking about industrial
control long enough to discuss a crop-allot
ment plan he had heard explained a year
before by M. L. Wilson, an agricultural
expert and now Dr. Wallace's Assistant
Secretary. The nominee adopted the idea
and mentioned it in his acceptance speech.
Rexford and Wilson lobbied for the plan
in the dying days of the Hoover Adminis
tration, for Dr. Roosevelt had persuaded
his adviser that, valuable as his industrial
theories might be, he could do most for
America in developing this new program
for the farmer. With a certain reluctance,
the Dreamer agreed to campaign for con
gressional support of the crop-control
theory.

It was his first contact with practical pol
itics, and a rather painful one. Congress
did not convince easily; the mentally up
pish student for the first time in his life vvas
having to argue directly vvith a workaday
lot of men who .looked with suspicion· on
his· theorizing. He determined to· return to
his classes as soon as the Inauguration. was
over; but his wish was futile. This con
temner of capitalistic democracy, scornful
of politics and an idealist in statesmanship,
for more than three years has been helping
to run a government.

Curiously enough, considering certain
phases of the sequel, Henry Wallace was
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responsible for it. In the hectic post-election
winter of 1932-33, between the two men an
intellectual soul-mateship ripened. The
messianic editor from the Iowa -cornfields
needed the social discipline, the almost
Calvinistic intellectual logic, of the poetic
theorist. The Dreamer's rhapsodies on the
virtues of the crop-control theory stirred
all the Wallace zeal at a time when zeal
needed stirring. While Rexford hoped his
new-found companion would be chosen
secretary, the latter refused to consider the
position unless Dr. Tugwell served with
him. So the Dreamer gave up thoughts of
Columbia. On March 7, 1933, he became
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture.

And soon Rexford in the government
was by way of becoming the Government.
His picture of an industrial society crying
for control made Dr. Roosevelt his votary.
He said what was currently on the White
House mind with the flowers of academic
polish. His intellect abashed his co-work
ers. His disregard of political consequences
struck mute his enemies. Here now was
his opportunity, after eleven years of soul
ful writing, to curb, lead, regiment, and
dominate each of the land's 130,000,000 in
habitants into acceptance of membership in
a vast economic army, with its wealth and
whims subject to a central public authority.
Only a year before, in his essay on Social
Objectives in Education, the Dreamer had
described this collective society:

This [what people generally believe to be
happening as a result of all the forces
which are at work in our industrial age],
they generally agree, is leading us into an
era in which the individual is to find him
self only through functioning in a group,
in which the interests of each are likely to
have become the interests of all, in which
the institutions of pre-industrial America
will be definitely obsolete and will be su
perseded by others which are now emerg
ing from the chaos of transition.

The ex-poet's far-flung influence on the
Administration's unfolding New Deal in
those days is hinted at in a prophetic inter
view he gave in March, 1933. Dr. Tugwell
said then that he favored a five-billion
dollar public works· program to relieve
unemployment; a slum-clearance program
financed by the RFC, which at that time
was the only governmental agency able to
underwrite a housing plan; and higher in
come and inheritance taxes. He fathered
the processing tax, and suggested the Civil
ian Conservation Corps. The National In
dustrial Recovery Act was not sent to
Congress until R. G. T. had made his crit
ical emendations of the text. When Gen.
Hugh Johnson was flying as high as the
Blue Eagle in the estimation of Dr. Roose
velt, Rexford could induce "the Skipper"
to de-emphasize the General's proposals of
boycotts in favor of a sounder economic
approach to industrial regimentation.

The secret of Dr. Tugwell's power is his
out\vard obeisance to the Constitution. He
professes respect for democracy. His theol
ogy is orthodox if his practice is irregular
- not unlike the hiatus between ecclesias
tical rule and practice in a Renaissance
cardinal with children. The President has
become convinced that the theses his
Svengali set forth in Social Objectives in
Education and The Industrial Discipline
are amenable to the Constitution. The
White House cries, "Off with the heads" of
other New Dealers who call for a New
Everything. Dr. Tugwell, however, pro
tects himself behind his naive insistence
that regimentation is possible under a form
of government whose founders' chief wish
was to guarantee the consent of the gov
erned. While he winks at Marx, the Pro
fessor is ever ready to kiss the foot of
Madison. His motto of amend America
without amending the Constitution he
even brought to the Senate committee
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which considered his nomination for the
undersecretaryship. He told its members :

One of the curious things about the Con
stitution is that it makes no mention of in
dustry anywhere in it. And what public
policy .has. been with respect to industry
has ~een one which has been built up by
the courts. I think that is one of the best
evidences that the Constitution is flexible.

Evidently in the back of the Tugwell
mind is an unusually adroit legal theory
that anything not specifically protected by
constitutional reference is. subject to exter
mination. Cockroaches are not specifically
mentioned in the Bill of Rights as enjoying
certain privileges and immunities; there
fore, the professional exterminator can ply
his trade. The fact that businessmen and
industrialists are also omitted from men
tion gives Rexford, according to his e~
treme idealistic interpretation of the
circumstances, a certain indefinite license
also.

In any case, this willingness to cover his
Russian wig under a Founding Father's
hat led to an increase of Dr. Tugwell's im
portance and a widening of his authority
during the years when Drs. Moley, Berle,
Johnson, Frank, Sprague, Richberg, and a
dozen others were forced to vacate their
posts, and the New Deal was firing advis
ers as freely as Hearst bounces reporters.
But the circuit rider whose sermon was
the More Abundant Life kept his shirt on
when George Peek, exponent of conserva
tism, was ousted from the AAA. He was
scarcely singed by the charges of Dr. Wirt
that the voters of the forty-eight states
were paying the wages of a Bolshevik and
that the Bolshevik was Tugwell. The Left
ist purge of the AAA eighteen months ago
passed him by. He has fought Harry Hop
kins and Harold Ickes and won from
both. Without weakening his position, he
asked for the knifing of Big Business just

six weeks after Trilby, played by Dr.
Roosevelt, had sung an aria promising Big
Business a breathing spelL This reversal of
the President was contained in Rex's Los
Angeles speech of last October:

Our best strategy is to surge forward with
the workers and farmers in this nation,
committed to general achievements, but
trusting to the genius of our leader [Dr.
Roosevelt] for the disposition of our force
and the timing of our attacks. I do not
need to remind you of his devotion. to the
cause of overthrowing industrial autocracy
and the creation of the democratic dis
cipline.

The foremost of democratic disciplinari
ans is in ecstasy right now at the prospect
of being able to regiment 7,000,000 farm
families. The guinea pigs of this 1936 col
lectivism are the men who pledge co-opera
tion with the new agricultural adjustment
(the Soil Conservation law) and the sub
jects of the Resettlement Administration.
Combination of the two groups under one
administration would open the door to
governmental meddling in the life of every
half-acre spinach grower in this great broad
land. Without evidence of compulsion,
bribe money amounting to $500,000,000 is
available to seduce the farmers to agree to
Washington's overseeing of their plant
ings, harvests, and marketings. It is ac
tually the outlawed AAA in a new dress.

Resettlement is a bureau with a soul, set
up as a gigantic, impersonal lap into which
might crawl the thousands of the rural
destitute, seeking, Dr. Tugwell thought,
kind words - preferably from the press
department - as ,vell as new money. Its
charges are desert-dwelling Indians, hill...
billy clay-eaters, urban poor who see suc
cess in green pastures, small farmers
unable to understand soil science but will-

I ing to accept a handout, hoe-wielders
happy in their present estate. Resettlement
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tenders these people loans to better them
selves, and then orders their existence in
accordance with a set plan approved in
Washington. The kind of houses they live
in, the schooling of their children, the ar
chitecture of their privies, the locale of
their homes - all are subject to the order
of the poet Tugwell.

But the operation of Resettlement has
been hard going. The initial cost of its
plastic surgery on democracy is set at $213,
419,354 --e.. $96,000,000 of it going for ad
ministration. Eight millions have been
spent on tractors, steam shovels, gang
plows, and similar heavy farm and excava
tion machinery. Yet the whole project of
building a communal village near Berwyn,
Maryland, to house 1500 happy farmers, is
supposed to cost only $5,500,000. Because
federal land is untaxable, the citizens of
Bound Brook, New Jersey, obtained an in
junction against erection of a similar vil
lage at the edge of their town. The archi-

, teet of a third proposed community at
Milwaukee overlooked the plumbing when
he drew his blueprints. Construction of the
fourth of the villages is proceeding hap
pily on the outskirts of Cincinnati, but
when Dr. Tugwell sought to purchase the
site for a fifth near St. Louis, the demo
cratic inhabitants of the river metropolis
became so aroused they still grow hyster
ical at mention of his name.

The Administration's attachment to writ
ten memoranda slows its progress to a
snail's pace. Administrative orders, admin
istrative information, administrative coun
termands, corrections, advices - by the
bale, stacks of mimeographed instructions
are sent daily from Washington to the
perplexed sub-administrators in the field,
who could not read all the tripe they re
ceive if they spent twenty-four hours a day
at it. But a Tugwell client filled the air
with incense when he wrote the Professor

that if it hadn't been for Resettlement,
"we just couldn't have lived and kept our
self-respect".

Resettlement, in other words, is an ex
pensive guidepost pointing toward the his-

. torical verdict that Rexford is a better poet
than administrator. Senators are begin
ning to recall with hearty mirth that the
Undersecretary .himself once confessed
certain deficiencies.

"I have not had any experience with the
problems of the South, except at second
hand," he admitted at a hearing, "nor
with the West, except at second-hand. I
might say I have studied these as best I
could through traveling and writing about
them."

\Vith cut-throat rivals and colleagues in
office politics, the collectivistic drealTI come
to life has put the Professor even more on
the spot. His peers in .the nobility of re
building are laughing at his plight; in pri
vate many of them are as raucous in their
pleasure over the bungling of practical
totalitarianism in the farm slums as prize
fight fans are at the downfall of a slapstick
Baer.

IV

Yet three years of learning about civiliza
tion from politicians has left the poetic
Tugwell still convinced that a perfected
society is attainable. At the same time it
has made him something of a politician
himself, with a politician's readiness, for
expediency's sake, to swallow his words.
For Big Brains has had his disappoint
ments. When Dr. Roosevelt decided to
play with the public money, Dr. Tugwell
turned his back on his principles and told
a group of Chicagoans that their salvation
lay in the New Deal gold policy. For Dr.
Roosevelt he denied another of his beliefs,
his interest in national planning, when in
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May, 1934, it seemed possible that the
Senate would refuse to confirm him as
Undersecretary. In three speeches in one
week, made to the American Society of
Newspaper Editors in Washington, to
Dartmouth students and faculty members
in Hanover, New Hampshire, and to the
New York State Bankers Association in
Buffalo, he protested his hatred of -isms.
A month later he announced to the Sen
ate Committee on Agriculture and For
estry what Thomas Jefferson might have
been entitled to consider one of the stran
gest paradoxes in the history of bureau
cratic collectivism:

"I am a Democrat."
But despite dollar devaluation and the

silver purchase policy, despite the .exist
ence of senators and cabinet officers, de
spite the pain and soHure of occasional
fugitive contacts with congressmen, sub
ordinate officials, and plain dirt farmers,
Rexford stays on. Even the joy of office
holding, which he once seemed honest!y to
scorn, grows on him as the bureaucratic
temper merges with the other facets of his

arrogance. God willing, and his charm
over Dr. Roosevelt holding, Washington
expects him to stick until he regiments
agriculture into the More Abundant Life,
or busts it.

And after agriculture, what? The Tug
well books, the Tugwell gospel, tell the
story of the "misunderstood" aesthete's
lifelong craving to fix the clutch of the
handsomely molded and contemptuous
hands on business and industry, which felt
their grasp for a few painful moments in
the New Deal's first insanity. Will he get
that grip again? It depends, perhaps, less
on his success with Resettlement than on
the warrant which the New Deal may
fancy itself as having drawn from the next
election to proceed as it pleases. It was
pleased to do as Dr. Tugwell pleased once
before, at the height of its first self-confi;.
dence. There is nothing to indicate that
either the Dreamer's· influence on the Ad
ministration, or his ideas of pleasure, have
changed· materially during the period in
which political discretion has been re
sumed for tactical reasons.

,



LABOR SPEAKS TO CAPITAL

BY MATTHEW WOLL

EVERY depression produces a new crop
of prophets and soul-savers. One
group of these, heralds of a new

day, are now striving to convince Ameri
cans that the words capital and labor are
Inerely labels designating two armed
camps which are impatiently awaiting the
signal to fly at each other's throats. Organ
ized labor is portrayed as a vast army of
workers existing for the single. purpose of
destroying, by violent methods, a vague
monster known as Capital. In the same
manner, Capital is said to exist for the
single purpose of exploiting the helpless
workman and reducing him to a condi
tion resembling feudal serfdom.

Outwardly, the events of the past few
years would seenl to have given partial
validity to these impressions. Certainly the
relations bet\veen onranized labor and or
ganizedemployers il~ some industries have
been damaged rather than improved.
Much of this damage, however, has been
caused by the appeal, if not the demand,
for governmental intervention. Hence it
cannot be denied that both labor and in
dustry have, by their own attitudes and
activities, assisted the government in bring
ing about a situation which labor, for
more than two generations, has worked
to avoid.

In examining this situation, it may be
well, first of all, to ask just what is the
real attitude of American labor toward
the rights of capital to a fair return on
investment. Is labor seeking the abolition

of private property? Does labor look for
ward to the day when all industry will be
a federal monopoly? Does it foresee every
one working for the government, the only
initiative and enterprise being that used
by office-holders to perpetuate their in
comes, strengthen their authorities, and
eliminate opportunities for any other po
litical aspirants?

To ascribe any such ideas to the organ
ized labor movement is also to ascribe to
it an extraordinary lack of intelligence,
unsupportable by historical facts. The
American workingman has no desire to
see his country transformed into another
Russia, with all property and all social and
economic relations controlled by a vast
bureaucracy. He does not want govern
ment in the hands of the few and freedom
of action denied to the many. Neither
does he propose to install any system of
State domination and control such as pre
vails in Germany and Italy. American
labor wants no traffic with European des
potisms which have destroyed free-trade
unionism and free private enterprise, and
have forbidden any form of voluntary col~

lective effort in social, religious, and eco
nomic fields.

These conditions are particularly obnox
ious to the American worker and he will
oppose, with every ounce of his strength,
any effort to bring them about. He be
lieves in private enterprise; he does not
believe that capital consists of a group of
bitter enemies who must be destroyed
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along with privately owned property. He
knows that through the growth of a strong
trade union movement, labor has become
an exceedingly articulate voice in the so
cial and economic affairs of the Republic.
He will not permit that voice to be si
lenced. He knows that with the freedom
to organize, there is always at work a tem
porizing force between right and wrong;
he knows, too, that with the freedom for
political expression and action, there is
always a modifying influence upon gov
ernment.

II

Every democracy has its evils; and per
haps the most regrettable of these, from
the standpoint of both labor and capital,
has developed in this country during re
cent years. Organized labor foresaw the
danger and warned as long ago as 1923 of
what might happen if industry continued
to run to government for help in settling
its labor relations problems. At that time
labor urged management to organize and,
to quote from the 1923 report of the Ex
ecutive Council of the American Federa
tion of Labor to the annual convention,
urged it to cease "to be a disconnected
collection of groups, like states without a
union. The future demands an American
industry in which it shall be· possible for
all to give of their best through the or
derly processes of democratic, represent
ative organiz.ation. Industry, organized as
we urge it must be organized, will begin
in truth an era of service, rational, natural
development, and productivity unmatched
by past achievement or fancy".

But the organization of industry re
mained a pure!y superficial one. Actually,
American business split up into a score of
warring camps, all jockeying for preferred
positions. Industry not only failed to or-

ganize so that it could sit down quietly
with labor and settle differences. without
the help of political umpires, but it began
to show an increasing tendency to run to
government on the slightest provocation
and demand more laws, more orders, more
injunctions, and more court action. This
tendency grew in intensity until labor,
which has always striven to avoid placing
its affairs in the hands of office-holders
and politicians, was forced to adopt simi
lar tactics. The whole trend culminated
in many of the unfortunate codes and
regulations of the NRA.

Such a situation, of course, was made
to order for the advocates of a collectivist
economic system. Envisaging a beautiful
Utopia brought about through govern
mental intervention, .little inducement was
given to labor and management to meet
on friendly terms during the most critical
years ofa national crisis. Both were en
couraged to appear before the government
as disputants or litigants - seeking pref
erential treatment by federal agencies
rather than as co-partners in a joint en
terprise. Those vested with the guidance
of national affairs proceeded openly as
well as secretly. to cloak the true issues in
a fog of words and slogans. Instead of
encouraging employers and workers to
pIay the game according to certain rules,
the government itself more or less played
the game for them. Too often there was
ground for belief that those in charge of
Administration affairs were motivated
solely by an overwhelming desire to con
trol American labor and business - just
as the present governments of Germany,
Russia, and Italy control all labor, busi
ness, and industry. Unfortunately there
was brushed aside the example of Eng
land, where the government recognized
that only through the co-operation of labor
could the Empire be brought through the
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depression and start recovery on its way;
which is exactly what happened.

Well, the results in America -speak for
themselves. I-Iistory has repeated itself
once more. Nowhere this side of complete
fascist control and regimentation of busi
ness by government could the labor pro
visions of the codes under the defunct
NRA have been enforced. Industrial man
agement was brought face to face with
those dangers which labor warned against
so long ago. Thus today, business has par
tially learned its lesson and is trying to
pull away from government as the referee
of industrial relations. It no longer desires
arbitrary dictation by Washington bureaus
or officials, whether their knowledge be
profound, or limited to the hasty perusal
of textbooks, or to some form of profes
sional welfare work.

There are, however, groups within or
ganized labor which know only too well
that through political power alone can cer
tain advantages be obtained in dealings
with employers. For the moment, they are
not concerned with consequences. So long
as their immediate demand for equal con
sideration is denied by other voluntary
groups, why, they ask, should they be con
cerned if ultimately their attitude leads to
conditions such as those in Germany,
Italy, Russia, or any other countries where
state capitalism exists, regardless of what
it maybe called? Furthermore, they ask,
what has private capitalism done for la
bor? What is private capitalism doing to
day to assure workers that their interests
are safer in its hands than in the hands
of government?

It is true that the AAA legislation was
distinctly class legislation - that it subsi
dized farmers at the expense of industry
and the workers. It is true that the policy
of restricting agricultural production and
imposing a processing tax gave rise to an

additional burden, passed on to the ulti
mate consumer with compound interest.·
It forced upward the cost of living with
out a corresponding increase in incon1e,
and without contributing to the solution
of unemployment. Also, it is true that the
people who were injured by this policy
account for eighty-three per cent of Amer
ica's home markets and seventy-five per
cent of the entire market, domestic and
foreign. Therefore, has private capitalism
really acted to correct the serious prob
lems confronting American agriculture?
Isn't the situation another example of ag
riculture as well as labor following in the
footsteps of capital?

The answer to such questions is this:
Today we may have a government that
favors labor; tomorrow we may have a
government favoring agriculture; the next
day we may awake to find that we have a
government which favors neither, but
which is dominated by industrial and
financial influences. In any event, how
ever, class distinctions, class ideology, class
hatreds, will have been bred and devel
oped - and this is exactly what the col
lectivists, the Marxian theorists, the disci
ples of communism and fascism, wish to
bring about.

The only safe course for America is the
voluntary organization of capital, labor,
and agriculture, and a co-ordination of ef
fort between these three essential factors
in our social and economic life. By mutual
understanding there is bound to issue a
better and improved order, wherein the
rights of man as conceived in a free re
public will ever remain constant.

Organized labor, agriculture, and capi
tal must comprehend that they have a
great mutuality of interests, that what is
harmful to one is harmful to the others,
and that what is he~pful to one is helpful
to the others. All are equally responsible
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for the present processes of production
and of distribution. This is a fundamental
principle which the American Federation
of Labor has always recognized. But to
accomplish this recognition in the broad
est sense, industry must alter its attitude
and encourage voluntary co-operation
with labor, discourage unfair methods of
competition, and end secret compacts
within its own ranks. Labor, too, must
forget internal warfare and follow a like
path, avoiding any appeal .. for. sole labor
control, regulation, or regimentation.

There will, of course, continue to be
tests of strength between capital and labor.
But this is something quite different from
class war; and the latter is what we are

promoting by constant appeals to govern
ment. The logical and sensible alternative
is a trade agreement drafted by responsi
,ble leaders of management and labor in
any given industry.

It is highly desirable that both camps
cease calling on the government for help
in settling their disputes; indeed, it is im
perative that Americans discourage the
tendency of government to "turn every
contingency into an excuse for accumu
lating force in the government". Unless
this is done the State, sooner or later, will
so regulate management and labor that
every vestige of self-initiative and self
control will be destroyed in favor of a
complete dictatorshjp.

LEAVING SEPTEMBER

BY LOREN C. EISELEY

IF I have once·· forgotten on this field
The long light of the dusk, or far away
The sheep on tawny grass, how stones will yield

Small bitter puffballs, or a cricket stay
To wring wry tunes from emptiness and dearth,
Let me remember; let me hold them now
Close to the heart - ,vhile I upon the earth
Am the stone field and pain the heavy plow.
Not in wide measures is the harvest culled,
Not by disaster, nor by cutting hail
Is the loss seen, the grief in somewise dulled
Being done at last. Ours is a different scale
Leaving September stars and a little smoke
And memory tight as a lichen to an oak~



Liberals: Model I!J36

I N THE matter of trade-name popularity,
Liberalism in the Republic appears to

be looking up. The Roosevelt Administra
tion proclaimed itself Liberal some time be
fore commandeering our five-dollar gold
pieces and continues to do so even after
reading the love-life telegrams of the utili
ties barons. Likewise, the gentlemen of the
Right have announced that their crusade
to restore free marginal operations in Wall
Street and to kick the soapboxes from
under labor agitators is inspired by strict
Liberal idealism. And the young pioneers
of Socialism fling out a Liberal banner
each time they propose to institute govern
ment ownership in a hot-dog factory. If
Drs. Tugwell and Townsend, and Messrs.
Ogden Mills and Upton Sinclair are not
precisely embracing each other in the Lib
eral trenches, they at least are trying like
hell. to copy each others' cliches. The only
surly malcontents who continue to leer
with true Coolidgean sourness whenever
the word is mentioned are those old
fashioned reactionary fundamentalists, the
Communists.

All this suggests vast recruiting progress
in the eight years since Liberal Hoover's
victory over Liberal Smith, when the aver
age Rotarian's mental picture of a Liberal
was a Nation-reader who proposed to

, bring the Pope to the White House as a
preliminary to the nationalization of
women.

But, at the risk of disturbing the cele
brations now proceeding in Mr. Glad
stone's heaven, it must be doubted that

this striking gain in personnel is in any
,yay helpful to the progress of true Liberal
ideas. What seems to be happening is that,
by spreading itself fro'm the American
Liberty League to John Dewey, and by
diluting' itself with· all known brands of
chiseling, misrepresentation, and self-seek
ing, the Liberal movement is rolling up
another of its characteristic attacks of the
bloating sickness. So many people are
joining it out of lust to soak the rich or
crush the Civil Liberties Union that in ac
tual practice it is difficult to tell a genuine
Liberal, 1936 version, from a Social.Credit
evangelist or a Sentinel of the Republic.
Everybody who wants to live off the gov
ernment is ipso facto a Liberal. So like
wise is every sweatshop proprietor who
wishes to run his business in defiance of
decent practice. This situation simply does
not make sense.

Unfortunately, the situation also appears
to be following a fami1i~r historic pattern.
The chief drawback of Liberalism during
the two centuries of its conscious existence
has been its irresistible attractiveness to
hypocrites. Everyone who has desired to
live off the town, or to cheat his neigh
bors, or to make life sweeter for his fellow
citizens by regulating their private affairs,
has inevitably at one time or another seen
the way to a wider freedom of operations
under Liberal philosophies and has gravi
tated toward the Liberal political estab
lishment of the moment like a Freudian
patient to his Oedipus complex. Being
hypocrites and therefore expert in pious
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verbiage, such recruits have been respon
sible for most of the mealy-mouthed flavor
in Liberal apologetics. Being at the same
time competitive chiselers, their interne
cine struggles have deprived the Liberal
program of all semblance of coherence,
while their misrepresentations have de
prived Liberal definition of most of its
meaning. Such sneers as Liberalism has
more or less justly earned from its natural
enemies usually have been applied in' the
first instance because most Liberal spokes
men of the past six generations have been
constitutionally incapable of finding out
what Liberalism is.

Under these circumstances, the far-flung
exposure of Liberal.banners for the 1936
fracas suggests less a revival of Liberalism
than a recurrent seizure of pernicious im
potence. Accordingly, we propose that the
present Liberal armies be disbanded and
the fighting force reorganized on the basis
of the following qualifications for mem
bership:

No citizen may officially designate him
self a Liberal who is

1. A candidate for any type of financial
aid from his government.

2. An advocate of increased governmen
tal regulation over any phase of private
conduct or economic activity.

3. A proponent of the relaxation of gov
ernmental regulative authority in any form
which does not equally apply to his own
competitors.

Whatever array of membership commit
tees, blackball-cliques, and bouncer-squads
this reform may require, we hereby pro
pose that it be forthwith ordained and es
tablished. The plan may or may not save
Liberalism: but at least it will give the
doctrine a place to go in the pleasant com
pany of gentlemen - and ladies -- who
wish only to be free to mind their own
business.

And it might restore to American Liber
alism some of the honest dignity and de
cency it has seldom known since the death
of Thomas Jefferson.

Puzzle

There is a certain fascination in reading
the more inane pronouncements of the
New Deal soothsayers; but one wonders
if the average American actually under
stands the portent of the various Messages.
For instance, we were interested recently
in some remarks by Secretary of Agricul
ture Wallace, the Curse of the Kulaks.
"Speaking more or less on behalf of the
Government", he asserted that the task of
the nation's economists today was to help
graft new glands on "Old Man Capital
ism", and thus save him from "premature
senility". The rejuvenating gland he pre
scribed was the "social control" which has
brought the "rise of dictatorship in other
lands", but which in the United States
"can be used in such a manner as to be
brought into line with the democratic tra
ditions of the past". In other words, the
technique which enthroned Hitler, Stalin,
and Mussolini would not, for some mys
terious reason, result in ~he coronation of
Dr. Roosevelt in these States.

Again, we spent some time perusing the
following dispatch from Washington:

Aubrey Williams, Deputy Works Progress
Administrator, speaking before the Amer
ican Association of Social Workers, laid
down the doctrine that the Government
should undertake a program which "would
assure a job to every man and woman in
the country who wanted to work, regard
less of need".

"I believe," he said, "that a job is a
right. . . . Your program calls for a Fed
eral Works program which would offer
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employment to 'any person 'who is unem
ployed and able to work regardless of
whether or not he is eligible for Relief'. I
believe that this is a proposal wholly proper
and worthy of the profession of social
work. . . . Such a program will call for a
yearly expenditure of at least nine billion
dollars."

In other words, support everybody forever
outoE the bottomless Treasury.

Such imbecilic remarks as these get into
print only because they issue from the lips
of our duly appointed Lords and Masters.
Unfortunately, Americans have a bad
habit of attaching in1portance to any pon
tiEcation, no matter how absurd, which
comes from a high official source. The Re
public's sad experience \vith the New Deal
may serve to reform this habit. From now
on, the fact that a statement is signed by a
jobholder should be prima facie evidence
that it is untrue. If our will-to-believe must
be exercised somehow, it would be less
harmful to listen with a new courtesy to
the adumbrations of more responsible
comparatively speaking - men, such as
Dr. Townsend, the Rev. Gerald Smith,
and even the Sky Pilot of Radio, Charlie
Coughlin himself.

Capitalist Gold

Of all the myths commonly accepted as
gospel in this gullible land there is prob
ably none more ludicrous than the one
which pictures American capitalists as
open-handed corrupters of the press and
spendthrift bribers of public opinion. The
assertion that newspaper editors are show
ered with gold to keep them reactionary,
and the idea that the intellectuals of the
Right roll about lavishly in suites at the
Ritz while their less fortunate brothers

of the Left gnaw typewriter ribbons in
draughty attics, are not only without foun
dation in fact but are actually the exact
opposite of the truth.

For example, the most glittering capital
ist gold being used to support publications
today is devoted to the nourishment of or
gans of radical opinion. Thus the money
which Willard Straight earned in the em
ploy of J. P. Morgan has served to pay the
salaries of the idealists who produce the
New RepubNc. Mr. Wertheimer, the emi
nent international banker, coughs up for
the Nation. The Garland .Fund, a tidy
trust account amassed in capitalistic enter
prises, helps distill the fulminations of the
New Masses. And so on. But where, on
the Right, is there a similar magazine of
propaganda kept in similar luxury? For
that matter, where are there any maga
zines controlled by Tories?

The same holds true for the lecture plat
form. The radical lecturer today can make
a handsome income spreading his Message
throughout the land: while the apostle of
conservatism is hard put to get a contract.
One eminent lecturer, who has always de
voted his remarks to upholding the point
of view of the Right, was recently forced
to quit the business because his lecture
bureau could no longer find a market for
his non-radical opinion. (He was advised
to switch to Communism and get into the
big money.) Another accomplished gentle
man, formerly a leading Egure in the So
cialist Party, who has since mended his
ways and become a conservative, laughs
wryly at the charges made against him by
his former comrades - that he has sold
out to capitalist gold: for the truth of the
matter is that his present income as a Black
Republican amounts to less than a third of
his former earnings as a Red. We are re
liably informed that an accomplished intel
lectual of· the Right is lucky indeed if he
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can make $3000 a year from lectures, writ
ing, and all other forms of professional ac
tivity; while a fair-to-middling propagan
dist on the Left can easily rake in twice
that amount. The apostles of Communism
and Socialism seem always to be well
heeled. Whenever a liberal college invites
men of all shades of political opinion to
address the students on questions of the
day, it is always the radical who turns up
bright and shining~ and the Tory who
sends the telegram (collect) saying that
lack of funds prevents him from buying a
railroad ticket.

The explanation for this peculiar state
of affairs lies largely in the excellent or
ganizations which the radicals have at
their command. They evidently know all
possible sources for contribution: their dos
siers of pink millionaires, radical sons of
rich men, and Utopian-minded widows
would make ;interesting reading. The
Comrades go after these people with all
the dispatch of life insurance salesmen
smelling out sweepstakes winners. The
Right, on the other hand, is not organized
at all. The common assumption that Big
Business is a powerful clique, themem
bers of which meet in the dead of·night in
the vaults of the First National Bank and
plot the overthrow of. the proletariat, is
only a wheezy dream of the cafeteria Len
ins. Nowhere, in reality, is there more
mutual suspicion, cordial dislike, and cal
culated lack of co-operation than exists in
the broken ranks of the wealthy. If the
Right had one-tenth the Left's financial
organization, the story of American propa
ganda would be a very different one.

Thus we have this strange paradox
the intellectual of the Left drawing a
handsome retainer for his professional
work, while the intellectual of the Right
devotes himself to the cause of his mone-

tary masters for no better reason than that
he believes what he writes. The fact that
this situation is not generally known is, of
coqrse, due to the radical propagandist's
natural disinclination to admit that, far
from being a martyr, he is an uncom
monly well-paid craftsman . . . and also
to the quite human fact that the Comrades
do not want a lot of hungry and down-at
the-heel reactionary intellectuals cutting in
on their territory.

BandwagonNote

As it becomes more and more obvious,
even to New Dealers, that Dr.· Landon has
an excellent chance of winning in No
vember, there is an ever-increasing stam
pede to the Republican bandwagon. This
desire to back the eventual winner is any
thing but new in the history of our sub
servient race. Manuel Komroff, in Water
loo, offers an amusing early example of
the trait when he reprints successive head~

lines from the Paris Moniteur of ISle;.
Thus the first streamer upon Bonaparte's
escape from Elba, was:

THE OGRE OF CORSICA IS AGAIN
ON FRENCH SOIL!

A week later, when the Little Corporal's
threat was taken more seriously, the same
sentiment was tempered to:

NAPOLEON ENTERS LYONS.

While three weeks afterward, when the
Napoleonic eagles were fast advancing on
the capital, the Moniteur's copy desk fever
ishly produced the following:

THE EMPEROR IS AT THE GATES
OF PARIS.

New Deal papers please copy.
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Keeping Our Shirts On

THE Germans have a good proverb about
"throwing out the baby with the bath

water". They use it to describe a person
who is in such a sweat to make a clean
sweep of something that he sweeps out a
lot of good things with the bad. When we
look over "the American way" of doing
things, we have to admit that a little atten
tion to this proverb would have come in
uncommonly handy at any number of
points in our history, especially when we
had to deal with what we call a Crisis.
When one of these disturbances comes up,
the American way of dealing with it is by
getting ourselves into a childish frame of
mind, part panic and part tantrum, and
then plunging at the thing like a herd of
scared bulls. Nothing annoys an American
more than the charge of infantilism, but if
that is not precisely a child's reaction to
something he does not like and is afraid of,
then there is no such thing as infantilism in
the world.

For example, see what we did with Negro
slavery eighty years ago. Slavery was a great
\vrong, a great evil, not an unmixed evil
by any means, but a great one, so great
that what few sincere defenders it had were
hard pressed for arguments that were even
halfway plausible. It was on its way out.
Time, patience, and economic pressure
would have taken care of it in other parts
of the country, as they had already taken
care of it in the North, without cost or dis
turbance. No institution, as we all know,
can long withstand the erosive action of

economic self-interest. If we had left slavery
to be taken care of in a natural way, by
time, patience, and the operation of eco
nomic forces, there would not be a vestige
of it left by now, and no bills to pay.

But no. Nothing would do but we must
throw out the pickaninny with the bath
water, and out he went. We did not stop to
remember that nature puts inexorable con
ditions on human activity, and that if you
disregard them you come to grief. If you
brought an automobile instantly from a
state of rest to a speed of sixty miles an
hour, you would not have any automobile;
the heat generated would send it up in
smoke. We did not solve any problem; we
n1erely converted the slavery problem into
the Negro problem, which is with us yet.
As Mr. Dooley said, what we did was to
turn the Negro out of the pantry into the
cellar; and as for the new problems which
we created collaterally, we did so well that
we came pretty near not having any coun
try left.

The simple fact was that we had a nu
merous race of agricultural specialists on
our hands, and we did not have sense
enough to see that reconditioning them to
the requirements of an entirely new status
,vas a most delicate business, demanding a
great deal of time, patience, and intelli
gence; and no one knows when we shall
get through paying the bill for that piece
of destructive stupidity. Now that we are
beginning to see that the true martyr of
the Civil War was not Lincoln but Johnson,
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we may in time discover (I do not say we
shall, but we may) that the nearest thing
to a statesman in public office in that whole
period was old Ten-~ent Jim Buchanan. It
must be said for Lincoln that he followed
Buchanan's policy as faithfully and as long
as he could, until the combined pressure of
hen-brained fanaticism and unscrupulous
economic interest was too much for him.

That experience taught us nothing. Half
a century later we did the same thing in
the same large way in our approach to the
liquor problem. To begin with, all there
ever was to that problem was State-created,
by making alcohol a source of revenue.
Nature runs to alcohol so easily and freely
that if it were produced and marketed ta~

free, like onions, nobody would put up with
bad liquor any more than one puts up with
spoiled onions. Nobody would be driven
to hard drinks - wine and beer would be
too cheap - and nobody could afford to
keep a saloon. The Prohibitionists have
never known how right they are in blaming
the State for a wholesale debauchery of its
people.

Nevertheless, like slavery, that problem
was well on its way out when our people
suddenly went into one of their irrational
hot fits about it. When the Eighteenth
Amendment was passed, we were the near
est we ever were to being a temperate
people. In spite of all the State could do to
promote the abuse of' liquor, social power
was attending to the matter in a thoroughly
competent way. A steadily growing force
of repression and discouragement was being
brought to bear from many different
sources, and the problem, such as it was,
could be seen approaching as near a solu
tion as will ever be possible until the State
withdraws its high premium on debauchery.
But this would not do. Nothing would do
but an insane policy o~ smashing and scat
teration, the effects of which are too well

known to need describing. All one need
say is that we are not yet through paying
the bill for that run of midsummer mad
ness, nor shall we be through for another
two or three generations, if not longer.

One might suppose that two such utter
duds as we have staged within a century
and we have staged many more than those
two - would· show us that we had better
try some other method of approach against
whatever public enemy may be our especial
pet of the moment. Yet here we are again,
valiantly fronting up to another scarecrow
in the good old traditional way. The coUrse
of American business after the Civil War
brought serious evils in its wake, evils that
again were chiefly State-created or State
fostered, but at all events such as were
bound sooner or later to snarl things up
in an extremely bad mess, and they did so.
Might it not be supposed, I repeat, that a
people who by the grace of Providence had
come through such appalling spells of sui
cidal jackassery would have learned enough
to dodge the chance of another, and would
decide to keep cool until they had weighed
and measured the actual necessities' of the
situation? But no, once 'more nothing like
that will do. Nothing will do but to knock
all business in the head at once, and butcher
it to make a hoodlum holiday for the very
worst, and most dangerous set of beings
that can be found in the whole country.

That is our notion of the way to end our
economic troubles. Mr. Roosevelt has made
himself the public interpreter of that idea,
which is what makes the chance of his re
election such a serious matter. The people
dismissed Mr. Hoover four years ago in a
sheer tantrum, and aside from the subsi
dized vote, it will be people in a tantrum
who will re-elect Mr. Roosevelt, if he be
re-elected - people in a tantrum which Mr.
Roosevelt and his associates have most
astutely encourage~ and abetted. Only last
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night, for example, a man high in his pro
fession, an engineer holding a position of
great responsibility, told me that he was in
favor of looking after the poor man and
letting the Astors and Morgans look after
themselves, so he meant to vote for Mr.
Roosevelt. Obviously this was a mere child
ish echo of Mr. Roosevelt's speech of accept
ance. I said nothing in reply, for there was
nothing to say - at least, nothing polite 
but I went away thinking how completely
the American gives his own measure when
he resents being told, as we were told in
the public press five or six years ago by an
artist of repute, now dead, that America is
"a country of children and morons, gov
erned by scoundrels".

II

Weare prone to' laugh at the English and
call them unprogressive because they do
not like to change things unless they have
to or to change them any more than they
have to. When they put in modern plumb
ing, they clung to the old style and shape
of washbowl, and when they first built rail
way cars, they made them as much like
stagecoaches as they could. Around all their
institutions they leave a fringe of things
which seem pretty useless" but which have
always been there, and since there seems
no need of disturbing them they let them
stay. Apparently they do it on the chance
that there may be something in them which
perhaps nobody can quite put his finger on,
but yet might have value. As far as one can
generalize about a whole people, the Eng
lish seem to be the original Missourians. If
you show them that it is necessary to change
something, they will change it as far as
necessary, but no farther.

They also take a good deal of showing.
Showing them that a change is' admissible
or even desirable will not answer; you have

to show them that it is necessary, for if it
is not necessary, they will take that fact
as a compelling reason for not changing.
That sort of thing can be overdone, of
course, as everybody knows, but my point
is that it can also be underdone" and the
state of the Union shows how little we are
aware that we are underdoing it. There we
have one good reason why, when the hated
British get into a jam, they usually do so
much better with it than we do. After cen
turies of tough experience they appear to
have got two things pretty firmly fixed in
their heads. First, that a bargain is never a
bargain unless the other fellow gets some
thing out of it; and second, as Lord Falk
land put it, that "when it is not necessary to
change, it is necessary not to change". We
have never learned either of these valuable
truths, and until we do learn them the
state of the Union will be reported periodi
cally as much unsettled.

I am writing this on the tenth of July.
Perhaps some readers will remember the
period. Reports from the West tQday might
make one think the Lord had decided that
if Mr. Wallace has gone in for an "economy
of scarcity", He will show him what one
looks like when a real expert takes hold.
It makes one wonder how much of that pig
killing, crop-restricting jamboree of last
year was actually necessary. I wonder how
Mr. Wallace's policy will look to our house
wives even as soon as when these words get
into print. Women are said to be great
realists, and I wonder what they will think
of the economy of scarcity while they are
trying to stretch their housekeeping money
over scarcity-prices this autumn.

When contemplating changes, it is better
to stick pretty close to the line of necessity,
for you can never tell whether the forces
of nature are on your side, and if it turns
out that they are not, the smaller the mess
you have made, the better. There is the
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trouble with so much of the planned-econ
omy business. If you could put God in a
Nazi uniform and order Him around, the
thing might work, but for one reason or
another that does not seem practicable. )You
can get a long way with some piece of
planned economy, until you run aground
on a natural law that you did not know was
there and never counted on, like the law of
diminishing returns, or the law of wages,
or the law of exchange, or Gresham's law 
and there you are. One of the present Ad
ministration's choicest novelties is now stuck
hard and fast on the primary law of eco
nomics, that "man tends always to satisfy his
needs and desires with the least possible ex
ertion," and probably no one in the Admin
istration ever heard that such a law exists.

We all remember Mr. Roosevelt's an
nouncement that his policy would be to do
something, and if it worked, do it some
n10re; if not, to drop it and do something
else. Our people were delighted with this
because, as I have shown, it is hundred-per
cent American policy. But the trouble is
that not all the results of a policy show
right away. Some of them do not show for
a long time, and these may be the ones
that will send the whole enterprise into the
red. The worst results of our anti-slavery
policy were those that nobody foresaw, and
they did not come out into the open for
thirty years.

A little British caution towards unneces
sary change would do us no harm; there
is no danger that we shall ever overdo it.
Our politico-economic practitioners and
their policies remind one of the frontier doc-

tor who· told the mother of a sick child that
"thish-yer boy has got the smallpox, and I
ain't posted up on that. You must give the
little cuss this medicine. That'll send him
into fits, and then you call me in again, for
I'm a stunner on fits." We took the medi
cine and we got the fits, but whether we
are ahead on the original malady, and
whether we are justified in calling in the
same doctor again, may be regarded as
doubtful. But whether we call in the same
doctor, or another, or none at all, the Union
will be in a state of chronic disorder until
we ourselves get over our belief in the nos
trum of change for change's sake.

The best advice Artemus Ward ever gave
Lincoln was in regilrd to his Secretary of
War:

Tell E. Stanton that his boldness, honesty,
and vigger merits all prase, but to keep his
undergarmints on. E. Stanton has ap
pariently only one weakness, which it is
he can't allers keep his undergarmints from
flyin up over his hed.

This advice should be impressed upon
our public servants today. Nothing is more
necessary. But we shall not get far with
impressing it on them until we have im
pressed it upon ourselves. If under all cir
cumstances and conditions we show them
that we know how to keep our under
garments on, they will quickly take the cue
from us. If, on the other hand, at the first
sight of trouble or disturbance we do as we
have always done and resolve ourselves into
a rabble bent on seeing who can make his
undergarments fly highest, they will merely
try to outdo us in that repulsive rivalry.



CALIFORNIA

ADVANCE in medical science as illustrated
by an advertisement in the up-and-coming
Compton News-Tribune:

Christian Healing
A message to the person who is afllicted
with one or more of the hundreds of ail
ments to which the human flesh is heir,
only waiting for the Townsend Pension,
or means from some source by which he
can secure relief. Christ never gave Laz
arus a prescription to a drug for a blood
tonic to cure his boils. This same Jesus
will heal your affiictions regardless of what
you believe if you call on Frances Daven
port and receive a free demonstration and
read the testimonials given from those near
the summit of life to the young, also
drunkards, truck drivers, and football
players.

THE Glendale News-Press reports a frolic
of Baptist brethren:

Garbed in women's. clothing and playing
left-handed, a tuen's team defeated a wom
en's group in a baseball game Saturday after
noon. The game was a feature attraction of a
recreational program arranged for delegates
to the annual convention of the Southern
California Baptist Young People's union.
The men's team was leading 7 to 0 in the
seventh inning when H. Park Arnold, busi
ness manager for the local church, who was
acting as umpire, called a bad one on the
men folk at the home plate. He was
promptly "mobbed" and in retaliation de..
clared the contest a tie. Arnold was garbed
as a sheriff typical of the movies.

GEORGIA

NECROMANTIC practices of the gendannerie,
as sworn to by the Savannah Morning
News:

Young Davis, who was mysteriously
drowned in the Savannah river several
months ago, was grilled by the police for
more than two hours, in a session that saw
five persons taken to headquarters.

ILLINOIS

THE staff poet of the World's Greatest
Nevvspaper sounds off on the eve of a
professional-amateur football game:

Giants arrayed for the football war
Stand on the brink of fame-

\Vho can divine, when star meets star,
The trend of this greatest game?

When Grange and· Nagurski take that ball
Will they find they are stopped at last?

When Lukats and Feathers give their all,
Will K.opcha and Karr hold fast?

Plan to be present at Soldiers' field
When the Bears and the All-Stars meet;

There will the answers be revealed-
It's time to reserve your seat.

KANSAS

ADVENTUROUS quest is started by an adver
tiser in the Wyandotte Eeho :

NOTICE

Mrs. E. Coray of 520 Hayes St., San Fran
cisco, Calif., wants the address of a cus
tomer she had in Kansas City, Kansas,
some years ago, who sang in a choir. Also
of Mrs. Anna May Bell, a very stout lady.

LOUISIANA

EXTRAORDINARY cultural influence of the
State University on three tired business
men of Baton Rouge, as stiffly chronicled
by the Reve£lle, the college paper:

PERSONAL

Among the recent VISItors to La Maison
Fran~ais were the prominent Baton Rouge
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businessmen, Mr. Jack Haget of the Pearce
Foundry, Mr. A. M. Cadwell of the Peter
Pan Bakeries, and Mr. Pike Burden of
Burden's Printers; Mr. Burden, wearing a
French 'beret, brought an English-French
dictionary to lunch, as he understood that
only French conversation was allowed at
meals.

NEW YORK

SECRETS of a professional career are dis
closed by a careless Comrade in a letter to
the Daily Worker:

PROBLEM: to organize seamen. Two Party
members sign up on a non-union ship.
They examine objective conditions on
board and study the reactions of the sailors.
They discover an important detail: lack of
soap. One of them "happens" into the
boiler-room. "Gosh, you're filthy!" he re
marks to a worker. "No soap," the latter
complains. "You ought to get into our
group," the comrade answers, proudly.
"We can get anything we want - soap,
towels, etc." The worker, interested, joins
the group, which soon includes most of the
crew. Soon the group visits the captain in
a body and makes certain demands.

OKLAHOMA

FROM the distinguished Times of Okla
homa City:

The follow£ng was wn,'tten by an Oklahoma
City professional man who never has used
tobacco in any form, upon learning that his
attractive young daughter had acquired the
cigarette habit:

The gentle breeze of this· Spring morning
lifts and spreads apart your beautiful flow
ing hair. Its freshness, full of vigor, casts a
sheen like the golden glow in Summer sun
set. Let not the stifling stale and stagnant
smoke of a half-lit spittle-soaked cigarette
streak it down in mottled ropes full offoul
fragments of frivolous folly.

The gentle touch of your baby-soft hand
fondles my tired face with soothing effec
tiveness like balm to the biblical nomad.
Let not the burning embers of parching
nicotine cook and cO,lor your dainty fingers

until they lose their softness of velvet and
become hard, calcimined, clumsy and cul
tivated only to tip and tap collected ashes
from a smoldering sedative.

The rose red reflection in your perfect
cupid's bow softened by the vigor of flam
ing youth is likened only in comparison to
the blush and bloom of 'budding flowers.
Let not the parching heat of poisoned paper
pale the purity of your lovely lips into dry
and hardened bits of flesh calculated to hold
cooking kilns of nicotine.

SO'UTH CAROLINA

AppALLING lack of literary taste as exhib
ited by a floor sweeper, according to a
front-page box in the Johnston Herald:

-NOTICEl NOTICE!

We are very sorry as you notice that The
Herald comes out without any LOCALS,
a few SOCIAL ITEMS and SEVERAL
NEWS ITEMS. These articles were blown
off the hook by a whirlwind early this
morning and the floor sweeper swept them
up not recognizing or knowing the im
portance of them. We will be glad to pub
lish same next week if the. writers will re
write them.

TEXAS

NEW and ingenious method for supplying
more radio static, as uncovered by the
Rocky Mountain Herald:

The hens entered in the international egg
laying contest at the Texas Centennial Ex
position probably won't understand or care,
but their nests will be wired for sound. Also
for publicity. The hens will settle to their
task June 1. When the first egg drops into
the super-comfortable nests which the ex
position will provide a buzzer will sound
and an attendant will hurry into the hen
nery with a microphone, and the hen's cack
ling will be picked up for a waiting radio
audience.

WISCONSIN

THE candid medico goes whimsical, as
chrQnicled by the Madison State Journal:

l'"

r;,'
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NOTICE I

To those of my patients who for the past
10 years have frequently and freely, con
stantly and continually complained of not
being able to park within four blocks of
my office, I hereby wish to announce that
having in mind the many duties that my
patients have had to perform, I have chosen
a "new" location midway between the
Willow Bathing Beach and the Madison
Zoological Gardens, Twelve blocks from
the County Jail, Eight miles from the
Poor Farm, and Five Miles from the State
Hospital for the Insane, which you know
is quite naturally situated across from the
University. Parking place is restricted at
the Willows during the short summer
months, but at some of the other places
you can stay as long as your own judg~

ment decides. This new location offers the
following attractions:

Grocery store under Office, Barber Shop
at entrance to office, Two Taverns close,
Church a little farther, Two Restaurants
within six doors, Drug Store just this side,
Plumber just beyond, University of Wis
consin in the distance, Nurses' Home across
the street, Monuments and Tombstones
can be secured within one block, Direct
route to Cemetery, Undertaker next door,
Stop Light at my office.

KARL W. SMITH, M.D.

IN OTHER NEW UTOPIAS

CANADA

INTERESTING prophecy concerning the fu
ture of English royalty, as relayed from
Toronto to a waiting world by the Cana
dian Press:

Biblical indications lead J. S. Easson, editor
of The Periscope, official organ of the Brit
ish-Israel-World Federation of Canada, to
the belief British kings are directly de
scended from Solomon and David and that
King Edward VIn should be crowned
David II.

"The indications are," he said tonight,
"that King Edward is the Prince David
mentioned in the Bible, who holds his

throne in trust and will hand it over to
Christ when He returns to earth to estab
lish the kingdom of God.

"As everyone knows, David is his house
hold name and it is likely that by the end
of May, 1937, when the coronation is due
to occur, the bulk of the British people will
realize that they are really the children of
Israel and will probably insist that he be
crowned King David. It is more than
likely that the identity of the British people
as modern Israel will be definitely estab
lished by the latter part of the present year."

ENGLAND

PROGRESS in the science of medicine, as
gravely chronicled by the staid London
Times:

When, less than a month ago, the East
Grinstead Hospital was opened the people
of these parts felt proud of the fine new
building and grateful for the services which
it was expected to render. Since those days,
however, two patients have died in the
hospital, the matron has been ill, and it
is recalled that on the opening day rain
fell in torrents. Accordingly people have
begun to seek a reason for this accumula
tion of misfortunes, and many of them
have found it in the serpent which sits
high on the tower of the hospital.

The serpent is, of course, made of brass
and is twined round a staff. From the hos
pital tower it is a dominating syn1bol of
the healing art. The Housing Con1n1ittee
decided to take the serpent down.

USSR

JUSTICE, as dispensed by the enlightened
Comrade Judges in the glorious Soviet:

A woman worker in the Leningrad choc
olate factory was sentenced to death today
for stealing chocolate. Sentenced with the
woman was her husband, who received
ten years in prison as an accomplice. Three
watchmen in the factory were convicted of
accepting chocolate bars as bribes and were
sentenced to from one to two years at
forced labor. Three other women workers,
who aided in the theft, were sent to prison
for three to seven years.



The Short Story in America

By THOMAS BURKE

THE WORLD OVER, by Edith Wharton.
$2.00. Appleton-Century.

BONES OF CONTENTION, by Frank
O'Connor. $2.75. Macmillan.

HEAD 0' W-HOLLOW, by Jesse Stuart.
$2.50. Dutton.

LAUGI-I, JEW, LAUGH, by B. Kovner.
$1.00. Bloch.

AMERICA THROUGH THE SHOR'T
STORY, by N. Bryllion Fagin. $1.75.
Little, Brown.

INHALE AND EXHALE, by William
Saroyan. $2.50' Random House.

THE short story as a recognized literary
form arrived in England and America

almost simultaneously - at the beginning
of the nineteenth centUry. The magazines
of the middle and late eighteenth century
had carried an occasional "Eastern tale" or
an affecting fable "from the Spanish"; but
the short story which found its material in
the national scene and manners did not ar
rive until Blackwood's, in England, and
similar magazines in America, gave it en
couragement. Even then, it mostly took
German models, and preoccupied itself
with themes of terror or grotesquerie. But
after the first quarter of the century it found
itself as a form through which it could catch
and illuminate the normal incident and
emotion of the everyday life of everyday
people; and within the hundred years just
past it has been as flexible in design as hu
man dress; has assumed every kind of ac
cent; and treated every kind of theme.

Its development in America, and its adap
102.

tation of tone and structure to the spirit of
the period, is excellently illustrated by Mr.
Fagin's historical survey and anthology,
America Through the Short Story. I-Iere
one may see its movement from the
EurQpean tradition in Hawthorne and
Bret Harte, through Stephen Crane and
O. Henry, to the pure and hard American
product of Sherwood Anderson, Faulkner,
and Saroyan. From Hawthorne to Saroyan
is a long run. With this volume one can
trace the laps by which it was made. Up
to the end of the nineteenth century Amer
ica had produced only two really native
writers - writers whose work derived
solely from the American soil and scene and
spirit. These were the first American poet,
Walt Whitman, and the first American ob
server, Mark Twain. Neither Leaves of
Grass nor T he Iumping Frog owed any
thing to a predecessor. These two stood
alone in their Americanism until Ring
Lardner came along to carryon from Mark
1"wain and make literature out of the
American vernacular. Since the World
War, young America has found itself, and
the writing of the new men is now so na
tional in spirit and voice that to English
men it· is a foreign literature in a foreign
tongue.

Of the volumes noted at the head of this
piece, some belong to this class, and some,
like the older American writing, might
have been produced in any country. Some
use the latest idiom and form (or lack of
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it) and some make fresh adventure in the
standard form. I have no prejudice for
either method. All work, whatever its
i'~'H~t:1',-od, ~s good o't' b2-d in its own being.
There is no ready-made superiority in a
man's using the modern method, and
nothing necessarily contemptible in a pref
erence for the older method. The difference
turns only on what the writer achieves.
The sketches or stories in Cranford, in
Plain Tales from the Hills, and in The
Merry Men, areas good today as when
they were written; no contributor to the
magazines of the Intellectual Left has done
anything better. He has done only some
thing different; something in accord with
the accent and tempo of these times, as the
earlier work was in accord with its own
times. The forms and methods of art can
not remain stationary; they must move as
man's experience moves. But new themes,
new machinery, new approach, are sterile
unless they are used by men as full-minded
as the past masters. When they are, you get
something good in substance and piquant
with present novelty - though not neces
sarily anything better. When, as often hap
pens, they are not, the result, despite its
flourishing of modern accent and idiom,
rates no higher than the conventional work
in the conventional magazines.

Mrs. Wharton comes bet'rveen the ex
tremes; neither Diehard nor Left. If her
territory and her themes are familiar, she
sees them with fresh eye and alert mind.
She knows what she is doing, where she is
going, and how she will get there; and if
she uses the sub-conscious, she uses it under
the bridle of the conscious. Her stories. are
stories; they begin and they end. Some of
the more juvenile of the younger men, I
believe, greet such finished work with lifted
noses. For them, the short story may be
anything you please except a complete
story; and sometimes one wonders whether

the reason is that they are in the condition
of Canning's knife-grinder. Mrs. Wharton
is not in that condition, nor is she limited
in· kind. The seven stories in T he World
Over are varied in subject and in character.
Most of them could, I think, have been
written by an Englishwoman of equal abil
ity, though here and there one catches a
flavor that one used to attach to the "Amer
ican short story" - the story that, years ago,
found its fullest being in Harpers Magazine.
It is a dry flavor, not yet old-fashioned or
even out of date. Indeed, since sherry has,
within the last few years, come back to win
the appreciation of the most modern culti
vated taste, Mrs. Wharton's stories are apt
to these times. Her dryness is not aridity,
but the dryness of a cool, comprehending
mind which can look blandly on men and
women of all sorts and discover their
essence.

Mr. O'Connor also tells stories which
begin and end, though again the stories in
Bones of Contention can scarcely be con
sidered as examples of the American short
story, old or new. They are stories of Ire··
land, and they are good stories. If they do
not illuminate cobweb corners of the soul,
or arrest us with new technique, they can
be read with delight, which is the first and
whole purpose of art. (Not an1usement,
but delight.) But it seems odd that Mr.
O'Connor, with all his skill in this forrn
and his response to its possibilities, should
have used standard material for it. His
method is individual without being eccen
tric, but his stories have that note of melan
choly farce which has haunted the Irish
story since the middle nineteenth century.
They are concerned with themes which, in
fiction, have become stuck on the Irish
gigantic drinking, ludicrous mishaps, quar
rels, fights, tragic destinies suffered with
a self-pitying jest; all told in the voice one
uses for an aside. Even a Celtic nation must
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surely afford other kinds of story, and a
minor Irish Question is why they never get
themselves written. Are these ungainly di
lemmas the only incidents that arise on the
social scene; and are these inept, incoherent
playboys really typical of the people of Ire
land? All writers of Irish stories, serious
and comic, seem to agree that they are; but
it is so hard to believe that I think I must
use my fee for this review in making a trip
to the land of my fathers, and seeing for
myself.

But whatever one may feel about Mr.
O'Connor's material, his use of it, as I say,
is delightful. His book has given me as
good a group of half-hours as anything I
have lately read; I have returned three times
to "What's Wrong With the Country?"
He has a shrewd eye for flicks of character,
a keen sense of a situation, and a neat hand
with a sentence. The stories are clean in
structure; two or three are touched with
that rough, flickering beauty which one
sometimes catches in Irish voices; and the
point of each is implied rather than stated.
I hope he may yet use these gifts on stories
of modern Irishmen in modern Ireland 
if there are such things.

The point of most of Mr. Kovner's pieces
- one cannot call them stories - in Laugh,
Jew, Laugh, whether actual or implied, es
capes me. They were originally written in
Yiddish, and it may be that in that form
they had a salt and· spit which English
words would not carry. Something salty, I
feel, is here, but as an English reader I have
to take it for granted. I cannot perceive it
as I perceive it in Montague Glass, Bruno
Lessing, Milt Gross, and Arthur Kober.
Possibly Mr. Kovner's characters, and their
actions and reactions, are more authentic
than these others, but in that case only a
Jewish reader will fully catch their quid
dity. His pieces have something of the
naivete of folk-tales, and, as with all folk-

tales, one gets an idea that each piece is a
revelation of some· trait of character, with
an ironic meaning for those who know.
For those who don't know, they are pieces
on rather worn-out themes and situations
to which the author's manner (in English)
gives no fresh twist.

In that part of Kentucky which is the
setting of Mr. Stuart's Head 0' W-Hollow,
the material and characters of his twenty
stories may be commonplace. But to one
English reader they come more foreign than
the material and characters of any trans
lated stories· of farming communities ot
Nonvay, Finland, 6rCzechoslovakia. They
present a phase of the American scene un
guessed by those who meet only American
metropolitans and read only the big city
press. Here is the old America, the vital,
enduring America, of which current litera
ture takes little account; an America which
uses the English tongue but is otherwise
remote from anything an Englishman
knows. Mr. Stuart has treated this strange
region and its people lovingly but truth
fully. His themes are varied, but whether
they are grim or humorous or homely (even
the humorous and homely themes of this
primitive people have a grimness for the
English reader), he handles them with the
quiet power of the poet. Most poets when
they take to prose are apt to be diffuse, and
Mr. Stuart has this fault. But granting him
that, he gets his effects. His book presents
a little world, and though some of the sto
ries, as I say, are overlong for their mate
rial, when you have read half a dozen of
them you accept that world. The very fault
of slow-footed meandering helps to give the
sense of great hills and great distances and
vast skies. What basis his episodes and char
acters may have in actual Kentucky life
does not matter. They have the truth of art,
and they live with greater reality than the
front-page news of American papers.
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They are not, in the ordinary sense,
"lTIodern", nor are they stories that \vould
be welcomed by the popular magazines.
Their method is oblique narrative, and their
matter is the everyday matter of strange,
rough life, set down without expurgation
or comment, but with illuminating vision.
The result is work that is vital and new.
Some of the stories - "Battle Keaton
Dies," "300 Acres of Elbow Room," "Word
and the Flesh"- have that inherent power
which keeps them in mind long after the
reading.

Mr. Saroyan, too, has power; or perhaps
I should say that power has Mr. Saroyan.
The seventy-odd pieces which form the fat
volume, Inhale and Exhale, are permeated
with a power which is capricious - and
American. Only a few of them attempt to
be stories. The bulk of them, whether fic
tion or descriptive sketches, are mouthings
of the young-Saroyan perplexity with man
kind and civilization. A large 'number are
scarcely worth preserving, but when he is
good he is distinct!y good. He is regarded,
I believe, as a problem, and a fresh and
arresting problem he is. He is bursting with
things to say, but he has not yet, it seems,
taken the breath necessary for steady utter
ance. Often in this volume the spectacle of
injustice and stupidity makes him so hot
that his statement is lost in a fury of dishev
elled sentences. Still, they are good sen
tences; not such sentences as an Academy
of English would pass, but. sentences that
invigorate literature; sentences whirling
and kicking with childhood energy.

His method is not that of the artist using
power, but of a man driven by it. He does
not approach his themes. He goes at them
smash-and-grab, and sometimes turns
round with a handful of jewels and some
times with a damaged raspberry. The jewels
appear in his bursts of ecstasy at contem
plation of the earth - the morning light,

the color of oranges, the smell of rain, the
taste of water, the music of crowds; and in
his magnificent hates. Invective at full
strength carries its own delight, and such
things as "The Drunkard," "Prelude to an
American Symphony," and "Nine Million
Years Ago" are splendid in their kind. Else
where his paragraphs crackle \vith a smoky
beauty. He is on fire with life and ideas and
words. The pieces he calls "Psalms" reveal
him as a poet exercising his wonder and
his hate in a sort of prose sonnet. For these
and some other things one can forgive him
most of the damaged raspberries.

The general effect of these volumes on
an English reader is to confirm the pre
sumed vitality of the short story in Amer
ica, which publishes more short stories than
any other country. It is thrusting here and
there, seeking new food, taking new forms
and shedding them when they don't serve,
and all the time curiously awake, reflecting,
more ardently and truly than the American
novel, the thousand facets of the American
scene and spirit.

Provincialism in Art

By THOMAS CRAVEN

THE SIGNIFICANT MODERNS AND
THEIR PICTURES, by C. J. Bulliet.
$4.00. Covid-Friede.

I N HIS introduction, Mr. Bulliet assures
us that "it is the attempt of this book

to weigh and evaluate the modern men
and their pictures". There is no evidence,
however, save for the sorting of his idols
into convenient bundles, and his contemp
tuous dismissal of American painting as
"puerile nationalism", that he has made
such an attempt. He would have us believe
that "Cezanne is of the stature of ApeHes,
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Giotto, El Greco, Rembrandt, and Rubens",
that "Matisse and Picasso are commensu
rate in loftiness with Leonardo, Titian,
and Velasquez" - but his incredible opin
ions are supported by nothing more serious
than scraps of impertinent. gossip. His
book contains an ~introduction of four
pages, a succession .of biographies in the
erotic tabloid style, and 274 reproductions.
He is content, I take it, to rest his case
upon the reproductions, a most unhappy
blunder from any point of view. It is
one thing to tell the reader, with the ar
rogance of the printed word, that certain
private horrors are great works of art; it
is quite another to make him believe it
when you place before him the babyish
conceptions of Bohemian misfits.

As a critical valuation, T he Significant
Moderns (Mr. Bulliet of Chicago must call
himself a Western) deserves little men
tion. Such claims as it has on our attention
arise from the attitude of mind which it
voices, an attitude altogether foreign to the
average American but common enough in
art circles, and still a considerable nuisance
to all self-respecting painters. This affected
state. is the result of a half-cultured pro
vincialism which, struggling with sub
merged feelings of inferiority, tends to de
spise everything American, and eventually
to judge all questions of art, taste, and be
havior by European standards. What else,
indeed, can be said of a writer who, pro
fessing to discuss significant modern art
ists, snobbishly excludes the most signifi
cant of living painters because they
happen to be Americans, a group of men
whose work, what~ver its faults, is not
only far richer in human values than the
work of the present school of Paris, but
richer in those much-extolled plastic values
which Mr. Bulliet fancies to be the all-in
all of art? Not an American is mentioned;
nor is the painting of a single New W oild

artist, with the exception of Diego Rivera,
reproduced in this book. It is by way of
being an affront to the American people
who, more than any other modern nation,
have been long-suffering in matters of art
- tolerant of imported trash, hospitable
to eccentrics, imposed upon by charlatans,
generous in their purchases, and eager to
be edified - to be offered a book that is
stupid in its selections and essentially friv
olous in spirit.

This provincial affectation of superiority
pervades all the circles within circles en
closing the exploded phenomenon called
Modernism. We find it among the painters
themselves - the internationalists who
sought refuge in abstract art, the last re
sort of failures; we find it subtly employed
by the vested interests - the dealers, col
lectors, and promoters; it is characteristic
of museum directors and trustees, of the
aesthetes of New York, Chicago, and Hart
ford, and of the high-brow critics dangling
from the fringes of the vested interests
the pallid intellectuals who make a living
by pandering to obscurities and by oppos
ing everything in which good sense is a
manifest ingredient. It is, in short, the
stock-in-trade of those who· played their
money and their reputations on the stake
that America could not possibly produce
an art worth encouraging. But they played
a losing game, and the fact that a number
of gifted Americans have turned the cur
rent of modern art into healthy channels,
and have won the allegiance of large
groups of intelligent laymen, has driven
the merchants and their spokesmen into a
last desperate battle to salvage their de
cayed stocks and their self-esteem.

Mr. Bulliet, having made the startling
discovery - years after the fact - that
Modernism is dead, attributes the end, in
part, to "the crash in 1929 of the money
markets of the world". This unexpected
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adn1ission brings up an unsavory subject
that calls for elaboration. During the past
season we suffered in New York and else
where a trumped-up revival in abstract
art. Many dealers, particularly those with
international affiliations, offered displays of
old cubes and cones by the "significant
moderns"; the Museum of Modern Art of
Ne,v York devoted its entire plant to a
historical survey of abstract art, the largest
exhibition of its kind ever held in Amer
ica; and the local dabblers in formless
things chimed in with their own imita
tions of Picasso and the Sur-Realists. This
little flurry was nothing more than propa
ganda for a dead cause. The dealers,
stricken by the economic crash,.hoped that
slightly improved financial conditions
would enable gullible Americans to invest
in exotic wares; the Modern Museum is
sued a book of pompous drivel to main
tain the prestige of its director; and the
local paint-worms had nothing better to
do than to batten on the dead. Dealers, of
course, are merchants, not philanthropists;
but this particular brand of dealer differs
from other merchants in one respect: his
sales are based upon reputations, not upon
merit, and he depends upon museums,
critics, and literary hirelings to fabricate
the reputations."Thus the Modern Museum
unwittingly, and in defiance of fine Amer
ican painting, played into the hands of the
international merchants.

It is not too n1uch to say that the whole
movement in abstract art - the fanatical
concentration on method to the exclusion
of meaning - would never have reached
the stage of the framed picture, much less
the exhibition room, but for the conniv
ance of critics and dealers. Nor is it an
exaggeration to say that Picasso, the al
leged father of abstract art, owes his no
toriety and his fortune to the combination
of salesmanship and the high-toned blather

which impels provincial snobs to part with
their money. Picasso, a waggish, diminu
tive Bohemian with an uncanny knack for
arranging particles of dead n1atter into
amusing novelties and eccentric posters,
has been secreted and nursed like a sick
princess. He has been cunningly fashioned
into a man of mystery with a gigantic in
tellect that solves, by rebuses and abstract
equations, all the riddles of the universe;
he has been housed near his dealers, in
deep seclusion, where, behind impenetrable
doors, he paints what his Inanagers pre
scribe. But the legend is beginning to
crack. It is not so easy in these hard times
to convince people that great intellects are
preoccupied with trifles. Even the snobs
are beginning to worry over their invest
ments in Cubism, to suspect that Picasso's
vitality was only verbal. And once the little
Bohemian becomes an unmarketable curi
osity - and that time is rapidly approach
ing - the jig is up. The dealers will rele
gate him to an oblivion from which no
amount of literary sagacity can reclaim
him.

But it is the reproductions that tell the
story; for after all, the objective fact, the
picture, is the best witness of the mental
habits of the painter. Some of the men
represented - Cezanne, Renoir, Seurat,
Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Grosz,
are unquestionably artists, men with roots
in the real world, and with the ability to
interpret their experiences in strongly in
dividualized forms. The fantastic valua
tions placed upon several of these painters
are another matter. No one in possession
of a sense of values, looking at Cezanne's
pictures, would be convinced that an artist
of such appalling limitations belongs in the
company of the masters; nor would any
one believe that Van Gogh is a giant; and
for the sake of his fame, some of Renoir's
nudes - those bulging tubs painted in the
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last period and said to be full of plasticity,
painted fumblingly with paralytic hands to
discharge an imaginary obligation to his
dealer - might well have been omitted.
And incidentally, let us remember, the
painters just listed have received far more
attention in America than in their native
land. Their works have been exhibited
everywhere, idolized, publicly discussed
and written about, flattered by myriads of
imitations, and purchased for fabulous
prices - to the great disadvantage of na
tive artists. They have afforded inspira
tion to students, and excitement, if not ex
altation, to all who care seriously for art.

The majority of the reproductions, how
ever, do not fall within the province of
works of art. They are, strictly speaking,
technical exercises, exhibitions of tools and
methods; and methods, or "organizations",
have no life of their own, no function un
less applied to the material of living ex
periences. They are, in a word, abstract
patterns of one sort or another. Around
abstract art, or pattern-making, a vast lit
erature has accreted, perhaps the most ful
some and unintelligible writing in the
history of expression. The proponents of
abstract art are divided into two sects. The
first undertakes to prove that the design,
or pattern basis, is the end and aim of
art, and that representation .. is irrelevant,
literary, and sentimental. The second at
tempts to make the pattern the carrier of
human meanings and proceeds to pump
transcendental properties into aimless tan
gles of lines and colors. Both sects, I am
glad to report, have forfeited public con
fidence.

Mr. Bulliet, conceding the death of
Modernism, is left with nothing to engage
his humors. All that he can do now is to
level angry quips at the rising Americans,
and to await, with provincial petulancy,
the coming of a "New Modernism".

Praise of Ladies

By KATHARINE FULLERTON GEROULD

MARY TUDOR, by Beatrice White. $6.00.
Macmillan.

PATRIOTIC LADY, by Marjorie Bowen.
$3.00. Appleton-Century.

THE ODYSSEY OF A LOVING
WOMAN, by Eleanor Oddie. $3.00.
Harpers.

RACHEL THE IMMORTAL, by Bernard
Falk. $5.00. Appleton-Century.

THE TURBULENT DUCHESS, by Baron
ess Orczy. $3.00. Putnam.

THREESCORE. The Life of Sarah N. Cleg-
horn. By Herself. $,3.00. Smith & Haas.

I T HAS always been an arguable matter
whether or not female emancipation

has added notably to the luster and influ
ence of the individual woman. Zenobia,
Cleopatra, and Joan of Arc took to the
field, with a fine military flourish, when it
pleased them. In the Middle Ages, women
were frequently to be seen managing their
absent lords' legal and financial business
with full responsibility and complete com
petence. Has any woman, since the "higher
education" was vouchsafed her, enjoyed
the intellectual prestige of a Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu or a Madame de Stael?
Can Florence Nightingale- or Mrs. Pank
hurst compete, as careerists, with St. The
resa? Does Lady Astor, so long and so
conspicuously a British legislator, have as
much influence on British policy as did
Lady Hamilton, who had no morals and
could not even spell? The group of women
here considered - a group that begins with
"Bloody" Mary and ends with the anti
vivisectionist Miss Cleghorn - sheds a
parti-colored light on such investigations.

The fact seems to be that the achieve
ment of Women's Rights, vvhile it has
worked to the advantage of the female
mass, has done little or nothing for the
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:woman of unusual gifts; for the simple
reason that the woman of unusual gifts
never needed those rights. Mrs. Samuel
Ripley of Waltham and Concord did not
have to brood over the fact that the Har
vard faculty offered no courses to women:
when the aforesaid faculty was constrained
to rusticate an undergraduate, it sent him
to Mrs. Ripley to be tutored in mathemat
ics, science, and the classics - or Hebrew,
if necessary. Victorian repressions and inhi
bitions did not prevent a frail, uneducated
Scotch mill-girl from becoming Mary Sles
sor of Calabar - not only a distinguished
missionary but a great colonial administra
tor. The sex-antagonism of feminists in pre
suffrage years was largely based on their
conviction that .men were unwilling to
give women credit or reward for the gifts
that were theirs. In point of fact, women
got almost more credit and reward (from
men) for the gifts that were theirs, in the
days when they were legally chattels. A
curious result of this is that the biography
of a woman has more chance of interest
ing us if the subject of it was born at least
a hundred years ago. Is there any woman
now living- full inheritor of female free
dom - whose life we particularly look for
ward to reading? Perhaps there is; but at
the moment of writing, I can think of
none.

I am not, of course, arguing that my
sex should be deprived of all that it has
fought for and won. One must think of
these things, with due democratic honesty,
as mass-problems. But let us do the oppo
site sex the justice to admit that the excep
tional woman, in all ages, has been ac
knowledged, praised, even deferred to, by
men of her own time. A bigoted feminist
might suggest (though many of the fa
mous "blues" would be evidence to the
contrary) that the power and prestige of
women in earlier periods depended to a

large extent on their ability to captivate
men; that their freedom, their immunity,
their privileges, resulted from their sex
appeal. It is quite true, I fancy, that a
woman's life usually makes better reading
if it includes what is technically known as

a love-interest. Female chronologies do be
come more dramatic, more poignant, at
the point where they begin to be involved,
on the personal side, with male chronolo
gies. We may admit that the most inter
esting thing, often, about a woman is how
she placed her affections; and if she had no
affections to place - or placed them inef
fectually - her actual achievement some
times seems to suffer. But even male bi
ography is enhanced by a love-interest;
and the men whose lives are an inexhaust
ible quarry for biographers are usually the
men whose lives have been emotionally
complicated. One definitive life of Huxley
suffices us; while, every nve years, a new
life of Byron finds readers.

No doubt, in all times, women have ac
quired political influence through their
personal relations with statesmen. Probably
they still do; though such influence was
perhaps more openly exerted and more
readily acknowledged before the middle
class industrialists came to power. Very
likely, Lady Hamilton's career could not
now be duplicated. If one is to believe Miss
Bowen, Lord Nelson was a skunk and
Lady Hamilton a slut, and between them
they dragged British honor in the dirt
and in Patriotic Lady Miss Bowen's prac
ticed pen, her artful massing, induce us to
give full credit to her amazing narrative.
The point for us is that Lady Hamilton
needed no more "freedom" than she had.
Indeed, it is almost inconceivable that to
day (vote or no vote), any European
woman should have so much. Lady Ellen
borough would have found it easier, in the
twentieth century, to manage her various
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divorces; yet she might well have found
the pursuit of her ideal more difficult. Cer
tainly, as one follows the amazing erotic
history of Jane Digby - set down by Miss
Oddie in The Odyssey of a Loving Woman
with no particular literary virtue, but all
the more convincing perhaps for its obvi
ous pains-taking - one wonders if, had she
been born fifty years later, she could have
trodden with equal dignity a path so lit
tered with lovers. Nowadays, for all her
birth, her beauty, and her wealth, she could

.hardly have reached .her goal- and she
did reach it at last, in the desert - unham
pered. Modern feminine protests against
the "double standard" sound a little foolish
when one sees what Jane got away with!
11hough the grande amoureuse is presum
ably an eternal type, could a woman of our
own time have as many lovers, as many
children, as she, and still be the object
of sycophantic approaches by as thorough
a snob as Lady Burton? Would she, in
other words, have been as free?

We admitted, I believe, that the biog
raphy of any woman often gathers a large
part of its interest from the placing of her
affections; that if she placed them ineffec
tually or not at all, the document is less
interesting. All the loot of archives could
hardly make Mary Tudor appealing, if she
had not genuinely and astonishingly loved
Philip of Spain. Political plots, intrigues,
maneuvers, lose, with the centuries, some
of their power to move us; but Mary, with
her disastrous passion for Philip, can stir
us like a Massinger heroine. Miss White's
Mary Tudor, indeed, in its effort todocu
ment us adequately, almost surfeits us with
crabbed sixteenth-century prose. Yet even
Miss White, though she tackles her subject
in the grave historian's fashion, and turns
out a book that must go on the shelf beside
Froude, does not fail to explore Mary's tor
tured heart. No one cares much, now, about

the Comte de Chambord. What can still
rouse us is the gallantry of his mother's
attempt to keep his cause alive, and the
frustration of her gallantry by her secret
marriage and the untimely birth of her
legitimate, but alas, not royal daughter. It
is not the Duchesse de Berri hiding under
the Breton hedges in boy's clothes that
moves us to pity and fear, but the Duchesse
de Berri trapped by love and stripped, by
her marriage to a mere gentleman, of all
influence in the chancelleries of Europe.
The Baroness Orczy has not forsaken in
The Turbulent Duchess her usual roman
tic vein; and under her fluent· and vivid
treatment the Duchesse becomes the goodly
heroine of an historical novel. Grande
alnoureuse for grande amoureuse, Rachel
is less appealing than Jane Digby, the mar
vel of whose career was less the number of
her affairs, between London and Damascus,
than the fact that not a single one was
sordid. Mere lists of these women's lovers
matter little, though they include a Lud
wig of Bavaria and a Louis Napoleon;
what imports to us is what these women
did with love, and what love did to them.
Lady I-Iamilton is damned chiefly by the
fact that she ne~er .loved anyone (though
Miss Bowen, appalled perhaps by the por
trait she has drawn, pretends rather feebly
that she loved Grenville).

Rachel has been damned for most of us
by (of all people!) Charlotte Bronte. Who
can forget Charlotte's paragraphs?

She rose at nine that December night.
Above the horizon I saw her come. She
could shine yet with pale grandeur and
steady might; but that star verged already
on its judgment-day. Seen near, it was a
chaos - hollow, half-consumed: an orb
perished or perishing - half lava, half
glow. . . . What I saw was the shadow of
a royal Vashti: a queen, fair as the day
once, turned pale now like twilight, and
wasted like wax in flame.
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(It is well for us to be reminded that,
when Charlotte saw the great actress in
Brussels and stored up her vitriol for future
spilling, Rachel was only twenty-one.*)
When we knov.r that the illiterate young

Jewess (ah, these glamorous, grammarless
ladies, with princes and poets at their feet!)
was a chosen intimate of Madame Reca-
mier, and that the actress who, in 1842,
seemed to Charlotte Bronte "a spectacle
low, horrible, immoral" had, in 1841,
struck Queen Victoria and the Prince
Consort not only as "perfect" but as "such
j nice, modest girl", we begin to get a
humanly complicated and interesting fig-

ure. It is easy to say that the governess
had heard scandals that the Queen had not
heard. Something certainly there was, in
that personality, which transcended pro
miscuity and illiteracy; an austerity of taste
that must count on the human side. No
woman can be, to her fingertips and to the
least inflection, the great classic heroines
of Racine, unless she keeps within herself
some secret citadel into which vulgarity
cannot enter. Mr. Falk's Rachel the Im
mortal is a conscientious biography, fairly
pedestrian and a little too long. But he
makes his point about Rachel: no easy
task, since the actress, unlike poet and
painter and composer, can leave no "evi
dence" for posterity to evaluate.

It is a pity to have at hand, on the mod
ern side, no biography more easily com
parable with these others than that of Miss
Cleghorn. Miss Cleghorn n1akes no chal
lenging gesture to the women of earlier
periods. The record is a curiously private

'*' I may accept too casually Mr. Falk's reference
of the Vashti passages to Rachel's 1842 appearance
in Brussels. Villette was not published until 1853;
and Charlotte saw Rachel in London in I8S! (as
Mr. Palk notes). There are references to Rachel in
Charlotte Bronte's 185 I correspondence, and the,
Vashti passages may have been inspired (unless Mr,
Palk has information he ha-s denied us) by the later
experience.

one; the humanitarianism, the socialism,
the mysticism, the faith-healing, the verse
writing, are all gently sufficient to the in
dividual who practices them, but they con-
stitute no social comment, they strike 110

enl0tional spark, they set up no beacon to
the remoter reaches of human character.
In spite of Miss Cleghorn's constant use
of "Franciscan" as an adjective, it is not
here that we shall find recorded the dra
matic business of being a St. Francis - or
a St. Theresa. (1 am no adherent of either
saint; yet surely there was that in each of
them which inescapably created adherents:
they had 1nana.) The book is a brief en
counter with a high-minded gentle
woman; it does not involve us in any of
the classic conflicts - moral, intellectual,
or emotional- which alone, in the end,
can stir us. Sentiment, in human records,
can never take the place of passion; for
sentin1ent is diffused and directionless,
while passion, of its own nature, must
focus itself, whether on a dynastic right, a
classic conception, Of, more cheaply, on a
human desire.

The preceding paragraph may suggest
one reason why, except as they may have
the immediate attraction of gossip, lives of
modern wonien are less interesting than
lives of women longer dead. The easy
communication, the general accessibility,
the forced solidarities and classifications, of
our own day merge us in labeled groups
and blur our private purposes. Accord
ingly, the gifted woman finds her organi
zation rather than her niche. Her freedom
to be herself, she may discover, is actually
less than the freedom of her "downtrod
den" ancestress. Less free to be herself
elbowed, stifled, overshado\ved by com
rades - she is naturally less impressive.
Which is one reason why the praise of men
fails her, and her biography may >~ how
ever unfairly - be a dull business.
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The First Reformer

By EDGAR LEE MASTERS

THEODORE PARKER, by Henry Steele
Commager. $3.00. Little, Brown.

ONE rises from reading this biography of
the Yankee reformer asking the ques

tion: what was all his anxiety and industry
about? The earth is still here, and the stars
still shine; political questions and parties
have melted away; theology has changed a
little. But, after all, a quiet unstriving in
fluence like Darwin's is more in keeping
with the dignity of nature than the anxious
activity of the reformer, and goes much far
ther toward changing human conditions.
Parker may have done good in his time:
but if we of today can get no, or little good
from him, what real benefit did his own
generation receive? What good were Phil
lips, Lowell, and that earnest band of des
ert-howlers and locust-eaters? Up from
those swamps of controversy and propheti
cal provvling only one star arose, and still
shines. That was Emerson, whose juxtaposi
tion by the side of Parker, and even the pre
tentious Lowell, shows the difference be
tween a poet and a philosopher on the one
hand, and a radical, a preacher, and a re
former on the other. Mr. Commager's book,
so competently done and with such an im
pressive bibliography, furnishes the material
and even the reasons for these conclusions.

Theodore Parker was the grandson of
Captain John Parker, who fought on the
Plains of Abraham and at Lexington, and
left farn1er descendants who lived at Lex
ington, where Theodore was born in 1810

with a consuming thirst for knowledge. He
began school at six years of age. Very soon
he was reading Rollin's Ancient History,
and then he was earning money by picking
berries and using it to buy books in Boston.
At twenty he entered Harvard, and soon

was tutoring students in Hebrew, Portu
guese, Dutch, Greek, and German. First
and last he learned Italian, Swedish, Dan
ish, Arabic, Persian, Coptic, and he dabbled
in African dialects and in Russian. What
for, considering that Parker found man's
life was very short?

At twenty-six Parker was editor of the
Scriptural Interpreter; at twenty-seven he
was ordained an Unitarian minister, and
went to West Roxbury to preach. He fell
in with the group that ran the Dial, was
loosely connected with Brook Farm, and
was one of the combatants in the Unitarian
quarrel, which Emerson called a "storm in
a washbowl". He. next earned the designa
tion of infidel by contending that Christian
ity was merely one of many religions, and
subject to the same critical tests as the others.
From Christianity he exorcised the mir
acles, Christ, the Bible, and the Church.
That left what he called natural religion,
Wordsworth's "natural piety". For these
blasphemies the clergy ostracized him. Thus
at thirty-two years of age he was alone and
in darkness. Emerson had said his say about
religion and turned away calnlly to go on
with his thinking. Parker could not do this.
He had attacked Calvinism and the Uni
tarians, too, in terms well worth reading
now. But with the excitement of all this,
his great labors, and his rejection on nearly
all hands, his health cracked and he set oft
for Europe to regain·· his strength. He was
in Paris at the Sorbonne. In Berlin he fel
lo,ved with Bancroft and Motley. And in
a few months he was back in West Roxbury,
armed with fresh scholarship and full of
fight.

Two years later circumstances improved
for him. He was called to Boston, there to

. preach in the Melodeon to its seven thou
sand attendants. At the same time he was
writing a History of the Reformation, a His
tory of Religious Thought, and lntr?duc-
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for f:l"~h insights into this humdrum
drama, the biography will be a disappoint
ment.

The wheel has come round full circle
and Dr. Williams is surely well endowed
for voicing the reaction in favor of this
Victorian "Queen". As a young American
student Dr. Williams visited her heroine's
grave, and again twenty years afterwards,
in the company this time of George Eliot's
great-niece. On the last occasion she and
her companion "laid over the dust of that
once gallant heart a sheaf of lilies". She
champions George Eliot in this same strain
throughout the book. A few quotations
should suffice to give the reader some no
tion of what to expect. George Eliot was
"too honest to dicker with life . .. and
she loved much". "Passion," we are in
formed, "dominated her when she craved
to merge her life with another's life; to
find the calm blessedness of a woman's
lat." In one of her letters, George Eliot
writes: "But there is no excessive visiting
among us, and the life of my own health_
is chiefly that of dual companionship," a
sentence that prompts Dr. Williams to ex
claim, "So it had been, so it was now, all
in all to one; one, all in all."

This apostrophe prepares us for Dr. Wil
liams' conclusion that George Eliot's rela
tionshiP. with the man whom a French
critic described as "having a leonine head
and the heart of a turtle-dove" '\-vas preor
dained. They came together in an "inevi
table union, inevitable as the common
channel of two streams rushing to meet
each other down the mountain slope".
And in her final verdict upon the com
pelling principle of her subject's life I dare
say she does not fall far short of the mark:
"A man's woman in her earliest days,
when she adored father and brother; a
man's woman when she accepted Lewes.
... A man's worp.an, when she commit-

.ted her final days to her adorer, John W.
Cross."

It is a little difficult to understand how
it comes about that George Eliot inspires
Dr. Williams to such high emotional
flights. Without doubt the novelist pos
sessed a powerful mind and· a wide knowl
edge of the more ordinary influences that
condition human conduct,. together with a
very idiomatic gift for presenting types
from the Midlands that she had observed
in her childhood. Yet in spite of her obvi
ous limitations, her airy detachment from
the sweat and dust of her age, her almost
total absorption in her own parlor-land
perceptions, Jane Austen would seem. to
me to be more worthy of this kind of en
thusiasm, and still more might this be said
of George Eliot's contemporary, Emily
Bronte, with her wild, romantic, flame-like
genius.

It is amusing to contemplate Herbert
Spencer, who at one time had actually pro
posed to George Eliot, violently denying
after her death, as he did, that he had ever
felt any tender emotion towards her. Were
these excitable protestations due to an in
congruous display of personal vanity on
the part of the philosopher, a shrinking
perhaps from being compromised in the
opinion of posterity on the score of ques
tionable familiarities with this learned
pupil of his younger days? At any rate he
took inordinate pains to suppress the
rumor that he had ever been in love with
her. Even as late as 1885, on the publica
tion of George Eliot's Life, it was still a
neurosis with him. "It is unsatisfactory,"
he comments, "in that respect about which
I wrote you some years ago - the' report
that I have been in love with her", and he
is said to have emphatically declared: "I
did not propose to her; she proposed to
me."

At Cambridge at the beginning of the
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century, I used sometimes to be present at
Mr.. Oscar Browning's un.dergraduate re
cep~I~n ev~nings in his rooms at Kings.
ThIs Illustnous man, who even to his great
old age was never ~onspicuous for moral
i~hibitions, dismisses this more sprightly
sIde of George ,. Eliot in his study of· her
life with these sensible words: "It is need
less to gratify a morbid curiosity. Miss
Evans fell in love with Lewes as she had
fallen in love with others"; and he goes on
to relate how as an Eton housemaster he
had entertained the two celebrities at
Windsor, taking' them rowing on the
Thames, and provoking the curiosity of
his readers by remarking: "I remember on
this visit seeing some traces of the old
'Maggie', the recollection of which is very
precious to me."

To George Meredith we owe the follow
ing splenetic description of the two:
"George Eliot had the heart of Sappho;
but the face, with the long proboscis, the
protruding teeth as of the Apocalyptic
horse, betrayed animality."

"What of Lewes?"
"Oh, he was theson of a clown. He had

the legs of his father<Jn his brain."
Wilfrid Scawen';BJunt used to say that

"tailoring parentage·' was the tragedy of
Meredith's life", and the Victorian novel
ist's cleverly presented disparagements
suggest as much. "Love," writes Dr. Wil
liams, "came not as she would have had it
come, conventionally with bridal party and
altar...." And the discerning reader may
find in this unwary sentence the heart of
the whole matter. George Eliot remain~d

throughout her life "all balled up". Her
equivocal matrimonial position remained
always a worry to her, and the most daring
of her books were always firmly anchored
to the bedrock of the most favored of all
England's obstinate predilections. She was '
bold enough to scatter most of the poultry

in the British domestic yard, but she W'1 ~

never able to unroost the sulkiest brood
hen of them all, Duty, sitting unperturbed
in its nest box - as destructive of romance
as of true re1igi0!l!

The Military Mind at Work

By FLETCHER PRATT

TOGO AND THE.' RISE OF JAPANESE
SEA POWER, by Edwin A. Falk. $4-°0.
Longmans, Green.

JAMES LONGSTREET, LEE'S WAR
HORSE, by H. J. Eckenrode and Bryan
Conrad. $3.50' University of .North Caro
lina Press.

THE GENERAL, by C. S. Forester. $2·50'
Little, Brown.

T HE strange thing about these three
books is their similarity. They are the

work, respectively, of a pair of academic
historians, of an ex-naval officer turned
publicist, and of a ntbdern novelist; they
are of three different degrees of literary
merit; their subjects are a Japanese ad
miral, a Confederate, general, and a kind
of sublimated composite photograph of the
British high command in the Wodd War.
One presents the history of a nation, one
the history of a man, and the third that
of a personalized idea - in sum, they have
no apparent common denominator. Yet
the result in all three is much the same.
We get a long narrative of military events
surrounding the main character, a brief
narrative of his progress in peace, and a
fragmentary analysis of his character.

The last feature is the most interesting,
for when the three analyses are placed side
by side they almost cancel out. Longstreet
was bad-tempered, Curzon (Mr. Forester's
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general) a not very intelligent social
climber, and Admiral Togo as obstinate as
a Missouri mule. But every other personal
characteristic is held in common by all the
members of this oddly assorted trio. Now
this can hardly be the result of accident;
in fact, there is only one thing that will
account for it -what the biologists call
converging development. In other words,
these three biographies are fundamentally
studies of the same character - the profes
sional military mind.

Yet none of them manages to do much
more than state that there is such a thing.
Seduced by the easy doctrine of allowing
characters to speak for themselves through
events in which they participate, all four
authors have adopted a method of narra
tion which casts their central figures as
silhouettes in the foreground of history
with all the light behind them. The
method is useful in painting, where it is
not necessary to emboss the expression on
the face of the principal figure, but in his
tory it leaves a good many unanswered
questions. Did Longstreet really think
Bragg's dispositions for the siege of Chat
tanooga sound? No clue. At Tsushima,
"Togo stood on the bridge amid the smoke
and uproar... watching every move
with the phlegm and stamina of a youth
and the keen understanding of a rich ex
perience," which means "Togo stood on
the bridge", a statement of no psycholog
ical value.

The defect, however, is not with the au
thors, but with their data. Mr. Palk pains
takingly tries to give us more, and it is
hardly his fault that the dish is empty. Mr.
Forester, who is in the happy position of
being able to invent his own data, does
better, but he is pretty unconvincing when
he tries to fill the gaps in the other ac
counts. The resulting impression is that
professional 'military training throws

around those who experience it, or better,
those who abandon themselves to it, a
thick curtain through which individuality
is unable to penetrate. It makes them the
,extroverts we see in these three books. The
man who has philosophic doubts, who does
things against the rules, is a more inter
esting person, but he is not nearly so useful
an officer. At the same battle of Tsushima
where Togo stood on the bridge giving no
clue to thoughts or feelings, Captain Yat
sushiro of the Asama entertained his staff
with a flute solo till it was time for the
batteries to open - but his ship had to haul
out of line early in the action for repairs,
and he never was appointed an admiral,
the suggestion being that he should have
been inspecting his engines instead of play
ing on the tootle-pipe.

A great many people, including Mr.
Forester, would have us believe that intel
ligence also is unable to penetrate the cur
tain of the military mind. Mr. Forester's
facts are rigged, and to a degree so also
are those of Messrs. Eckenrode, Conrad,
and Falk. For they all criticize the mili
tary mind from within itself, comparing it
with an impossible ideal. It is true that the
British high command on the Western
Front was insensitive and wasted lives
needlessly; it is true that Longstreet
thought himself a greater man than he was
and haltered his own stroke with unwilling
obedience to orders with which he disa
greed; it is true that Togo made double
work for himself and his nation by hyper
caution in the early days off Port Arthur.
But unless it can be shown that the mili
tary mind handles the problems with
which it is faced less well than the non
military mind handles them, these criti
cisms and all other criticisms of the military
mind are no more than a plea for greater
general intelligence in the human species.
Mr. Forester's analysis, indeed, turns
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round to bite its own hindquarters, for he
shows us a stupid man who has gone
through the military mill doing rather well
with difficulties which, as a matter of his
tQrical record, proved baffiing' to some very
brilliant men indeed.

The only genuine criticism of the mili
tary mind must come from a point of view
outside that mind; a consideration of
whether any process but the strait-jacket
of military training would produce better
or even as good results, n?t for the indi
vidual but for civilization as a whole. I do
not think there is much evidence in favor
of another method. The case of a non
military man being pitchforked into high
command is naturally rare, but it has oc
curred. Lawrence of Arabia and the mys
terious Wassmusswere examples in the
World War; the Civil War had John A.
McClernand and Bedford Forrest (it is
rather surprising there were no more);
and before them, there were Jacob Brown
in 1812 and Nathanael Greene in the Revo
lution, to mention only those who attained

, considerable success in an alien vocation.
When we compare the performance of

this group with that of professional sol
diers, one fact emerges at once - they are
quite free of the most frequently criticized
limitation of the military mind, i.e., a lack
of receptivity to new ideas, especially in
the field of strategy. Forrest's technique of
long raids by big forces of cavalry, Law
rence's program of keeping the Mecca rail
road "working, but only barely working",
Greene's method of winning strategic vic
tories by willingness to accept tactical de
feats - these were plans beyond the hori
zon of professional soldiers, and the
professional soldiers. opposed them. Their
success forms much of the basis for the
usual censure of the military mind as hide
bound, but the critics conveniently forget
that such novel ideas have failed as often

as they have succeeded, and failed with
disastrous results. McClernand's campaign
to Arkansas Post delayed the CivilWar in
the West for nearly a year; Forrest went
rocketing off on one of his brilliant raids
just before the battle of Nashville and left
bare the spot through which Thomas
rushed to destroy the Confederate army,
and Wassmuss brought complete ruin on
his cause in the end. Which is to say that
the greater flexibility of the non-military
mind is not always a desirable characteris
tic in a military sense. Or in any other
sense, since the general as well. as the mili
tary interest lies in accomplishing the bus
iness of war with as little damage to the
population as possible. It is on this point
the question of damage, casualties, and
bloodshed -that the military mind is most
heavily criticized; yet it is precisely on this
point that the military mind can and does
make its most favorable comparison with
the non-military.

"Those few words," says Mr. Forester,
summing up his case, "had condemned ten
thousand men to death or mutilation. . . .
It might have been more advantageous to
England if the British Army had not been
quite so full of men ... so unmoved in
the face of difficulties, of such unfaltering
courage." In other words, Mr. Forester
finds the condemnation of ten thousand
men horrible, and asks whether a leader
who refused the condemnation might not
have brought back a better result. But this
is to confuse the institution of war with
the men who are paid to conduct it, which
is rather like saying that we ought to abol
ish policemen and judges because crime is
melancholy to contemplate.

If the bloodiness of wars were due to
something in the military mind, the ama
teur soldiers should show a record of re
sults accomplished with far less human
and material sacrifice. Actually, the reverse
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is the case. Nathanael Greene was a good
captain and a clever man; the butcher's
bill in anyone of his battles is sensibly
lower than in similar battles fought by
Washington, the professional, in the same
war. But Greene had to fight three or four
times to Washington's one, and the total
result was in favor of the latter. Nor is this
the whole story. Greene and Lawrence,
who broke off or avoided battles to save
casualties, are anomalous among non-pro
fessional soldiers. Jacob Brown's three bat
tles were the most murderous in American
history; McClernand was directly responsi
ble for the hopeless slaughter in the assault
on Vicksburg, where Grant, the profes
sional, wished to sit down for a siege; For
rest fought at Selma under conditions no
professional would have faced.

Amateurs in military affairs tend to
think of blood in terms of red ink, and
casualties as figures in a ledger. They sel
dom have that intimate personal acquaint
ance with violent death which is a part of
every soldier's training. They have never
learned what the military mind has thor
oughly ingrained: that a captured enemy
is better than a dead one. A military mind
might "condemn ten thousand men· to
death or mutilation", but it would be only
with the hope of saving ten hundred thou
sand; it takes a p~litical and not a military
mind to order another hundred thousand
casualties before withdrawing from an ob
viously hopeless Dardanelles expedition. It
was not professional soldiers J but profes
sional politicians who coined phrases about
"sinking without trace", "force without
stint or limit", and "fight on till we are
driven back to Bordeaux or the Pyrenees".
And if we cannot keep the politicians from
putting us into the next war, let us at least
hope that once they get us there, they will
permit the military mind to handle the
business. It will be less expensive.

Robert Frost: Revisionist

By LOUIS UNTERMEYER

A FURTHER RANGE, by Robert Frost.
$2.50. Holt.

W ITH each new book, Robert Frost
continues to establish himself as the

most rewarding and likewise the most
richly integrated poet of his generation.
He has no contemporary rival in America,
and only William Butler Yeats can chal
lenge his pre-eminence as the most distin
guished poet writing in English today. A
Further Range, the sixth of his inter..
related and yet varied volumes, solidifies
his position.

By what name that position will finally
be known will be determined by historians
more detached than the present appraisers.
Erudite and sometimes persuasive theses
have been written proving Mr. Frost to be
(a) a classicist, (b) a symbolist, (c) a hu
manist, (d) a synecdochist (Mr. Frost's
own half-serious classification), and (e) a
glorified Neighbor. Lately, since the crea
tion of political parties in literature, it has
become the fashion to refer to him as a
"centrist". All of the designations are
plausible, all have some justification, and
none is a satisfactory measure of the
man. Actually, he is far more radical than
the extremists. But his is an old radicalism
not dependent on new slogans, or eccen
tricities of expression, or verbal vociferous
ness. It is a highly personal and intensely
American radicalism, not. unlike the indi
vidual insurgence of Thoreau and the
quiet but thoroughgoing rebellion of Em
erson. In the mellow and quizzical "Build
Soil," which is subtitled "A Political Pas
toral," and which is an undisguised So
cratic dialogue, 1936 model, Mr. Frost
reveals his freedom from cant and mob
thinking:
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I bid you to a one-man revolution
The only revolution that is coming.
We're too unseparate out among each

other-
With goods to sell and notions to im

part....
Don't join too many gangs. Join few if any.
Join the United States and join the fam

ily.•.•
Is it a bargain, Shepherd Meliboeus?

To which the other pastoral poet, Mr.
Frost's alter ego, replies:

.... I agree with you;
We're too unseparate. And going home
From company means coming to our senses.

But, though there is little politics in
most of his poetry, the verse is not without
broader challenge. From the early "Mend
ing Wall" to the just-published "The
White-Tailed Hornet," Mr. Frost has ques
tioned routines of thought. He has dis
guised his intransigence in understate
ments, in offstage whispers, in whimsical
circumlocutions, but his penetrations have
been none the less thorough. He challenges
the pat conclusions of the formalist in art
and education; he scorns a stereotype in
expression no more (and no less) than an
emotional cliche. In "The White-Tailed
Hornet" he cannily-and completely~

upsets the favorite theory that instinct in
the lower animals is a sort of higher in
telligence. "Desert Places" exposes the plat
itude of the external dark and frightening
space by quietly suggesting the vaster des
erts within. So with most of his poems old
and new, the longer ones to be "taken
doubly", and the lyrics to be "taken
singly", many of which are among Mr.
Frost's deepest. If I were called upon to
add to the categories, I ,would drop the
classicist, the bucolic realist, and the local
ist. I would call him a revisionist. It is the
power not only to restate but to revise too
easily accepted statements which is one of

his great qualities, and it has been over
looked to a surprising degree.

If it were not for the columnist and
vaudeville connections which belittle the
term, I would be tempted to add "humor
ist" to the categories. Not that Mr. Frost
would resent the appellation, debased al
though it has become. Introducing E. A.
Robinson's posthumous King Jasper a few
months ago, Mr. Frost slyly satirized nov
elty for its own sake and insisted that the .
style was not pnly the man, but that "style"
was the way the man takes himself. "If,"
he continued, "it is with outer seriousness,
it must be with inner humor. If it is with
outer humor, it must be with inner serious
ness." The sentences were, primarily, a
tribute to Mr. Robinson; essentially they
are an almost perfect description of Mr.
Frost. His style, so characteristic, so seem- .
ingly simple and yet so inimitable, so col
loquial and so "elevated", has a way of
uniting opposites. It combines fact and
fantasy with a baffling, even a matter-of
fact, tone of voice. OJ;', rather, it is not so
much a combination as an alternation, an
intellectual prestidigitation, in which fact
becomes fantasy and the fancy is more con
vincing than the fact. The inner serious
ness and the outer humor continually shift
their centers of gravity - and levity - and
it must be plain to all but the pedants that
Mr. Ftost's banter is as full of serious im
plications as his somber speculations, that
his playfulness is even more profound than
his profundity.

In A Further Range, in which even the
title is a deprecating and yet sentimental
pun, the playfulness is extended further
than in any of his five preceding volumes.
Sometimes it takes the form of straight
forward jocularity (as in "Departmental, or
My Ant Jerry," and a few of the epigram
matic "Ten Mills"), by no means a new
note for the author of "The Cow in Apple
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Time" and "Brown's Descent, or The
Willy-Nilly Slide," to say nothing of the
privately printed one-act one-page "play"
entitled "The Cow's in the Corn." Some
times the humor is subtler, as in "The
Gold Hesperidee" and "At Woodward's
Gardens"; sometimes it is sagely critical, as
in "To a Thinker" and "The Vindictives."
And, to balance the side-spring and the
satire, the new collection contains some of
Mr. Frost's quietest and richest specula
tions. "The Lone Striker" and "Two
Tramps in Mud Time" must be set down
among the poet's finest soliloquies; "Lost
in Heaven," "Desert Places," "A Leaf
Treader," and "The Strong are Saying
Nothing" - three of these originally pub
lished in THE AMERICAN MERCURY - will
take their place among his most memo
rable and moving lyrics.

The reader is grateful to Mr. Frost
not because he has learned something, but
because he has experienced something. He
has been fortified by the poet's serenity,
strengthened by his strength. He has
been intellectually revised and spiritually
revived.

The Check List

BIOGRAPHY

GOYA: A Portrait of the Artist as a Man.

By Manfred Schneider. Knight, $2·75

Don Francisco de Goya was a man of con
siderable parts, running the gamut from artist
and courtier to philanderer and hell-rake. The
fact that his character was so complex has helped
to build the legends about his memory, until the
biographer is hard pressed to divide fact from
folklore. Hence Mr. Schneider utilizes the fic
tion form to present his hero, and the result is a
turbulent piece. of writing, hot with affairs of
the heart, and accounts of gaudy escapades in
the decadent Spain of Charles IV. There is!

too, a picture of Goya in the crucible of social
revolution, from which he emerged as a some
what artistic propagandist. Mr. Schneider set
out to portray Goya as a many-faceted human
being, a mirror, so to speak, of the turmoil
through which he lived. In this effort he has
succeeded. We possess, at the end of some 330
pages, a lusty portrait of the great Spanish artist.

JAMES WATT.

By H. W. Dickinson. Macmillan, $4.00

The author starts right off by emphasizing
that the eminent Watt was not the inventor of
the steam engine; rather, he was the craftsman,
the technician, the perfecter. When Watt got
through with the development of the machine,
his work had amounted almost to a re-creation.
Mr. Dickinson, presenting this study in commem
oration of the bicentenary of the great English
engineer, commences with the problems of in
dustry in England in the sixteenth century, and
closes with the death of Watt in 1819. There is
much in the book of Matthew Boulton, Watt's
partner, as well as descriptions of Watt's home
and his social activities. But in the main, it is
the account of a great craftsman's life, the re
sults of which were to affect vitally the future
of mankind. When Watt retired, he retired to
his workshop, where he continued to find in
machinery and invention the solace of his old
age. The book is a first-rate biography; it is
illustrated with photographs and drawings, and
contains an index.

+
LIFE AND TIMES OF MAJOR JOHN MASON.
Ry Louis B. Mason. Putnam, $3.00

Major John Mason, as his biographer points
out, was more than a mere public-spirited citizen
of early Connecticut. He was a true embodiment
of the courage, prudence, and integrity of char
acter which constituted, as we are slowly be
ginning to recognize, the backbone of American
puritanism. But, unlike so many of his con
temporaries, Major Mason did not adulterate
these qualities with the popular vices of super
stition and intolerance. He distinguished him
self as an Indian fighter in the Pequot War,
was magistrate, commissioner, deputy-governor,
and head of the military forces of Connecticut,
and was respected throughout the Colonies for
his sense of justice and fair dealing. There arc
illustrations and an index.
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JANE ADDAMS.
By lames Webber Linn. Appleton-Century, $3.50

An excellent biography of the social worker
by her nephew. Miss Addams, he tells us, was a
practical idealist, socially an epicurean, but per
sonally a stoic, saving all her pity for the weak
ness of others. This virtue produced its compli
ment in a self-confidence entirely justified and
vitally necessary to her success, instead of the
personal inhumanity usually characteristic of the
professional humanitarian. She always had time
and patience for everyone - and a healthy sense
of humor.

HISTORY

ITALY IN THE MAKING.
By G. F.-H. Berkeley. Macmillan, $6.00

The second volume of an able and scholarly
history of modern Italy concerns the period be
tween June, 1846, and January, 1848 - the
eighteen months during which political and
social agitation prepared the way for Reform.
Primarily, it treats of the election of Pope Pius
IX, the successor to Gregory XVI, and the
program of liberalism which Mr. Berkeley traces
to his capable influence. In June, 1846, Italy
comprised eight small states, each under the
thumb of an absolute ruler - the eight, in. turn,
being as firmly under the .thumb of Metternich.
At the close of the eighteen-month period, the
picture is one of eight states in most of which
there is a free press, a consultative assembly,
and an armed civil guard; and all of which are
near to instituting a parliament, and sending
men to fight a common cause against the Aus
trian despot. Mr. Berkeley observes in his pref
ace: "To those who assert that the Papal attitude
towards the Risorgimento was always one of
obscurantism and non possumus, the story of
these first two years forms a complete reply."
He bulwarks his thesis with an exhaustive, in
formative volume of 339 pages. There are plenti
ful footnotes, and an index.

POLITICAL AND DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF
RUSSIA.
By George VernadskY. Little, Brown, $4.00

Professor Vernadsky has performed a minor
miracle in the world of modern letters; he has
written a worthwhile book on Russia without
falling over the brink into the propaganda well.

As a result, he presents a clear, calm, and concise
picture of the Russian nation from the vague
days of the fifth century up to 1935. The student
will find here a documented account of the
development in Russian policies over the years,
as well as an emphasis upon the structural
unity of the process which has led inevitably to
the present Soviet Republic. But there is no dis
cussion of right and wrong, of Right and Left.
In other words, Professor Vernadsky has no ax:
to grind on the walls of Moscow. He deserves
credit for compiling a volume of inestimable
value to the analyst of Russian and international
affairs. There are sixteen schematic maps, il
lustrating various stages of Russian history, and
an index.

THE CONQUEST OF YUCATAN.

By Frans Blom. Houghton Mifflin, $3.50

Professor Blom of Tulane University is one
of the most distinguished delvers into. Mayan
history; he sets down the results of his long
researches in a colorful volume which goes back
to Bartholomew Columbus, brother of the in
defatigable Christopher, who set foot on tpe
shore of Spanish Honduras at daybreak of a
torrid day in August, 1502. For the Mayans,
Bartholomew was the angel of doom. In his
footsteps followed the Conquistadors, and the
priests of Catholic Spain. When they got through
with the New Land, the ancient civilization of
Yqcatan had vanished. It has remained for
modern archaeologists to uncover the material
evidence of a forgotten race. Professor Blom
supplies the literary evidence in this excellent
book. There are numerous photographic plates,
and an index.

MISCELLANEOUS

SOUTHERN CROSSING.
By Philip Rigg. Dutton, $2.50

The business of crossing the Atlantic ~n a
fifty-four-foot ketch .is .not all sunshine and
smooth sailing. There are serious factors in
volved, problems stemming from the forces of
mankind and nature, as well as from economics.
Mr. Rigg's task was to navigate a small boat
from Athens, Greece, to Miami, Florida, with a
minimum ofmaps, money, and manpower. The
voyage consumed six months, and in that time
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the crew of four met and overcame many of
the problems which were not new when Chris
topher Columbus sailed into the Western sunset.
The author's narrative is a stimulating one,
colorfully written, yet containing that meticu
lous touch for fact and figure which inevitably
appears when a yachtsman transfers his pencil
from chart to paper. What the book proves is
that the complexities of modern life ashore are
not inescapable; they may be simplified by re
course to one of the greatest of all solvents~ the
sea. Mr. .Rigg recommends this efficacious pre
scription to all those people who are weary of
urban living.

THE HERITAGE OF THE BOUNTY.

By Harry L. Shapiro. Simon and Schuster, $3.00

Dr. Shapiro fulfilled a quest in journeying to
Oceania and to Pitcairn Island; his purpose, as
an anthropologist, was to learn all that he could
concerning a group of the famous H. M. S.
Bounty mutineers and the fugitive colony they
founded on a rocky promontory in the South
Seas. The result of his first-hand studies is the
complete and factual story of the descendants· of
the nine English sailors and their Tahitian wives
who first settled Pitcairn. As such, it constitutes
a valuable addition to the history of the human
race. Dr. Shapiro's book combines history, an
thropology, exploration, and adventure; science
does not suffer from pedantry, nor romance
from data. The Islanders have kept meticulous
records for six generations, enabling the author
to draw from readable source material. There
are appendices, and an index.

ORDEAL BY HUNGER.

By George R. Stewart, Jr. Henry Holt, $2.75

The story of the Donner Party, one of the
great folk epics of the Old West, is told with
detail and justice by an industrious author who
has repaired to the diaries of survivors and con
temporary documents for an impressive store
of information. It is a narrative of human be
havior under unforeseen and exacting condi
tions, of simplicity intermingled with complex
and savage emotions. The Donner Party started
for California in 1846, before the great Gold
Rush. They numbered eighty-sc:;:ven persons
men, women, and children - and in their con
suming haste to reach the Coast t.hey chose a

new and circuitous route. The result was hard
ship, starvation, and death; of the varied com
pany, only forty-six lived to cross the snow-clad
mountains and enter the Sacramento Valley.
The monument they left to themselves was in
the main one of insuperable pioneer spirit. Mr.
Stewart has performed a highly commendable
task in resurrecting a half-forgotten saga. There
are numerous appendices, ,maps, and an index.

IN QUEST OF LOST WORLDS.
By Count Byron De Prorok. Dutton, $3.50

Lured by a fascination for the unknown, Count
De Prorok has made numerous expeditions into
the unexplored regions of the earth. This book
contains accounts of four such journeys.- each
account separate in itself. In Africa, the author
follows the trail of Alexander the Great to Jupiter
Ammon; in Mexico,- he discovers a degenerate
race of clay-eaters in a desolate swampland; in
Ethiopia, he sits in on barbarous sex rites and
fantastic orgies. Always his interest is in the
strange and unknown: curious sexual cults, an
thropological records, tombs of ancient rulers,
and lost races of men. The book is written in a
crisp, well-modulated style, tinged with a gentle
irony and a casual, earthy wisdom. There are
twenty-eight illustrations.

THE AMERICAN· ARMY IN FRANCE.

By James G. Harbord. Little, Brown, $5.00

A document of first-rate value to every student
of the World War. The book is attractively writ
ten by a man of considerable natural ability, al
though it does carry a heavy load of statistics.
General Harbord had a personal experience
unique in the A.E.F., first as Pershing's chief
of-staff, then as commander of the Marine bri
gade at Cha.teau-Thierry and Belleau Wood,
next in command of the Second Division in the
Soissons attack, and finally as head of the enor
mous services supply of a colossal army far from
its home base. The General is not without
humor. He tells of a French cavalry division
commander who spoke of the possibility of a
brilliant and decisive attack, then hesitated, fi
nally deciding to wait until morning. "When he
departed," said Harbord, "I asked Preston
Brown if he thought we would see him again."
General Brown replied: "Yes, when we all as
semble to be decorated at the end of the War."
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~ THE CONTRIBUTORS ~
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•
BLAIR BOLLES (The Sweetheart of the Reg.

imenters) is a reporter for the Washington
Star. ... THOMAS BURKE (The Short Story
in America) is the well-known English author.
. . . WILLIAM HENRY CHAMBERLIN (Par.
adise Imagined), the author of The Russian
Revolution (Macmillan), is now in Tokio as Far
Eastern correspondent for the Christian Science
Monitor. ... RALPH ADAMS CRAM (The
End of Democracy), the architect, is equally
distinguished as a writer. I-Es autobiography,
My Life in Architecture (Little, Brown), was
published last winter.... THOMAS CRAVEN
(Provincialism in Art) is working on an anthol·
ogy of reproductions of the masterpieces of
painting from Giotto to Grant Wood, to be pub·
Iished later in the fall (Simon and Schuster) .
. . . LAWRENCE DENNIS (Making the
World Safe for Communism) has been a soldier,
diplomat, and business man. His latest book,
The Com£ng American Fasdsm (Harpers) was
published last year. . t . LOREN C. EISELEY
(Leaving September), I archeologist and paleon~
tologist, writes verse, short stories, and scien
tific articles. . . . KATHARINE FULLERTON
GEROULD (Praise of Ladies) is one of the
country's best-known essayists, and a fre,.
quent contributor to literary magazines. . . .
AMANDA BENJAMIN HALL (Salute to Au·
dubon) wrote short stories and novels before she
decided it was poetry that she really wanted
to create.... LEIGH HANES (Chipmunk)
teaches poetry at Hollins College,. edits The
Lyric, and practices law in Roanoke, Virginia.
. . . WILLIAM MORRIS HOUGHTON (Fare·

well to Harvard?) is' an editorial writer on the
New York Herald Tribune.... STEPHEN
LEACOCK (Canada Won't Go Yankee) retired
from McGill University, Montreal, last May,
where he had been a· professor for thirty-five
years. He is well-known as a humorist, lecturer,
and writer; his Greatest Pages of American Hu
mor (Doubleday, Doran) appeared this year.
. . . J. A. LIVINGSTON (The Case for Eco
nomic Nationalism), a native New Yorker, is
on the editorial staff of Business Week. ...
EDGAR LEE MASTERS (The First Reformer)
is best-known for his Spoon River Anthology
and Lincoln - the· Man. His latest volume of
verse, Poems of People (Appleton-Century) was
published last month.... LLEWELYN POWYS
(The Morality of a Novelist) is the noted
English novelist and critic. . . . FLETCHER
PRATT (The M£litary Mind at Work) lives in
New York City. His Hail Caesar! (Smith and
Haas) was published last spring.... JEROME
WEIDMAN (I Knew What I Was Doing) was
born twenty-three years ago on New York's
East Side. At present he is working during the
day, studying and writing at night. . . . u. V.
WILCOX (The Bank Insurance Myth) is Wash~

ington correspondent for the American Banker.
... MATTHEW WOLL (Labor Speaks to
Capital) is vice-president of the American Fed
eration of Labor.... AUDREY WURDE·
MANN (Fruit), the wife of Joseph Auslander,
was awarded a 1935 Pulitzer prize for her volume
of verse, Bright Ambush (John Day) ....
MARYA ZATURENSKA (Song) was born in
Kiev, Russia, and now lives in New York.

Although THE AMERICAN MERCURY is glad to receive unsolicited
manuscripts from contributors on any topic, £t does not assume respon·
sibility for them. Unless accompanied by a stamped, addressed en-

velope, they will not be returned.
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"HELPS TO KEEP PEOPLE CLOSE AND FRIENDLY"

THIS COUNTRY has the best telephone ser
vice in the world. And it's still getting
better-quicker, clearer, more useful to
more people. Each year brings improve-

"1 put through a call for my son down East.
Must be three hundred miles.

'''Hold the line,' the operator said. And next
thing you knew, there he was. Sounded just
like he was right here. It wasn't like that
when I was a young fellow."

ments in equipment and operating effi
ciency. Operating errors on local calls
always a small percentage of the millions
handled daily-have decreased 40% in the
past six years.

Since 1929, the average time required
for long distance connections has been re
duced from 2.8 to 1.4 minutes and 92% of
these calls are now handled while you re
main at the telephone.

Time has proved the value
of Bell System operation.

NE SYSTEMTELEPHOBEL L
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(Continued from front advertising section, p. v)

I don't want to bore you with a detailed ac
count of my mental gymnastics during the' next
three years, but I've got somehow to explain
about my decision. For instance, there was good
old Art Gooch who graduated when I was a
freshman and who everyone said. would make
his mark. Art was a smooth operator and by 1933
he owned a small cannery and was doing all
right. He didn't have a plethora of capital, but
by dint of talking fast and often to bankers he
managed to finance his pack. Then the time came
when someone told him he was operating under
a code. That might have been okay wit.h Art, but
the price of raw products, labor, and tin cans
took a dizzy stratosphere flight. Meanwhile the
market for his product was what he termed
lousy. The cost of doing business finally got to
the point where Art had to go out of business.
Incidentally, Mr. ,Roosevelt, something like a
hundred people had to find jobs elsewhere.

Well, that was one thing I didn't like and
neither did I like the way NRA turned out
for my friend Luke Simpkins. Luke was operat
ing two portable saw mills out in the woods. He
employed a couple of dozen men and made a fair
living for himself.. He had no illusions about the
kind of lumber you turn out of a portable saw
mill. Stacked up against boards cut in a big, mod
ern plant with all kinds of newfangled machinery
it didn't compare so well. On the other hand,
there is a market for all kinds of lumber and if
yours is cheap there are lumber buyers who will
overlook details. Luke sold his lumber to fellows
like that and so far as I know everyone was
satisfied. But the new lumber code wasn't. It
set up minimum prices, arrived at on the basis
of what the highest cost boom-time operator with
expensive timber had to get. Big operators had
been losing money and wanted to get some of the
pests out of the industry. Well, the upshot was
that only a damnfool would buy second grade
lumber when first grade lumber sold for the
same price. Luke had to give up and go to work
selling for one of the large mills. The only pay
roll in his town went out of existence.

Everywhere I looked I saw further evidences
of the effect of NRA on small businessmen.
People with enough capital to stand the gaff
pulled through, but there were too many who
couldn't take it. NRA was a great thing for
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businessmen who were in a pOSltlOn to benefit
from a concentration of power, but there was
little room for doubt about its disastrous eff~ct
on smaller fellows. This was very confusing,
Mr. Roosevelt, because it failed to jibe with your
public utterances. You had· said you were for
the little man and the people, but your main
recovery agency certainly was raising hob with
them. I honestly thought you were being misled,
that you would step in and correct these evils.
You said you would welcomecriticism~ that
your program would be flexible.

Well, you can probably guess the color of my
face the day you jumped on the Supreme Court
with both feet because they said the Constitu
tion made no provision ,for the Blue Eagle.
Between sick chickens and horses and buggies,
I 'was punchdrunk for several days. Worse than
that, I was hurt and disillusioned, about you.
I found myself saying less and less" about the
New Deal and then finally saying nothing at
all. The first time I actually came out with a
criticism I was a little ashamed and shocked.

For a long time I was not wholly critical· and
more particularly, I was not critical of you. If
I didn't like lots of the New Deal, I blamed
that fact on your hired help and still hoped that
you would take a hand in cleaning up what was
beginning to looko like a mess. I was sore about
the New Deal because it turned people' against
you,. the spokesman for us intellectuals. How
ever, Mr. Roosevelt, this was all before I recog
nized that you ARE the New Deal, that you
are thoroughly enamored of its vague meander
ings, completely wedded to your Brain Trust
and, to put it bluntly, bullheaded as all hell.
You seemed set on achieving your goal, but I
was beginning to wonder what that goal might
be - if even you knew.

I'll say this for your New Deal, Mr. Roosevelt:
your Mr. Farley certainly was putting a lot of
people to work. In fact" some of the Democratic
politicians in my town had not worked for
years until Mr. Farley had some nice airy offices
swept out for them. I don't suppose many of
them did much real work even then but it did
give them some spending money and kept them
out of the hotel lobbies where they had been
crowding cash customers for as long as I can
remember. The funny thing is that most of

(Continued on page xii)



This Light Can Save
5000 Lives Jl Year

And it can save the suffering caused by more than 80,000 unnecessary
accidents; it can prevent an annual economic loss of more than $180,OOO,OOO-death,
injury, waste, that are the result of preventable night accidents. This fearful toll can
be stopped by the adequate lighting of the primary highways of the nation.

Already the golden-orange, danger-dissipating light of sodium lamps is lifting the
terror that lurks on dark roads. As these lamps illuminate more and more miles of
highway, they will save thousands of Americans otherwise doomed to meet injury or
death in night accidents. Sodium lamps are among the latest of the many aids to
safety to which the General Electric Research Laboratory, in Schenectady, has made
important contributions.

But research in light is only one of the many fields in which G-E scientists are help
ing you. The new manufacturing methods which they have developed have reduced
the price you pay for necessities. The new products they have provided have stimulated
industry, have created new employment, have raised the living standard of the nation.

G-E research has saved the public from ten to one hundred dollars for
every dollar it has earned for General Electric

GENERAL~ELECTRIC
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those who went on your payroll and began to
sing your praises in ever louder tones, were
fellows who hadn't worked very hard at find
ing jobs before. There was one chap, for in
stance, ·who beyond doubt was the most. chronic
crabber in my acquaintance. He gave up look
ing about 1931 and settled down to wait.
Relief came to him in the form of a job in one
of your new alphabetical agencies and it would
do your heart .good to hear him say what a
fine. man you must be. He thinks everything
you do is about perfect, and has changed his
registration just in case Mr. Farley should drop
in unexpectedly. He is especially pleased about
his salary which is considerably more than priv
ate business can pay me. I'm sure I am not small
enough to begrudge him this good fortune, Mr.
Roosevelt, but my boss and I are both on short
rations and aren't we paying him his salary
in the final analysis?

And you should hear the howl set up by an
elderly relative of my ,wife. She is nearly ninety
and can't do much for herself any more. Re~

cendy she went on something awful because the
government is paying the women in her town
to sew for themselves and consequently she
can't get a good housekeeper. You'd have been
ashamed of her, but then it is hard to get
those old people accustomed to modern ways.

Of course it has been pointed out that you
promised recovery, and some of your more
outspoken employees say you have given it to
us. I have to admit that statistical evidences
point in the direction of more active business.
But what confuses me is that all your recovery
measures have been flops of one sort or another.
Some have gone by way of the Supreme Court
and some have fallen apart because your em
ployees were not deft enough to keep them float
ing. If recovery is here and recovery measures
have failed, we casual observers cannot be blamed
ifwe have trouble in putting our fingers on cause
and effect. From where I sit it appears that the
economic machinery has considerable natural
vigor and has got some headway despite your
help.

I think, however, that none of these. things
brought about my ultimate disillusionment. I
think that came when I saw you and your em
ployees pushing the tentacles of the New Deal
bureaucracy out from Washington, virtually to
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seize control of local government. You were
butting into our state affairs and even into our
private affairs with increasing vigor. I reached
the conclusion that you were gradually giving us
a new kind of government. The issue was more
basic than that· of mere boondoggling. But on
this point I might yet have been saved for your
New Deal. I was willing to listen attentively to
your arguments. I was, in fact, anxious to hear
them and to have assurance that individualliber
ties would remain intact. I was perfectly willing,
Mr. Roosevelt, to change my ideas about central
ization .of power and about bureaucracies, had
your argument been lucid enough to filter into
my brain. Had you offered your. reasons for cen
tralization and regimentation openly, had you
stated your case and met the issue squarely, I
should have listened. I might have been im
pressed - but now I shall never' know. For, in
stead of discussion, you preferred to beat about
the bush and talk vaguely about the More Abun
dant Life. It was evident that you did not care
to discuss this question. So I began to suspect
your motives. You undoubtedly would make the
world's best-looking dictator and I wondered if
you had ever thought of that? ...

In any case, it was clear that you were de
termined upon a centralized government. You
were going to regiment us, pay us, and pension
us - but we were not going to be permitted to
debate the issue. For every question put by Mr.
Hoover the answer was ~ generality about En
trenched Greed. For every charge of incompetent
administration or unconstitutional procedure
there was a sneer and a reference to Princes of
Privilege. Your continued attacks on all who dif
fered with you did not set well with me, Mr.
Roosevelt. They did not set well because I knew
that all your employees were not knights errant,
and that all employers were not in league to ex
ploit the working men. I knew a lot of your op
ponents who were honest and patriotic men. This
may surprise you, Mr. Roosevelt, but it is the
simple truth.

If I was discouraged by the vagaries and
sophistries of your New Deal, if I had come to
dislike its inconsistencies, its profligacy and its
selfrighteousness, I was completely floored by
its reactionary character. I could not find it in my
heart, Mr. Roosevelt, to label as Liberal a policy
that drives small businessmen to the wall, takes

(Continued on pa~e xiv)
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Panoramic View of
Central Parl~.

A Quiet Residential
Atmosphere.

Spacious well designed
rooms.

Complete Service Pantry
with Mechanical
Refrigeration.

Full Hotel Service.

Furnished or
Unfurnished.

Day, Month and Year.

CENTRAL PARK WEST
61st to 62nd SU.

COl. 5·0060

An explanation to
THE AMERICAN MERCURY

READER
For thousands of years, the Rosicrucians have. been
collecting and protecting important discoveries of
scientists and learned men throughout the world.
Down through the ages they have kept these facts
from the unscrupulous who would misuse the ad
vantage of this knowledge. In turn they have given
these facts about astronomical studies, nature's fun
damental laws, physics and philosophical teachings
freely to those who had the desire to advance through
knowledge.
Knowledge of these fundamental and natural laws,
that govern our lives so completely, will help erase
from our minds greed, suspicion and superstition. In
their place will come happiness, contentment and a
higher appreciation of culture and education. Knowl
edge is power and with it comes the ability of its
possessor to see ahead more clearly and to help sur
mount the most difficult of our everyday problems.
The Rosicrucians, not a religious organization, have
members in every country of the world. These men
and women, from almost every creed known, have
but one purpose in mind. That desire is to attain
and to assimilate knowledge. Through the Rosicru
cians they are able to contact this reservoir of know]
edge and thereby receive the teachings of the many
Masters who have lived through the ages since Egypt
was an empire.
This organization has prepared an extraordinary
book called, "The Secret Heri tage". Herein will
be explained fully the history and the purposes of
the Rosicrucians and also how you may receive these
secret teachings. If you are sincere in your desire to
receive this book, address your inquiry to Scribe
M.K.D. The book will then be sent to your home
without cost.

Note: The published
works of the Rosicrucians
will be found in most
public libraries.

The ROSICRUCIANS
San Jose (AMORC) California

BEST BUY IN TYPEWRITERS
Remington "Short Stroke 11"

A new high in typewriter construction,
"Short Stroke" principle saves 4 inches of
typehar travel. Speedier, easier to operate
conserves time and energy. Distinctive de
sign, non-glare finish.

"Short Stroke" advantages cost no more.
Generous free trial. Call nearest Remington

Rand branch.

REMINGTON RAND
Buffalo, N. Y. Branches E.verywhere

SPECIAL BINDER
for single copies of THE AMERICAN MERCURY

A few handsome loose-leaf binders of good artificial
leather are available at soc each.

Your name can be stamped on, in gold for an
additional 25C. Write to Binding Dept.

THE AMERICAN MERCURY
570 Lexin~tonAvenue New York. N. Y.
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their corp?rate savings to spend on dry canals,
\and substitutes for free government a great
bureaucratic autocracy in Washington. I would
have opposed it no matter who might have advo
cated it. As a matter of fact, Mr. Roosevelt, you
yourself opposed it in 1932....

Well, it was just about at this juncture that I
searched at the foundations of, my experience
for guidance. I looked back at the Flaming
Youth period of the Roaring 'Twenties and
thought of Uncle Calvin, dead these several
years and perhaps for better. Then I .looked
further back and' thought of .Grandpa, and
realized that he too is fortunate not to see your
vigorous employees at work. Mr. Roosevelt, if
there is any easy road to prosperity and success
it has escaped me. Between depression, recov:
ery, and doctors' bills for the new baby, my sav
ings account is as flat as a panacea. But I have
finally arrived at a conclusion: I'm going to try
Grandpa's way from here on. I am going to try
to accumulate a little surplus out of my salary.
When I get a grubstake I'll be able to set myself
up in business. I'll be able to provide a living of
sorts for my family and maybe even create a few
jobs. Then I'll still try to make a little more than
I need which I can put back in to Inake it a
bigger business.

But having arrived at that idea, I am a po
tential Capitalist and therefore subject to sus
picion. I'm liable to complain about govern
mental extravagance, and taxes, and the way
your emp~oyeeseat all I can make. And that i's
just the point I've been getting at. I'm afraid
that under your system I'll not be able to ac
cumulate a grub~take, beca-use your New Deal
takes so much of what I can earn. And I'm
afraid it will take more in the future.

You see, I have the odd notion that the world
in general and my own community in par
ticular will be benefited to a larger degree if
I do save some money and go into business and
create I?-ew jobs and new wealth, than if all I
can make goes to Washington and your em
ployees. I think everyone, rich and poor alike,
will get more of the Abundant Life out of the
money I can save and invest than they will
out of bigger and better federal payrolls.

That, Mr. Roosevelt, is essentially why I shall
cast my vote for Mr. Landon on November
third.

Portland, Ore.
DAVID ECCLES III
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SPANISH
GERMAN

Amazin·g-Fascinating
It is almost beyond'belief how
easily you learn to speak a for

eign language by the
Cortinaphone Short-Cut
Method. Thousands
upon thousands of peo
ple in all walks of life
have learned:

An Orchestra Of Your Own

I N 'former days you had to be at
least a Prince to have an orchestra

of your own. Now you need only be a
customer of the Gramophone Shop
. . . for here is the meeting place of
the great orchestras of the world. If
you are a collector you probably will
want to add to your collection
Dvorak's 4th Symphony superbly re
corded by Vaclav Talich and The
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra. If
you would like to get started on this
fascinating hobby there is probably
nothing better to begin with than this
unhackneyed music. It is a Victor re
cording, of course . . . come or send
to us for this and the world's best
recorded music-we ,guarantee safe
shipment around the corner or around
the world. Interesting literature gratis.
The Gramophone Shop, Inc., 18 East
48th Street, New, York City. Tele
phone WIckersham 2.:.'1876.

Cortinaphone Est. 1882
The Standard Language Method

FRENCH •
ITALIAN •
in this naturallearn-by-listening way. Don't just wish you
could-you CAN! Our Proof-in-5-Days Offer is your guar
antee of complete satisfaction.
FREE BOOK Mail coupon at once for our free book. "The

Cortinaphone Short-Cut" which tells you how
you can learn to speak a foreign language at once............................•...............•..•.
CORTINA ACADEMY, Suite 469
105 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Send me-without obligation-the FREE Book-"COR
TINAPHONE SHORT-CUT" and full information. I am
interested in:
o FRENCH 10 SPANISH 0 ITALIAN 'D GERMAN

Name .

Address •.....•.•..•.....•...•...••..••••.....•••...••...••.••
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The Columbia Company, in defiance of the usual
deference to summer taste, continues to maintain the
recent high level of its releases with another Beethoven
symphony under the direction of Felix Weingartner.

In succession to his re-recordings of the Fifth and'
Ninth Symphonies, Weingartner now gives us a per
formance of the Seventh which is in several ways the
best of the series. The orchestra is again the Vienna
Philharmonic, but Columbia's engineers have mate
rially improved their recording of this orchestra, with
results that approximate the best reproduction of the
day. Several passages in the second and fourth move
ments are blurred and indistinct, .but clarity and
brilliance are elsewhere uniformly present. The qual
ities of Weingartner's conducting of Beethoven hardly
demand iteration now: if earnestness and simplicity,
based on surpassing knowledge. but unburdened by
pedantry, are the elements to be admired in musical
performance, this interpretation can be recommended
without qualification (Columbia, five I2-inch records,
$7.50). Some music lovers may prefer to wait until
the Toscanini records of this symphony are available
for comparison. No date for their release has been
announced, but it is likely that they will appear in
the early fall.

To the credit of Sir Thomas Beecham may be
placed one of the most brilliant of recent Columbia
recordings, a clear and efficient version of Rossini's
William Tell overture, done with the London Phil
harmonic. On the fourth side of the two records
is an additional example of Beecham's treatment of
Handel, several excerpts from the suite he calls The
Gods Go A-Begging. Also of English origin is an
able account of Mendelssohn's Fingal's Cave (or
Hebrides) overture, played by the B.B.C. Orchestra.

The long-awaited new edition of the Encyclopedia
of Recorded Music (Gramophone Shop, New York,
$3.50), has finally made its appearance, and adequate
documentation of the vast library of recorded music
has thereby been advanced enormously. With that
patience in research which is the mark of an en
thusiast's devotion to a subject, the editor, R. D.
Darrell, has organized the essential information re
garding the products of' some two score companies
in America and Europe, classified by composers. His
data fill nearly 600 pages, and amount, literally, to
a unique volume. Mr. Darrell has succeeded bril
liantly in producing a finely useful book; but the
scholarship on which that utility has been founded
might well serve as a model for the record companies
themselves in their future labeling and description
of records.

RCA Victor announces
the first phonograph

to reproduce every sound on
Higher Fidelity Victor Records

EVERY higher fidelity Victor Record in your
library holds imprisoned beauty waiting for

a phonograph that can release it. For, since the
achievement by RCA Victor of higher fidelity
recording several years ago, every sound of the
orchestra, the singer, or the solo instrument has
been impressed on the Victor Record, exactly as
heard by the human ear. Now, RCA Victor has
perfected the first phonograph capable ofrepro
ducingeverysound on these higher fidelity Victor
Records ... the Higher Fidelity Electrola R-99.

At any volume, the Electrola R-99 repro
duces music with complete faithfulness and
perfect tonal balance, because of its new type
of Dynamic Amplifier. Never before has this
been possible.

"At your dealer's, hear your favorite higher
fidelity Victor Records played on the higher
fidelity Electrola R-99. You'll discover a new
world of beauty on every one! .

RCA ELECTROLA R-99 HAS A FEATHER-TOUCH
PICK-UP THAT PRESERVES YOUR RECORDS
This feather-touch pick-up rests in the record groove
with only two-fifths the weight of other· pick-ups ...
saves your prized records indefinitely.TheElectrolaR-99
is capable of a frequency range one-third greater than
other phonographs. It features a greatly improved
dynamic amplifier - 7 tubes - high frequency control
-automatic start and stop.
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ANOTHER
WHOOSIS!-

• USELESS
GIFT



This allecls
YOUR

This challenging and impartial survey of labor unions,
their uses and abuses is particularlytimely.. The author
holds no brief for the repressive measures used by
Industry in its dealings with labor, such as armed
strike-breakers, brutal company police, black lists,
lockouts, etc. On the other hand he fearlessly throws
down the gauge of battle to racketeedng labor execu
tives and their political henchmen, blasting Union
irresponsibility and anti-social policies and showing in
detail how the public has unwittingly been a party to
the growth of these evils. But more than that he tells
specifically how the public can protect itself by simple
and effective measures. Walter Chambers writes from
actual experience. As former Secretary of the New York
City Department of Markets he personally investigated
many of the rackets he exposes. Read his sensational
book and learn how you can pocket the tribute you
now pay to racketeers.

$2.00 At All Bookstores

COWaRD • McCANN, ~ W. 451h 51., New York
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